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Landscaping honors professor
as a professor of Latin and chairpersonof

he late Edward J.
Welters ’20, a member of
F

the Hope faculty for 40
years, was honored
through the dedication on

campus
area

of a landscaped
in his name on

Friday, May 6.
The landscaping,which includes trees
and bushes, lies adjacentto Kollen Hall's
east wall, along Columbia Avenue near
13th Street. A commemorative plaque
will be installed near the. building's
southeast entrance.

The landscaping was made possible
through a gift from Professor Wolters's
children.He died on Jan. 18, 1986.
ProfessorWolters, who retired in 1966

classical languages, taught at the

Hope

PreparatorySchool from 1926 to 1930, and
at the college from 1930 to 1966. In

addition to Latin he taught Roman
history, German and English, and he was
instrumental in establishing Hope's

Gamma

Rho Chapter of Eta Sigma Phi, the
National Honorary Classical Fraternity.
He held a master's degree from the
Universityof Michigan. Prior to joining
the Hope Preparatory School faculty, he
had taught at Holland Christian High
School.

The "Edward J. Wolters Award

in

Hope was establishedin his
honor in 1979. Presented during the
college's annual Honors Convocationin
late April, the award is given to a student
Classics" at

with an outstanding record
performance

in

advanced Latin

of

classes or

in classicalstudies.

at Kollen Hall was given in memory of the late Edward J. Wolters
of the Hope faculty for 40 years. From left to right are some of his
children and their spouses, including Mary and Dale Wolters, Ann Wolters ’50
Fredrickson and Dr. Phil Fredrickson ’50, and the Rev. Lloyd Wolters ’51. Not pictured
are two other daughters: June Van Hoven and Mary Wolters ’55.

Landscapingalong
’20, a

member

“Quote, unquote”
Quote, unquote

is

an

eclectic sampling of
things said at and about

services provided that rewarded doing
greater cost to a price-basedsystem that is
not so volume sensitive and that has really
unleashed the kind of free-market economic forces that are reshaping the health care
industry.

Hope College.

"In fact I read recently about a physi-

the college's department of economics and busi-

who here in the western part of the
state is beginning to organize larger,
multi-specialty group practices to realize
efficiencies, to be able to do a better job of
negotiating with insurers and cost efficiency providing care.
"All those forces are consumer-oriented,
consumer-positiveforces.
"We didn't get here overnight. We didn't
get to this situationovernight. We shouldn't

ness administration.
Excerptsfrom his breakfast

try to fix it overnight.

address follow.

"As I mentioned, [the health care industry] is one seventh of the economy.
Disorganizedis not a fair term to use, but
unorganized is a fair term to use. The health
care industry is a relatively unorganized

cian

Bill

Van Faasen '70, who

is president and

and Blue
thoughts on

chief executive officer of Blue Cross
Shield of Massachusetts,shared his
health care while on

campus during

a breakfast

on Friday, April 15. Later in the day he participated in "DiagnosingAmerica's Health Care

System:

How

Sick Is the Patient? How

Appropriate the Cure?," a seminar sponsored by

"Despite the fact that I'm more interested
in general

management than

the health care

industry, I do have some fairly strong opin-

ions about the health care industry after
having been in it for 23 years.
"The health care industryfor years has
been insulated from market forces...
Because we were insulatedfrom market
forces,we have accumulated this deficit of
change. We didn't change much! In the
first 20 years I was in the business there
wasn't 20 years worth of change. There
might have been five years worth of change
over the 20 years; we have a deficit of 15
years that we have to make up.
"I think startingabout two years ago the
market forces have really been unleashed in
the health care industry. The industry is
changing profoundly, dramatically and radically — and quickly. And I think the
changes are for the better. I'm really pleased
to see what's going on."

"We've gotten away from cost reimbursement;we've gotten away from paying
a physicianor hospital for the number of

On the cover
Identity is

many

things. In the case of

Hope

100 years, and

is a

Hope

and

College experience for

fitting backdrop for the Class of '94's Baccalaureateprocession. For the

story of Graves Hall, please see pages eight and nine.

At top center

is

sophomore tennis standout Audrey Coates of Holland, Mich. For more on

the year in sports, please see page 28.

At top right, the members of the Class of ’94 march past the President's House on their
way to Dimnent MemorialChapel and, ultimately, the lives for which Hope has helped them
prepare. Please see pages 12-13 for graduation coverage.
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industry.

"Unlike the auto industry.When the
Feds came along and wanted to change fuel
economy, and they came up with the
Corporate Average Fuel Economy standards and said 'you're going to get there in
five years,' they were really talking to three
domestic automobilemanufacturers. So
there was this opportunityin a very organized way to try to change an industry.
"The health care industry is thousands
and thousands of independent physicians;
thousands of independent hospitals. It is
not an organized or systematizedsystem.
So it's not as if you can go out and talk to
three or four leaders in the industry. You're
talking to hundreds of thousands of relatively independent practitionersthat really
make up the 'manufacturing'side of the
health care industry. So you can't change it
over night and you shouldn't try."

College, it includesnot only character

quality but place. Graves Hall has been an enduring part of the
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Campus Notes
CHANGE:

PHONE
A shortage of
telephone numbers in the 394 exchange
has prompted the college to change its telephone numbers to the 395 exchange.
All phone numbers that previously
began with "394" now begin with "395"
but are otherwise the same (The Office of
Alumni and Public Relations,for example,
is now called at 395-7860 instead of
394-7860). In addition, the college's
general phone number, which was in the
392 exchange,is now 395-7000.
The changes went into effect on May 31.
JELLEMA TRIBUTE: Members

of

the department of English are compiling a

memorial volume for Dirk Jellema, who
died on December 11. The volume will

EDUCATION

FIRST: Hope College

has formed the first student chapter of the

Association

for Supervisionand

Curriculum Development(ASCD), a professional education organization with
190,000 members worldwide.

More than 140 students are members of
Hope's chapter, which has been recognized by the national organizationand is
in the process of becoming part of ASCD's
Michigan affiliate.Although ASCD has
about 3,500 student members, they are not
organized into their own chapters.
Being part of their own ASCD chapter
will benefit Hope's educationstudents in a
variety of ways, according to Dr. Leslie

Wessman, who

is

an associate professor of

include published and unpublished writ-

education and is sponsoring the group
with assistant professorDr. Jeanine

ings by Professor Jellema himself, but they

Dell'Olio.

hope to include a selectionof his correspondence through the years. Memories
and tributes (poetry or prose) are also

"ASCD

also

solicited.

Anyone having appropriatematerial

is

asked to send it to Dr. Kathleen Verduin;
Hope College Department of English; 126
E. 10th St.; PO Box 9000; Holland, MI
49422-9000. Deadline is Friday, July 29.

is one of the largest professional

organizations in the country for curriculum
development,"Dr. Wessman said. "As we
consideredhow to help our students leam
about professional development,we felt it'd
be much better to give them an opportunity
to do it than just talk about it."
"By joining the Michigan affiliate, they
will have access to people who are from

beyond the immediate area yet

near

for workshops and
serve as resources," she said.

third consecutive year with four of them.

enough to come in

FOUR-FOLD SUPPORT: The
departments of biology, chemistry,computer science and mathematics at Hope
each hold grants for summer student
research from the National Science
Foundation's "Research Experiences for
Undergraduates" (NSF-REU) program.
Through the grants, undergraduate students from both Hope and elsewhere are
conducting researchon a full-time basis
with

Hope

faculty members for eight to 10

weeks this summer, receiving stipends as
well as support for summer housing,
travel and other expenses.They join students whose summer research at Hope is
being supported in other ways.
According to Dr. James Gentile, who is
the dean for the natural sciences and the
Kenneth G. Herrick Professor of Biology at
Hope, preliminary investigationshave
found that the college is one of only a few
institutionsin the United States to have four

REU programs

this

summer. Departments

in the sciences have also held

NSF-REU

grants previously, and 1994 will be Hope's

BACH WINNER: Steven Beukema, a
junior from Holland, Mich., was a winner
in the Kalamazoo Bach Festival Young
Artist Competition and appeared in the
winners' recital on Sunday, May 8, in
Stetson Chapel at KalamazooCollege.
To reach the finals, Beukema, a pianist,
first passed a tape audition and then
passed a round of live auditions with
pianists, singers and instrumentalists from
many Midwestern states. He performed
four movements of Johann Sebastian
Bach's "Partita in B-flat Major."

AWARD:

OFFICE
of the

Hope

Susan Feldkamp

staff received the Third

Annual

Office Professional of the Year Award, presented by Key Personnel Inc. in association
with Greater Holland Chapter Professional

SecretariesInternationalon Thursday,
April 28.

Feldkamp is

administrative assistant to

award recognizes
mastery of office skills, ability to assume
responsibilityand to exercise initiative and
judgment,and intangiblequalities of professionalism,dedication and loyalty.
the college's provost. The

Choir has Nixon memories
and weeks
Richard
Nixon’s death on Friday,
April 22, the world reflected upon his work and the
legacy he left as the
In the days
that followed

country’s 37th president.
For some Chapel Choir alumni, however,

the news prompted more personal
thoughts — recollectionsof the group's
Sunday, Nov. 22, 1970, performance at the
White House and meeting the chief executive.
"I remember being there and shaking
hands with President Nixon," the Rev. David
Breen '72 of Holland, Mich., recalled in The
Holland Sentinelon Sunday, April 24. "He
joked about the cookies the White House
kitchen had made. He said they were good
and he had eaten quite a few of them."
The Chapel Choir performed during a
worship service in the East Room of the
White House, and attended a reception that
followed. In addition, before the service the
president and his wife had coffee with and
gave a tour of the house to the choir's director, Dr. Robert W. Cavanaugh.

The choir sang two anthems — "O Clap
Your Hands" by Ralph Vaughan Williams
and "Prayer for Peace" by Paul Fetler. In
addition to President Nixon and his wife,
the 400-memberaudience included the secretaries of defense, the treasury,state,
agriculture and labor, the postmaster
general and the chief justice of the Supreme

As the world remembered Richard Nixon the president and statesman, many former members of the Chapel Choir could also
remember Richard Nixon the host. The choir sang at the White House during a worship service on Sunday, Nov. 22, 1970.

Court.

Hope College, in GRAND RAPIDS,

The Chapel Choir had been one of several
hundred considered and was only the second

the service," Dr.

that had been invited to sing, Dr.

Cavanaugh

noted in the Winter, 1971, editionof the Hope
College Alumni Magazine. (The first, according

to Dr. Cavanaugh, was the Vienna Boy's
Choir.) The president.Dr. Cavanaugh
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recalled,had called the choir "a 'splendid'
group and 'one of the four or five best groups
of this kind' in the United States." ("Our
hearts sank when he said the Choir was from
Michigan, but he corrected that at the end of
Cavanaugh wrote.)
As the clock goes, the experience came

and went quickly. The White House extendits invitation the Monday before the
45-minute service, leaving less than five

ed

days

to prepare (and to decide

which

of the

choir's 69 members would go, since the
setting could accommodateonly 32). The
group left for Washington, D.C., Saturday
at Hope
Monday.

morning, and was back
the start of classes on

For

all its

in time for

brevity, however, the trip crafted

memories for a lifetime. In a note to Dr.
Cavanaugh, President Nixon wrote, "1 hope
you will convey my gratitude to each of the
talentedsingerswho did so much to make the
day one we will always remember."
Dr. Cavanaugh echoed the sentiments in

his

Alumni Magazine account:

"I'm humbly proud of our young
people — not only in the way in which they
sang, but in their attitude, in their cooperation with me, and in the grace and ease with

which they handled themselves in

the

nation's capital...And it was a day that

we

will always remember — another big day in
the growing history of the Hope College
Chapel Choir and another opportunityto
live

up to

its motto — 'Soli

God Alone Be

the Glory!"

Deo

Gloria'

— To

Academic Calendar
Summer

Session (1994)
June 20, Monday — Registration and payment of fees.

Classes begin
July 29, Friday — Summer Session ends

Semester (1994)
Aug. 26, Friday — Residencehalls open

Fall

for

new students.

New Student Orientation begins.
Aug. 28, Sunday — Convocation for new students and
parents, 2 p.m., Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Aug. 29, Monday — Residence halls open for returning
students.
30, Tuesday — Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Sept. 5, Monday — Labor Day, classesin session

Aug.

Sept. 27-28, Tuesday-Wednesday— Critical Issues
Symposium
Oct. 7, Friday — Fall Recess begins, 6 p.m.
Oct. 12, Wednesday — Fall Recess ends, 8 a.m.
Oct. 14-16, Friday-Sunday— Homecoming Weekend
Nov. 4-6, Friday-Sunday— Parents' Weekend
Nov. 24, Thursday— Thanksgiving Recess begins, 8 a.m.
Nov. 28, Monday — Thanksgiving Recess ends, 8 a.m.
Dec. 9, Friday — Last day of classes
Dec. 12-16, Monday-Friday — Semester examinations
Dec. 16, Friday — Residencehalls close, 5 p.m.

Summer Seminars

"The

News

TraditionalEvents

Knickerbocker Theatre

Seven courses are available for one or two hours of undergraduate credit,one hour of graduate credit or on an
audit basis. The courses will run Monday-Friday, Aug.
1-5, from 9 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. The courses are:
"Music in American Culture"
"The Rhetoric of Gender"
on Television: Is

It

News?

Is It

Television?"

"Classroom Management for Beginning Teachers"
"Attention Deficit Disorder"
"Your Turn: Voicing Your Opinion"
"Slicing the Pie: A Hands-On Approach to Fractions"
For additional information,please call David James 76, program
director, at (616) 395-7830.

Downtown Holland at 86 East Eighth Street
The Knickerbocker Theatre, open Monday

Critical Issues

through

Saturday, features a variety of art, foreign and
films, and a number of live events.

classic

Admission to the theatre'sfilms costs $4.50 for adults and $3.50 for
senior citizensand Hope College students.For more information on
programs and films at the Knickerbocker, please call (616) 395-4950.

Symposium — Tuesday and Wednesday,

Sept. 27-28
The 97th annual Pull tug-of-war— Saturday, Oct.

1

Nykerk Cup Competition— Saturday, Nov. 5
Christmas Vespers — Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 3-4

De Free Gallery

Summer Theatre
Season opens Friday, June 24
Curtain time 8 p.m., Monday through Saturday
DeWitt Center main theatre
Street — A musical extravaganza featuringfamiliar
tunes like "We're in the Money" and "Lullabye of
Broadway."
Twelfth Night — Shakespeare'sromanticcomedy.
Ten November — A moving, musical account of the sinking

The Age of Things: Ceramic Works by Billy Mayer
—July 1-29
Admissionto the gallery is free. The gallery's summer hours are
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

42nd

Admissions
Campus

Visits: the Admissions Office is open from 8 a.m.
weekdays. Tours and admissionsinterviews are

to 5 p.m.

available. Appointments are

recommended.

For further informationabout any Admissions Office event, please
call

(616) 395-7850, or toll free

1-800-968-7850or write: Hope

College Admissions Office; 69 E. 10th St.;

PO

Box 9000; Holland,

MI; 49422-9000.

of the S.S.

Edmund

Fitzgerald in Lake Superior in 1975.

The Trip to Bountiful — A touching portrayal of an aging
widow's pilgrimage to her old home.
Dancing at Lughnasa — Revealing a young man's memory
of growing up in 1930s Ireland,(second stage production.
Snow Auditorium)
Additionalinformationmay be obtained by calling the theatre ticket
office

beginning June

1

(when

tickets

go on sale) at (616) 395-7890.

Football
Saturday, Sept. 10.

..at

Wheaton,

1:30

p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 17...at DePauw, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 24...*WABASH, 1:30 p.m.

Aurora, 1:30 p.m.
Kalamazoo, 1:30 p.m.
15.. .ALMA (Homecoming),

Saturday, Oct.

l...at

Saturday, Oct.
Saturday, Oct.

8.

..at

2 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 22. ..at Albion, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29.. .ADRIAN, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov.

5..

.OLIVET, 1 p.m.

‘Community Day
For season ticket information, please call Ray Smith at (616)

Alumni & Friends

395-7690.

Grand Rapids Golf Outing — Monday,

June 20
Holland Annual Golf Outing — Monday, July 11

Holland Country Club
Ad Hoc II Reunion — Aug. 5-7

"Son of

Ad

Hoc..

Counterculturefrom

Hope

.Ad Hoc

Boys Basketball Camp
II.

..wouldn't you?"

and early 70s returns to
reunion. For more informa-

the late '60s

for a non-traditional

tion, please contact Rich Williams, 1213 Princeton Drive,

Albuquerque, NM 87106. Phone: (505) 255^1304.
Parents' Reception— Saturday, Aug. 27
Southeast Michigan Golf Outing — Saturday, Sept. 17
Community Day '94 — Saturday, Sept. 24
Homecoming '94 — Friday-Sunday,Oct. 14-16
Fraternal Society 160th Anniversary Celebration
Friday-Sunday,Oct. 14-16
Alumni members from around the country will return to
Hope College during Homecoming Weekend to celebrate
the society's founding. For more information, please
contact B.M. Breen, 430 E. Eighth St., Suite 220, Holland,
MI 49423-3751; phone (616) 392-9068.
Emersonian Fraternity 75th Anniversary Celebration
Friday-Sunday,Oct. 14-16
There will be special events throughout the weekend for
Emersonians and their families. Details will follow in the
next issue of news from Hope College and in letters to all
Emersonian alumni.

Alumni

VILLAGE

Square
...And

More!

Wednesday, June 22
a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Women's League
9

for

Hope College

Summer Sports Camps

For additionalinformationconcerning alumni events, please call
the Office of Alumni and Public Relations at (616) 395-7860.

— July 11-22,

two

hrs/day

(fourth-ninth graders)
Girls Basketball Day Camps:
Fifth-Seventh Grades — June 13-17 (afternoons)
Eighth-NinthGrades — June 13-17 (mornings)
10th-12th Grades — June 20-24
Girls High School Basketball Team

Scrimmage

— June 20-24
Soccer Camp — June 20-24; June 27-July 1
Football Passing Camp — July 31-Aug. 3
T.U.F.F. Distance Running Camp — July 18-23
Boys Varsity Overnight Basketball Team Camp — two
camps: June 26-29; June 30-July 3
Boys Varsity Evening Basketball Team Camp — July 11, 12,
14

13,

Boys J.V. Evening Basketball Team Camp — July 18,

19,

20, 21

For additionalinformation,please call (616) 395-7690. Ask for
Joyce

McPherson.

Instant Information
Hope

Sports Hotline — (616) 395-7888

ActivitiesInformation — (616) 395-7863
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Hope

in

the Future

By Greg Olgers '87

Volunteers kept
campaign on track
volunteer support speaks eloquently about the character of

Since the beginning, since
before the beginning, the Hope
the Future campaign has been

the college's constituencyand,

"I think Hope College is really blessed by the quality of its
people," he said. "There's a real sense of caring. And when
they take off to do something,they do it right, which is certainly the Hope College way."

More than 750 volunteers— virtually a small army — have
given their time and talents to the campaign. Their efforts
have been essential in not only reaching but passing Hope in
the Future's $50 million goal (thus far $56 milhon has been
raised), according to campaign director John Nordstrom.

"The volunteer is the key person," he said. "I don't
think you could ever mount a campaign the size of Hope in
the Future, with a goal of $50 million,without great reliance
on volunteer leadership."
Although the campaign was launchedpublicly in January
of 1992, it essentiallybegan in the spring of 1989 with the
Hope in the Future strategic planning process, which yielded
recommendationsthat shaped the campaign'sgoals.
Volunteers were central to the strategic planning effort,
which involved not only 125 planners (faculty, staff,trustees,
alumni, students, parents and other friends of the college),
but others whose input was sought during accompanying
regional meetings.

campaign, so did
emphasis anticipatethe campaign's volunteer

Just as the strategic plan anticipated the

focus.

A 34-member steering committee has coordinatedthe
Hope in the Future campaign, which was divided into eight
major constituency segments:The Board of Trustees Fund,
LeadershipGifts, Holland /Zeeland Area, National Alumni,
National Parents and Friends, National Church, Faculty and
Staff, and National Corporate and Foundations. The volunteer network was further divided into several regional
committees.
The volunteers served in many ways (and many in more
than one way). Some helped organizethe campaign's 21
regional events, which ranged from Boston, Mass., to
Houston, Texas, to Minneapolis, Minn., and points between.
Some asked additional members of the Hope family to call
on prospective donors. Almost all did the calling, explaining
the purpose of the campaign and asking for a pledge
approximately3,000 contacts altogether.
In the most clinical analysis, the 3,000 contacts made a
major difference because they enabled the college to reach
more people about Hope in the Future than would have been
possible through the development staff alone. Nordstrom
noted that in a more general sense, however, the volume of

—
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extension, the college

itself.

in

volunteer-driven.

its volunteer

by

Nordstrom cited the faculty and staff portion of the campaign as an example. The goal was to raise $500,000 from the
college's faculty and staff. In the end, they contributed
$845,000. Moreover, 120 members of the faculty and staff

served as

callers,

He also noted that there was no question as to whether or
not he would volunteer. "I was happy to do it," he said. "I
just feel that the educationthat I got there and the concern
were definitelyimportant. We'll do whatever Hope College
needs."
Nordstrom credits the volunteers with playing a major
role in the campaign's success; for contributing their time
and talents; and for contributing financially,as did thousands of other donors. Bursma, however, gives some of the
credit back to Nordstrom and the other members of the
development staff.

and the financialand volunteer support

came from every area of the college.
"It goes without saying that people have such strong
devotion to Hope College that it's hardly even a question as
to whether or not they'll support — and support it generously," said Phyllis Kleder '73 Hooyman, who is director of
financialaid at Hope and co-chaired the faculty and staff
campaign with Dr. William Reynolds of the English faculty.
Concerning the process she noted, "Everyone seemed
very, very willing to help. I don’t think the people that I
worked with had much trouble at all getting people to say
'yes' to volunteering,and that can be a very tough
job — approachingpeople and colleagues and asking them to
donate funds. That can sometimes be sensitive, and yet everyone was basicallywilling to do it and did an excellent job."
The faculty and staff were only one portion of Hope in the
Future. Their willingness to help, however, was universal.
"I think it's just one of those things, where the school
remains with you," said A1 Bursma '59 of Sudbury, Mass.,
who with his wife Phyllis Brink '58 Bursma co-chaired the
Boston-area portion of the campaign.
The Bursmas organized a committee of callers, wrote
letters and made calls,and put together an event in town that
drew in people from neighboring states as well as
Massachusetts."We had every age group represented/' he
it

"They're so sensitiveto time restraints and make it so easy
Hope College that I think
that's a big part of it. Obviously they have a purpose
to cooperate and be an extension of

—

everybody knows what Hope in the Future is about — but they
make it such a pleasant experience that you can't help but
enjoy it and enjoy their friendship."
"So they're doing two things. They have a purpose,
they're getting it across professionally,but you also feel like
you're developing a friendship with them that will last much
longer than the campaign. I'd say that's the real plus."«Jt

Images from Hope in the Future, 1989-94. At left is a
strategicplanning regional meeting with David Hager
’52, Dr. C. Kendrick Gibson of the Hope faculty, Gaye
van den Hombergh ’81 and PresidentJohn H. Jacobson
(July, 1989). At center is a volunteerleadershiptraining
meeting with Nancie Carpenter ’54 Lubbers and regional advancement director Glenn Lowe ’71 (October,
1991). At right, national campaign co-chairs Max
Boersma ’46 and Philip Miller ’65 lead events during the
campaign’s over-goal celebration(October,1993).

said.

Susan Bosnian '69 Formsma of Holland, Mich., voluna caller. During a trainingsession she learned about
the campaign and some pertinent facts about the college, and
she subsequently called upon four prospective
donors — none of whom she knew.
While she admits she first found the prospect of calling on
strangers a bit frightening, the experience in the end was
positive. "I had some neat people," she said. "I had fun getting to know them."
Ross Mack '71 of Valparaiso, Ind., another a volunteer
caller, also had a good experience with his calls.One was the
brother of a classmate; another was a neighbor from the
down the street who, it turned out, had roomed at Hope with
one of Mack's childhoodneighbors.
teered as

Hope
Hope

in the

Future

in the Future is a fundraising effort

primary components:
enhancing the academic program,
improving student financial aid,
strengtheningChristian life and witness,
and selectivelyimproving facilities.
that has four

Faculty

Kudos

Origins and pathways
Two

A

recent faculty books find their subjects in religion.

Guide to the

New Testament World examines

the
context of early Christianity. Vanishing Boundaries: The
who were between the
ages of 33 and 42 when the survey, funded
by the Lilly Endowment Inc. of Indianapolis,
Ind., began in 1989.
They found that 52 percent of the Baby

late 1950s or 1960s

Boomers surveyedbelonged to a church and
attendedat least six times a year, although
not necessarily the Presbyterian Church (29
percent of the 500 people surveyedwere still
church-going Presbyterians). Of the other
48 percent,described as "unchurched,"most
still held a personal faith. Only eight percent
of those surveyed describedthemselvesas
completely non-religious.
While the '60s aren't inhibitingthe Baby

While the Baby
Boomers are a product

of

the ’60s, their religious

views aren’t, according to

Boomers' church attendance, other factors
are, according to Dr. Luidens. And,
although the survey and Vanishing
Boundaries focus on Presbyterian Baby
Boomers, Dr. Luidens feels the data and
book have broader implications.
"We would argue that these findings are
absolutely representativeof all the mainline
Protestant churches, and also the Catholic
community, and with a time lag even some
of the more conservative Protestant
denominations,"he said.
One major reason for the decline in
mainline Protestantism,the sociologists
believe, is that the phenomenal nationwide
church growth that took place in the 1950s
was relativelyshallow — and that many of

a

the "unchurched" Baby Boomers

Mainline ProtestantBaby Boomers shares the
results of a recent study of 500 Baby Boomer
Presbyterians conducted by Dr. Luidens, Dr.

respondingaccordingly.
"What we argue, in effect, is that much of
the religiousgrowth during the 1950s was a
consequenceof people achieving for the first
time on a large scale the American dream,"
Dr. Luidens said. "They acquired their own
home in the suburbs, and part of what went
along with that whole suburban package
was church involvement.
"For some of our Baby Boomers, it's very
clear that they realizedhow thin that religion
was for their parents, and that's reflectedin
their indifference to the church today," he

book co-authored by
Hope College sociologist
Dr. Donald Luidens ’69.
Vanishing Boundaries: The Religion of

Dean R. Hoge of Catholic Universityof
America and Dr. Benton Johnson of the
University of Oregon. The book was released
in January by Westminster/JohnKnox Press.
In exploring why the Baby Boomers left
or stayed involved with the church, Drs.
Luidens, Hoge and Johnson sought to assess
the role of '60s activism and counterculture
by checking participationin Civil Rights or
anti-war demonstrations, rock concerts and

drug use. The results surprised them.
"Involvement in the '60s counterculture
was not in any way a predictor about
whether someone was going to be liberal or
conservative today, and it wasn't a predictor
of whether someone was going to be in or
out of the church today," said Dr. Luidens,

who

is

a

professor of sociology and

chairperson of the department.
"To have been an anti-war, marijuana-

smoking,rock concert attender wasn't going
to mean that you were going to be
anti-church," he said. "You could very well
be in the most conservative church today
with that background.
Drs. Luidens, Hoge and Johnson were

seeking to understand how the Baby
Boomers relate to nationwide declines in
church membership, which is characterized
disproportionatelylarge drop in
younger members. They studied people
confirmedin the Presbyterian Church in the

by a

The

sociologistsfound that despite
having a general low interestin attending,
the unchurched Baby Boomers remembered
the church itself warmly. Many could even
envision themselves returningsomeday

—

although not to stay.
"They will participatein the church to the
extent that it provides them the servicesthey
need, whether it be comfort or support in
times of grief, or programs for their children
or whatever," Dr. Luidens said.
"All of this says some rather cautionary
words for the church," he said. "These are
not people that institutionsare easily built
on because their commitments are relatively
short-lived and interchangeable.
Contrary to a popular theory of the 1970s

which claimed that the nation's churches
had become too liberaland were driving
conservative members away, the survey's

were not

disaffected
conservatives. In fact, according to Dr.
Luidens the unchurched tended to be "lay
liberals," who did not espouse a particular
variety of liberalismbut were instead
extremely tolerant of others'views.

message

for others.

The survey also showed that the

"For the

modem

reader," Bell said, "the

When

between mainline
Protestantdenominationswere of little

Roman Empire

importanceto the unchurched "lay liberals."
They were more interested in having their
needs met than in the denomination in
which it happened — one reason that Drs.
Luidens, Hoge and Johnson titled their book

on guidebooks to help us understand the
customs of the place. When reading the New
Testament, we need the same kind of help.

theological differences

Vanishing Boundaries.

Given the reasons for the post-1 950s
membership decline and the priorities of the
unchurched.Dr. Luidens believes that
denominationsare unlikely to see a return to
the high memberships of the past. In
addition,he feels that while some lost
members can be regained, it will be the
churches' response to parishioners' desires
for services that does

it.

we

is a foreign country.

visit a foreign country, we expect to rely

Without a guidebook, modem readers are
likely to misunderstandmuch of what they
see and hear."
While formulating the idea for writing the

book. Dr. Bell checked other books on the
subjectalready on the market. Most, he dis-

covered, were intended for

college/

seminary studentsor were too limited in
scope to be helpful to the general reader.
"I wanted to write something that the
average person in the pew, high school-age
or older, could learn from," Dr. Bell said.
"The New Testamentshouldn't be the private
preserve of a small number of scholars.What
the scholars have learned about it can be disseminated to the public and can help them

understandthe
So, who was
Supper?

basis of the Christian faith."
the guest of honor at the Last

"First you have to understandthat
people reclined at meals in those days.
That's what the Greek verbs in the New
Testament mean: 'recline,'not 'sit,'" Dr. Bell
said. "Then you can see, from documents of
that time, the honor accorded to certain
positions at the table."

"Once you understand the language and

are

said.

unchurched

from
one denomination's contemporary experience a

Religion of Mainline Protestant Baby Boomers pulls

the customs, you realize that Jesus had taken
the place of the host, not the guest of honor,"
he said. "He had John recliningon one side
of him and the end of the couch on the other

side."
"If he handed Judas a piece of bread after
dipping it in a sauce, as John's gospel says he
did, then Judas was recliningin the position
of the guest of honor," Dr. Bell said. "I think

arrangementmay have been ironic."
As far as the time Jesus spent in the tomb
is concerned, the Jews and Romans of the
time counted the day on which something
occurred as the first day — and a portion of a
day was counted as a whole day; hence
Friday through Sunday runs three days.
Dr. Bell notes that Paul's statement about
the

Who

was the guest of
honor at the Last Supper?
What did Paul mean when
he said, “Though I know
all mysteries...”? How can
Jesus have been in the
tomb for three days when
three days won’t fit
between Friday afternoon
and Sunday morning?
Those questions and others are answered
new book by Dr. Albert A. Bell Jr., professor of classics and history at Hope. The
book, A Guide to the Nezv TestamentWorld,
introduces laypeopleto the social, political
and cultural background against which the
New Testament was written.
The book grew out of Dr. Bell's own interest in the historyof the early Roman Empire,
and from questions asked by his students at
Hope and members of Sunday School classes
which he has taught in a number of churches.
in a

understanding "all mysteries" in

1

Corinthians 13 may be a deliberatereference
to the several pagan Greco-Roman "mystery
cults" of the day. The mystery cults
secret

knowledge

promised

that could lead to a

happy

afterlife.In such a context, Paul's statement

would emphasize that even knowing all the
was meaningless without love.

cults' secrets

Dr. Bell's book, published by Herald Press,

contains chapters on the Judaic background
of the New Testament, the organizationof the
Roman government,Greco-Romanreligions

and philosophicalschools,

social classes,

morality,family life and travel.

A member

of the

Hope

faculty since 1978,

Dr. Bell has published articles and reviews in

a number of scholarly journals,as well as
stories and articles in popular magazinesand
newspapers. He is the author of a Christian
historical novel. Daughter of Lazarus (Abbey
Press), set in ancient Rome, and co-author of
a reference work. Resources in Ancient
Philosophy(Scarecrow Press),

uk
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Campus Notes

Summer

diversions

Ask a college’s faculty and staff to
recommend some good summer
reading, and the responses flood infiction and non-fiction; inspirationaland
satirical;authors from A to W. The Hope

community’s suggestions are as varied
as the individuals doing the suggesting.

We hope you

find

something you’ll like.

Arias, Ron, The Road to Tamazitnchale
"Called a 'chicano masterpiece' by some. Arias' book is a
beautifullywritten, imaginative celebrationof the human
spirit focusing on the character of Don Fausto, a retired
encyclopedia salesman living in the barrios of LA." (Dr.
Reuben Ellis, assistant professorof English)
Aronson, Eliot, Social Animal
"This is a book about social psychology, and how human
interaction influencesour thoughts, interactions with others
and society." (Dr. Jeffrey Nicholas,visiting assistant professor
of psychology)
Bell, Albert, A Guide to the New Testament World
"It's jam-packed with fascinatinginsightsinto the cultural
forms of the day — and how they had an impact on the early
transmission of Christianity."(Dr. Donald Luidens '69,
professorof sociologyand chairperson of the department)
Editor's Note: See also the story on page six.
Bennett, William J., The Book of Virtues
"A collectionof hundreds of stories in an instructiveand
inspiringanthology that will help children understandand
develop character — and help adults teach them. From the
Bible, from American history, poems, fables, philosophy,
fiction and fairy tales." (Ann Farley, administrativeassistant
to the dean for the arts and humanities)
Boorstin, Daniel, The Discoverers
"It's a leisurely, fascinatingdiscussion of how some basic
things have come to be: for instance, time and clocks." (Joyce
Nielsen,library associate)
Boyle, T.C., The Road to Wellville
"A spoof on turn-of-the-century Battle Creek cereal and
health spa business." (BarbaraSkidmore 70 Mezeske, adjunct
assistant professorof English)
Bums, Olive A., Leaving Cold Sassy: The Unfinished Sequel
to Cold Sassy Tree
Includes 15 chapters, five pages of notes, and extensive
editor's notes about the author. (Jennifer Payette '92,
admissions counselor)
Chang, Jung, Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China
"A lively account of three generations of women in 20th
century China: her grandmotherwho had bound feet and was
a concubine to a warlord general, her spunky mother who was

devoted to the Communist Party and to her upright
Communist husband, and Jung Chang herself who tells of the
Cultural Revolution and its effects on her generation."(Mary
Jellema, adjunct assistant professorof English)

you ever wanted to understand the forces and the sorrows
of China over this century,this is the book." (Dr. Robin Klay,
associate professorof economics and business administration)
Cisneros, Sandra, The House on Mango Street
"Set in a Hispanic neighborhood of Chicago, the novel tells the
story of a young girl negotiatingthe harsh realitiesof urban
minority life to find her own sense of self." (Dr. Reuben Ellis,
assistant professorof English)
Cony, John, My Times: Adventuresin the News Trade
"Corry's new book.. .offersa chance to share the experienceof
a Hope College alumnus who was deeply involved in the
volatile political life of the 1970s.. .As a memoir Corry's book is
intriguing — especiallyfor those who recall the momentous
times about which he writes.His insider's views have the ring
of authenticity; they often provide illuminatingrevisionsto
what we thought was happening." (Dr. Dennis Renner,
associate professorof communication)
Davidson, Basil, The Black Man's Burden: Africa and the
Curse of the Nation-State
"Davidson, a prolificauthor of very readable books on Africa,
attempts to understand the conditionof contemporaryAfrica
by examining the imposition of the nation-state model during
the colonial period across cultural,linguistic and ethnic
boundaries.By also drawing upon his World War II experiences
as a journalist with Tito’s partisans in Yugoslavia he compares
his Africa findings to the dramatic changes in the former eastern
Europe and Soviet Union to understand the issues the world
today faces of peoples seemingly unwilling to live togetherin
civilized society." (Dr. Neal Sobania '68, director of
international education and associate professor of history)
"If
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Delany, Sarah and A. Elizabeth with Amy Hill Hearth,
Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters' First 100 Years
"The Delany sisters are two incredibly delightfuland wise
women, and the book paints a picture of a slice of
American history since the 1890s." (David Jensen, director
of libraries)

Dexter, Colin, The Way Through the Woods; Hill,
Reginald, Bones of Silence or Recalled to Life; Peters,Ellis,
Death to the Landlords; Simpson, Dorothy, Dead by

Morning
Detective/ mystery novels. "Good beach books if not the
most serious things going." (Dr. William Reynolds,professor of English)
Edwards, Bob, Fridays with Red
"Bob Edwards's reflections on his PBS radio conversations
with sportscasterRed Barber. It is a wonderful tribute to a
broadcasting legend and offers many insights into radio
sports broadcasting."(Tom Renner '67, director of public
relations)
Follett, Ken, Pillars of the Earth
"Ken Follett is a great summer read." (Dr. Jeanine Dell'Olio,
assistant professor of education)

Grossman, David, The Yellow Wind
"Grossman's account of his journey to Palestinianrefugee
camps and Jewish settlements in the occupiedterritories in
1987 — the 20th anniversary of the Israeli occupation. More
recently Grossman wrote about the plight of Palestinians
who live in the state of Israel in Sleeping on a Wire." (Laurie
Engle '82, internationalstudent advisor)

Hampl, Patricia, A Romantic Education
"Hampl's book begins as a journey toward a family's past,
then attains the stature of a living history, a meditation on
how the personal and the historical converge, adding to our
understandingnot only of Czechoslovakianlife but of what
it is to be engaged in a culturalstruggle,and how a people
finally define and affirm themselves."(Jack Ridl, professor
of English)

Heg, Peter, Smilla's Sense

of

Snow

"Besides being a crackling good mystery, this wonderfully
written first novel presents an intriguing look at the
complex prejudices that exist between native Greenlanders
and 'mainland'Danes, as seen through the eyes of a
fascinating contemporaryheroine." (Mark Cook 73,
manager of the Hope-GenevaBookstore)
"Her discomfort in Danish society made me think about the
issues members of minority groups must deal with in the
U.S. — even at Hope." (Marty Swank, directorof PATH, the
Program for AcademicallyTalented at Hope)

Hillerman,Tony
"Anything by Tony Hillermanis GREAT!!" (Dr. Paul Van
Faasen, professor of biology)

Hybels, Bill, Too Busy NOT to Pray: Slowing Down to Be
With God
"God's power flows to people who pray.. .this book helped
me, after so many attempts to begin spendingsome quality
time with God. Nothing is sweeter to God than the sound
of your voice." (Gary Camp 78, directorof admissions)
Jones, Thom, The Pugilist at Rest
"A collection of short stories ranging from the Vietnam War
to Schopenhauer'sphilosophy applied to cancer victims — a
thought-provokingapproach to summer." (Derek Emerson
'85, associatedirectorof housing and residence life)
Kingsolver,Barbara, Pigs in Heaven
"Continuesthe story begun in The Bean Trees of
Kentucky-born Taylor Greer and her daughter Turtle.
When six-year-old Turtle saves a man's life on a weekend
. outing, a sequence of events begins in which Taylor,
Taylor's mother Alice and Annawake Fourkiller,a lawyer
for the Cherokee nation, find conflict and fellowship in the
same place and come to a better understandingof the link
between life's risks and rewards." (Dr. David Carothers,
associate professor of mathematicsand chairperson of the

department)
Also, The Bean Trees (Karen Michmerhuizen,administrative
assistant,

departmentof

religion)

Kozol, Jonathon, Savage Inequalities: Children

in

America's Schools
"If anyone wishes to become more informed about the
educationalinequities in our country, this will be an
eye-opener."(Dr. Ronald Wolthuis, associateprofessor of
education)
Levy, Steven, ArtificialLife
"Written in the style of the best-sellingChaos, by James
.Gleick, this book describes one of the excitingnew fields in
contemporarymathematicsand computer science. Balance
it with a perennial Dickens classic!" (Gordon Stegink '61,
associateprofessor of computer science)

Lowry, Lois, The Giver
"I think the utopian societydescribed in The Giver would be
an excellent basis for a discussion between parents and their
middle school children about conformity,individual
differencesand what a 'good society' would be." (Marty
Swank, director of PATH, the Program for Academically
Talented at Hope)
"1 think it is worth reading to ponder the real meaning in
our lives, my life, and what's really important here! It will
prime the pump for next year's seniors taking Senior
Seminar, and all young people who are seeing themselves
headed toward a professsion." (Dr. Leslie Wessman,
associateprofessor of education)
McGrayne, Sharon Bertsch, Nobel Prize Women in Science
"This book tells 15 separate short stories that are charming
and amazing. With this format, one can complete a chapter
in one sitting." (Dr. Donald Williams, professorof chemistry)
O'Hanian, Susan, Garbage Pizza, Patchwork Quilts and

Math Magic
"This book will give parents and/or grandparentsa good
look at how elementary mathematics has changed since
their old days of add/subtract/multiple/divide...It
is fun to

read, with lots of personal stories." (Mary DeYoung 75,
assistant professor of mathematics)
Pargeter, Elizabeth, historicalfiction
"Readers of the mysteries of Ellis Peters might enjoy some
of her historical fiction under the name of Elizabeth
Pargeter. I especiallylike The Brothers of Gwynned Quartet,
about the struggle of Wales to be free of England, and the
World War II trilogy which includes The Eighth Championof
Christendom, Reluctant Odyssey and Warfare Accomplished."
(Dr. Donald Cronkite, professor of biology)
Patterson, Ben, Waiting: Finding Hove When God Seems
Silent
"It's a book for people who have suffered and for those who
find it difficult to be patient.Ben [Hope's dean of the
chapel] writes in a style which is interesting and

easy-to-read, with touches of humor. It is very
down-to-earth.Very human." (John Norden 71, regional
advancement director)
Robbins, Tom, Skinny Legs and All
"A deftly written novel that humorously interweaves some
very serioussubjects — peace, war, love, hate, sex, feminism,
patriarchy,religion, greed, generosity,history, vengeance...
Robbins's sociopolitical
commentary is given through the
eyes of a young woman artist-waitress,and talking
silverware!" (Dr. Christine Oswald, associateprofessor of
biology)
Ronald, Ann, ed.. Words for the Wild: The Sierra Club
Trailside Reader
"For those of you planning to spend a lot of time out in
nature this summer, this collectionof writings about the
natural world is a good choice, not only because of the
material it contains,but because it is small enough to easily
fit in a pocket or backpack." (Dr. Reuben Ellis, assistant
professor of English)
Steinbeck, James, East of Eden
"It provides humor, great insightsinto human nature, and
an engaging story of man's struggle to rise above his own
fallen nature." (Dr. Timothy Pennings, assistant professor of

mathematics)
Twain, Mark, ed. by Bernard DeVoto, Letters from the
Earth
"A raw, darkly humorous, stimulating and contemptuous
look at 'the human race experiment' as seen by Satan on a
visit to earth." (Dr. Christine Oswald, associateprofessor of
biology)
Twain, Mark, The Mysterious Stranger
"I think it is important because it addresses important
issues regarding Christian ethics and morality." (Dr. Jeffrey
Nicholas, visiting assistant professor of psychology)
Villasenor, Victor, Rain of Gold
"This is the story of two familiesand two countries — one,
the author's father, and the other his mother."(Elizabeth
Colburn, director, Hope College Upward Bound)
Wilson, Charles E., From Bastogne to Bavaria with the
Fighting Fourth Armored Division, 1944-45: Scenes from
the War and Holocaust
"An engagingand moving account of the last year of World
War II in Germany, written by a chaplain's assistantwho
gives eye-witness accounts of the comedies and tragediesof
war, including the Nazi death camps, from a theological
perspective that deepens with the author's experiences;for
those of us who were not there or may never undergo such
events,this book offers an opportunity to encounter realities
we should know about and not forget." (Dr. Francis Fike,
professor of English)

Campus

Profile:

Centenary
Graves

Hall is one of
fixtures, a stately

Hope’s

old building that adds to
the architectural diversity
of our campus. This
building, like most every
structure, has its own

unique history;
story to

its

own

tell.

Graves Hall

of a

By Larry J. Wagenaar ’87

campus mainstay

through the campus.
The building was formally dedicatedon
June 26, 1894. President-electGerrit J.
Kollen provided opening remarks. Nathan
Graves and the Rev. Peter Moerdyke gave
the major addresses.
"Each one in obtaining success builds
upon the success of others" commented
Moerdyke. "Hope College has been built
upon the prayers, the faith and the hope of
our predecessors and is a distinctly
Christian institutionand its success as such
depends upon our prayers and faith."

The Rev. Henry Dosker provided a

Under the architecturaldrawing in the
program it is indicated that "the Library,
having a stack room for 40,000 books, is on
the north end. The Chapel, 60x60 feet, is in
the South end.

On

the second floor of the

central part are four lecture

occupies the upper part of the
stack room."
(An aside: The college's library needs

have grown considerably in
intervening years. The Van

Hall was renovated in 1962

books and

the

accommodate more classroom space and
room for student offices such as student

are

council, the Milestone,and The Anchor.

— the college'ssecond librarysince
Graves so functioned — holds some 300,000

constructed to supplement Van Vleck Hall.

dedication — then less than 30 years old!

now

However, no major brick or

stone

which would

much

Graves Hall is one of a handful of area
buildings made of local Waverly stone,
which was quarried a mile away from the

structure,

number of

buildings had been

last for a

longer period of time, was built. This

due

to the severe financial

conditions — the college barely

surviveda bankruptcy scare in
the early 1870s and struggled
throughout the rest of the

century. The funding

of

Graves Hall from sources with
the Reformed Church back
east demonstrated how much
the college depended on such
support.

Named

for

donor Nathan

Graves of New York, Graves
Hall was the first substantial
building added to the campus
since the original construction
of Van Vleck Hall in 1856.

Holland itself was

just

on

the verge of major industrial

was

And many of
museum objects

serials.

college's surviving

a

the

Wylen Library

time the building"was [also]
used for rehearsals by the choir, glee clubs,
and other musical groups..."
Following the construction of the
Memorial Chapel (later named for Edward
Dimnent, the college's fifth president), the
library eventually expanded to fill the
space in Winants. That, too, changed. With
the addition of the Van Zoeren Library
(Van Wylen Library's predecessor). Graves
article, for a

of today

historical sketch of the college at the

By 1890

rooms. The

Museum

purposes. According to a 1950 Anchor

preserved at the Joint Archives of
Holland.)
Graves Hall was a major addition to the
college's physical plant. With the limited

to

The student offices have since moved to
the DeWitt Center, built in 1971. Other
tenants have also come and gone — the
department of sociologyand social work,
for example, was in the
building until 1989, when it
moved to Van Zoeren Hall
(itselfrenovated following the
completion of Van Wylen).
Graves Hall still serves in
several ways. It has long

housed the department of

modern and

classical

languages (the 1950 Anchor
retrospectiveindicates that
"the language departments
held classes upstairs as they

do

now, with a course in

the

Dutch language also included
on the curriculum"), providing
office and classroomspace.
Graves also houses the offices
of the Children's After School

1890s.

Achievement(CASA) and

had
community

Upward Bound programs. The
"Presidents' Room," which

with limited industry centered

incorporates the tower area on

around the Cappon and

the main floor and features
portraits of the college's
presidents, provides space for

growth in the early

Before that date the town

been a very small

Bertsch Tannery and a few
other local industries.

As

the

resorts near the channel drew

small meetings.

thousands to places like
Macatawa Park and the
Ottawa Beach Hotel, new

contains a chapel.

investors

were

The building also still
On the

ground floor is

the

Henry

E.

Schoon MeditationChapel,

building
Graves Hall at the turn of the century. The exterior of the building looks much the same today, although its
named for the Rev. Henry E.
environs have changed considerably. Note that College Avenue is a dirt road in the photo. (This photo and
shoe
Schoon, dean of the chapel and
the
three
images
at
the
left
and
bottom
of
page
nine
are
courtesy
of
the
Hope
College
Collection
of
the
Joint
factoriesin the city of Holland.
professor of Greek and German
Archives
of
Holland.)
The cornerstonefor Graves
at Hope from 1946 to 1954.
Hall was set in place at 2 p.m.
And while today's Winants
on Oct. 12, 1892, with a great
Auditorium
is
no longer a center of
number
of
meeting
spaces
on
campus,
campus along the Black River near the
deal of fanfare. Hope President Charles
worship,
it is still an important gathering
helped
to
lighten
the
however,
it
only
corner
of
Waverly
Avenue
and
Chicago
Scott and his successor. PresidentGerrit
place on campus. Renovated in 1980, the
campus's space crunch.
Drive. Although a number of buildings in
Kollen, formally unveiledthe stone and the
200-seat auditorium fills a vital need as a
For
example,
adjacent
to
the
chapel
the area incorporate this unique
solemn service commemorating the first
location for special lectures,student films
were
rooms
that
served
as
the
construction.Graves is one of the few
major new academic Hope buildingsince
and large classroom instruction.
headquarters
for
the
YMCA
and
YWCA.
remaining
good
examples
built
exclusively
Van Vleck came to a close. The
Graves Hall has played many roles in its
These men's and women's organizations
of this stone. One commentatorclaimed
cornerstone,made of New York marble,
first
century. No doubt it will play many
had
to
meet
on
opposite
days
because
that it was "one of the most beautifully
was inscribedwith the College'smotto,
in its second.
more
there
wasn't
enough
space
for
both
to
balanced
buildings
in
Michigan."
Spera in Deo.
Whatever its uses, however, the
gather simultaneously.
The Tower Clock, a landmark in
There was also an urgency in the air that
cornerstone placed more than 100 years
As the campus and college grew in
downtown Holland (standing at River
fall day to proceed with constructionas
ago reminds us today of the ongoing
subsequent
years.
Graves
Hall
found
itself
Avenue and Eighth Street), is another
quickly as possible. It is a little known fact
commitment we have as a liberal arts
serving
in
many
ways.
example
of
a
fine
Waverly
stone
building.
that the building of Graves Hall was
college in the Christian tradition. Spera in
Chapel services were held in Winants
It was also constructed in 1892.
rushed through to prevent the opening of
Deo!
until
1929,
when
the
Memorial
Chapel
was
The exterior of Graves Hall is much the
11th Street through the campus, which
completed
to
the
south.
Services
were
same
as
it
was
in
1894.
The
interior,
would have bisected the Pine Grove and
Larry J. Wagenaar '87 is director of the Joint
mandatory for all students.
however, has changed substantially in the
had a major impact on the grounds today,
Archives
of Holland,which cares for the archives
The
registrar
made
his
home
on
the
past 100 years, and the program from the
forever changing the "campus" feel of our
of
Hope
College, the Holland Museum and
second
floor
until
the
remodeling
of
Van
festive dedication day reveals a much
college.
Western Theological Seminar}/, and is located on
Raalte
Hall
in
1946
allowed
for
this
different
building
than
the
one
we
know
Just think what Hope would be like
the lower level of the Van Wylen Library.
precious space to be used for other
today.
with both 11th and 12th streets running
furniture, piano,

8

and
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Campus

Profile:

Graves Hall

By

Larry J.

Wagenaar ’87

Nathan Graves:
building benefactor
N athan Graves was born
1813 to a
family that had been active
in the Revolutionary War.
His grandfather, Elijah,
had been an aide to
in

Oneida,

N.Y., in

George Washington.
Nathan was a sharp student
and

after a brief career in teach-

ing he was admitted to the bar
in 1840.

he

Between 1844 and 1849

built his practice in

New

York City. In 1852 he became
president of the Burnett Bank,
which later merged with the

New York

State Banking

Company. He

served in that

capacity for 20 years.

world
many missionAsia as he could and

In 1872 Graves began a
tour and visited as
ary stations in

reported on their success back in the
United States. Upon his return he was
elected mayor of Syracuse, N.Y.

To support Hope's ambitious construction
project. Graves donated books from a large private
library and $10,000 for construction.Although

do not have

we

exact figures for the cost of building

Graves Hall, Voorhees Hall, which is a much larger
structure and built 10 years later, cost $40,000.
Nathan Graves's ties to Hope College
came though his involvement in the
Reformed Church, whose members
provided critical support to Hope
College in its formative years.
Without the support of eastern

RCA

churches and their
members it is doubtful that
Hope

College would have survived.
He served as an elder in his
local church and as superin-

tendent of

New

The Graves

Hall cornerstone, located left of the main
entrance, sports the college’s motto, Hope in God.

Brunswick

TheologicalSeminary.
Graves died on July 21, 1896,
only two years after the completion of the building on Hope's
campus. He was a philanthropist
even in death, establishing a home
for the aged with his estate,which was
valued at $350,000 — quite a sum at the end
of the 19th century.

T ou may wonder what they placed
in that cornerstone so many years
ago. Some of the pieces include:
• Copies

of De Hollander, De Grondwet, De Hope, De Wachter,
The Holland City News, The Anchor, the Ottawa County Times,
the ChristianIntelligencer and Mission Field

• Sermon by

the Rev. A.C. Van Raalte, founder of Holland,
Mich., and Hope
Hope catalogs from 1865 and 1892

•
• The 1892 Commencement address by the Rev. Giles
Mandeville

• Inaugural address of the Rev. Philip Phelps Jr., first president of Hope College
• Memoirs of the Rev. C. Van der Meulen, founder of Zeeland,
Mich.

•
•
•

Constitution of the college
Architect'sdrawings of the building by W.K. Johnston
First application to Congress for aid for the improvement of
Holland Harbor, signed by Rev. Van Raalte, B. Grootenhuis
and others

Although examples of most items on the list (which we luckily
have in the Joint Archives) are already preserved, there are a few
things — like the architect's drawings of the building or a document signed by A.C. Van Raalte — that are one-of-a-kind!

A view to the southwest in Winants Chapel (today’sWinants Auditorium), bedecked for an 1899 oratorical contest.
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A much-changedWinants. This view to the northwest shows
the room being used as the college’s library, probably in the
1950s. The building today is an auditorium again, with the seats
facing southwest.

Campus Notes

H.O.P.E. award presented
to the college community through her

Dr. Hersilia Alvarez-Ruf
was presented the 30th
annual “Hope Outstanding
Professor Educator”
(H.O.P.E.) award by the
1994 Hope College
graduating class.
Dr. Alvarez-Ruf,an associate professor
of Spanish, was honored during the col-

work

committee."
"Her selection as recipient of the

in that

H.O.P.E.

award is a

clear indication of the

very high esteem in which she is held by
Hope College students," Dr. Jacobsonsaid.
Dr. Alvarez-Ruf's primary teaching
fields are Spanish language and Spanish
civilization.A member of the Hope faculty
since 1984, she teaches linguistics,beginning and intermediateSpanish language
courses, and "The Development of Spanish
Civilization,""The Development of Spanish

lege's annual Honors Convocation,held in

American Civilization," and "Advanced

Dimnent Memorial Chapel on Thursday,

Grammar and Composition," among

April 28. The award, first given in 1965, is
presented by the graduating class to the
professor who they feel epitomizes the best

others. She

qualitiesof the

Hope

College educator.

Dr. Alvarez-Ruf,who is originally from
Chile, is the second member of the Spanish
faculty to receive the award.
“Professor Alvarez-Rufis a very popular

and highly admired professor of Spanish,"
Hope College PresidentDr. John H.

said

Jacobson.

“She has done an excellent job in the
education of students in the Spanish language, in which there is so much current
interest,and brings a rich scholarly and
experiential background to her teaching,"
he said. "She has also been very active in
the college's committee on multi-cultural
affairs, and has made positive contributions

NEH

is

currently on a semester-long

sabbaticalleave.

She has served on a variety of the

col-

lege's committees, and has made
presentations on campus on topics including "Modern Chile," "The Role of Women
and "The History of Hispanicsin
the United States: A Struggle for the Past
and Present."
in Chile,"

Prior to joining the

Hope

faculty. Dr.

Alvarez-Ruf had been a graduate teaching
assistant in the Departmentof Romance
Languages and Literatures at the
University of Michigan. She had previously been with the Universidad de
Conception, Chile, where her positions
included serving as an associate professor
of English phonetics.

She

is

a

member

of the

This year’s graduating class chose Dr. Hersilia Alvarez-Ruf (center), associate professor of Spanish, as the Hope OutstandingProfessor Educator (H.O.P.E.) award
winner. Also pictured are the co-presidents of Mortar Board, (from left) Katrina
Parmelee ’94 of Paw Paw, Mich., and Alison Clay ’94 of Holland, Mich., who presented the award during the college’sHonors Convocationon Thursday, April 28.

Michigan Foreign

awards grants

Language Association and the Spanish
Honor Society, and has helped plan or
made presentations during several profes-

University in 1991, and a Knight
FoundationFaith-and-Learning Fellowship from Hope in 1992.

sional conferences.Her recent recognition
includes receiving a CICALS (Consortium

Dr. Alvarez-Ruf holds her bachelor's of
arts degree from the Universidadde
Conception,Chile, her master'sfrom the
University of Leeds, England,and her doctorate from the University of Michigan, uk

for Inter-Institutional Collaboration in
African and Latin American Studies) Grant
to study Portuguese at Michigan State

Professor plays with

Moody Blues

T he National Endowment
Humanities (NEH) has

for the

awarded prestigious Younger
Scholars grants to two Hope
College students: junior
David Charnin of Grand
Rapids, Mich., and senior
David Evenhuis of Novi, Mich.
The NEH awarded only 152 of the
grants this year — 87 to college students,
and 65 to high school students. There were
920 applications.
The $2,500 grants are supportingoriginal
research projectsthat Charnin and Evenhuis
are conductingthis summer. They are
advised by members of the Hope faculty.
Charnin, a history and politicalscience

double major, is

investigating "The
Language of Freedom, 1776-1989." "The
proposal's centralquestion is whether or not
there is a universal language of freedom,
linked by common concepts and ideals,
which transcends cultural and temporal
boundaries," he said. "What 1 like about it is

—

that incorporatesboth of my interests
history and political science."
Charnin is analyzing the concept of
freedom in the writing and speeches of those
attempting to foster political change in
Europe, Asia and America during the last
two centuries. He is focusing on documents
from the American Revolutionof 1776, the
French Revolution of 1789, the central
European revolutions of 1848 and the failed

m

And why not?

Although more
accustomed to classical
David

Charnin

music, cellist Dr. Robert
David Evenhuis

Chinese revolution of 1989.
Charnin is working with Dr. Marc Baer,
professor of history.
Evenhuis, a philosophymajor and music
minor, is investigating"The Role of Music in
the Nietzschean Aesthetic." Like Charnin, he
is blending his two primary academicinterests
in his research,which concerns the 19th century German philosopher FriedrichNietzsche.
"The project is examining Nietzsche's attitude toward music and its connection to the
subjective side of our human character,"
Evenhuis said. "I plan to study both early
and late texts, in order to determine whether
he views music as revelatory of hidden truth,
or if he sees it as a mask for harsh reality."
Scholars, Evenhuis noted, have long debated
Nietzsche's attitudeon the topic, finding evidence supportingboth positions.
Evenhuis is working with Dr. Anthony
PerovichJr., associate professor of philosophy and chairperson of the department.
Charnin is the son of Robert and Carolyn
Tobert '70 Charnin of Grand Rapids.
Evenhuis is the son of James '60 and

Rosemarie Kish

'58

Ritsema

Hope

’57 of the

music faculty had a

chance

to try his

hand at

classic rock when he
performed with the

Moody Blues
And

in

don't read too

March.

much

into the fact

wore earplugs.
Dr. Ritsema was part of a 60-piece
orchestra that accompaniedthe Moody
Blues during the group's appearance in
Wings Stadium in Kalamazoo, Mich., on
Saturday, March 5. "We did all their old
that he

Dr. Ritsema was sitting
only about six feet behind the band's

drummer.
The orchestra consisted of professional
musicians from the area who were hired
individually.Accordingto Dr. Ritsema the
group was fairly standard as orchestras
go — although, perhaps, a bit heavier with
percussion than is usual. The musicians
first saw the music the day of the concert,
and rehearsed for only 2.5 hours before the
event began.

Although the crowd of seven thousand
wasn’t the largest audience for which he
has ever performed. Dr. Ritsema noted
that it was the most boisterous.
"It's a very differentatmosphere than
I'm used to," he said.
"The concerts I usually play in are more
formal. The audience waits until a selec-

earplugs to protect them not from the

done and applauds at the end," he
it's going on
or getting up and moving around."
Although not yet ready to go on tour
with a rock band (the Symphonette,
however, does tour each spring). Dr.
Ritsema enjoyed the experience,and found

quality of the band’s music, but

the

hits," said Dr. Ritsema,

who

is

a professor

of music and chairpersonof the department, as well as director of the college's
Orchestra and Symphonette.
The orchestra's musicians were given
its

intensi-

tion is

said. "It isn't cheering while

Moody

Blues musicians appreciative.

them

ty. The band was so loud. Dr. Ritsema
noted, that even with the shielding he and

he said. "They were very complimentary.

the others could hear without any trouble.

They thought

"1 talked with each of

a little bit,"

the orchestra was great."

^

Evenhuis of Novi. 4^
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News

Alumni

Vicky TenHaken ’81

Hawken

Doris Kellom ’80

Valerie

Pacheco

Martha Corbin ’72 Whiteman

’96

Alumni Board names new members
During

its

May meeting,

the Alumni Association

Board
its

of

Directors chose

three officers for

1994-95 and appointed

new members.

four

The board also made three reappointments.
Janet Lawrence '80 of Albany, N.Y., was
appointed the board's president, replacing
John Abe '79 of Naperville, 111. Jennifer
Liggett '80 of Kalamazoo, Mich., was elected
vice president,which was Lawrence's previous office. Cal Bruins '61 of Paradise Valley,
was re-appointed secretary.

Ariz.,

Four receive
service

spent Lamont Dirkse's years as dean living

College
Alumni Association
presented Meritorious
Service Awards to four
alumni during Alumni

Weekend

activities on

Saturday,

May

7.

on campus. Their involvementin the

life

of the college has included participatingin

the

"Hope

in the Future'' strategicplan-

ning process in 1989 and 1990. They have

whom

attended Hope:
and Nancy '81.
The Lamont '50 and Ruth '50 Dirkse
Education Scholarship, for junior education students, has been endowed in their

three children,all of

David

'73, Susan '77

honor.

Honored were Dr. Lament '50 and Ruth
DeGraaf '50 Dirkse, and Helen Thompson
'45 Voogo and Dr. Henry "Cy" Voogd '41,
all

of

whom

live in Holland, Mich., and are

former members of the college's facultyor
staff.

The awards recognize a person's contri-

Hope and

alumni through
notable personal service and long-time
involvementwith the college Hope prebutions to

sented
in

May

its

Helen Voogd worked in Hope's
Admissions office from 1966 until retiring
in 1983. She was vice president of the
facultywives organization,and participated in several of Hope's Village Square
planningcommittees — including as chair-

Award

of 1993.

Dr. Lamont Dirkse joined the Hope
educationfaculty in 1964. He was chairperson of the department from 1968 to
1975 and 1986 to 1991, and was dean of
students from 1983 to 1986. Dirkse, who
retired in 1992, is a past president of the
college'sAlumni Association.

Ruth Dirkse was tutor coordinator
with the college'sAcademic Support
Center from 1986 until retiring in 1992.
She was also involvedwith the college's
faculty wives organization.
The Dirkses were head residents in
Voorhees Hall for two years, and also
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Re-appointed to the board were John
Broadbent '79 of Livonia, Mich. (Michigan
Region); Ken Dulow '64 of Ocean, N.J. (New
Jersey Region); and Kay Moores '76 Walker
of Traverse City, Mich. (NorthernMichigan
Region). In addition, Michael Yantis '95 of
Portage, Mich., formerly Junior Class
Representative, was appointedSenior Class

Hawken is a homemaker. A registered
diagnostic medical sonographer,she was a
sonographerfor Id e Radiology PC from 1984
to 1992 and is a member of the Society of
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers. Hawken
is a member of First United Methodist
Church of Baldwinsville, serving on the
education commission and as adult Sunday
school facilitator. She and her husband, Jim
Hawken '80, have two children:Andrew and
R. Scott.

Kellom is a systems consultant at The
Company (TBC)/Mellon Bank,
working on the bank's Custody Management
System specializingin the system's interfaces
with the Depository Trust Company (DTC).
She is currently an elder of Newton

Boston

Presbyterian Church, where she was
previously a deacon. She was a volunteer
with the Hope in the Future campaign in the
Boston area, and has been active as a
volunteer in her community.
Pacheco is a political science major who
also intends to obtain a composite religion
and sociology major. Her activities at the
college have included Student Congress, the

Sibylline Sorority, college committees
including the Judicial Board, the Union of
Catholic Students and the Hope Republicans.
She is the daughter of Linda Pacheco of
Holland, and is a 1992 graduate of Holland
High School.
Whiteman is a homemaker.From 1974 to
1993 she was employed with insurance
companies, most recentlywith Aetna Health
Plans of Indianapolis as an assistantoffice
manager. Her local activities include the
PTO, being a team parent with Little League
Baseball and a classroom parent volunteer
program. She and her husband. Merlin
Whiteman '73, have two children: Geoffrey
and Bradley.
Members of the board whose terms are
ending are Garrett E. DeGraff '71 of Averill
Park, N.Y.; Marianne Hageman '58 of
DePere, Wis.; Chris Turkstra '93 of Chicago,
111.; and Anne Walvoord '73 VanderByl of
Williamson, N.Y.
All the appointments and term endings
are effective July 1.

person in 1968.
Dr.

its

first Meritorious Service

Arlington, Mass. (Northeast Region); Valerie
Pacheco '96 of Holland, Mich. (Junior Class);
and Martha Corbin '72 Whiteman of
Indianapolis,Ind. (Central Region).

Representative.

awards

The Hope

The board's new members are Vicky
TenHaken '81 Hawken of Baldwinsville,N.Y.
(New York Region); Doris Kellom '80 of

Henry "Cy" Voogd joined the Hope

faculty in 1947 and retired in 1983, and
spent 25 years as acting or formal chair of
the

departmentof religion.He was instru-

mental in inaugurating the Danforth
program of guest lectureshipsin the early
1950s, and administered the college's
chapel program before there was a college
chaplain.He is a member of the Alumni
H-Club, which is comprised of former
student athletes. He establishedthe department of religion'sVan Ess Scholarship
Fund in 1970.
The Voogds have four children,all of
whom attended Hope: Janice '69, Judy, Jane
'75 and James. The Helen '45 and Henry '41
Voogd Scholarship has been establishedin
their honor to assist deserving students
are majoring in religion.

^

who

Hope presented four Distinguished Alumni Awards during Alumni Weekend on
Saturday, May 7. From left to right are John Abe ’79, Alumni Association president;
Helen Howard ’54 Hanson of Harrisonburg, Va.; Ron Schipper ’52 of Pella, Iowa; Dr.
Paul DeWeese ’77 of East Lansing, Mich.; and the Rev. Warren Burgess ’51 of
Traverse City, Mich.

Graduation

By Greg Olgers ’87

’

Grads encouraged to accept
challenges as opportunities
was having fun," she said. "I had faced a
problem, taken it on as a challengeand
1

Don’t be

afraid to

face

challenges, speaker
Louise Shumaker ’87 told
the Class of 1994
during Hope College’s

turned

it

into an opportunity."

"My ocean experience

has reoccurred in

different forms, many times in

my

life,"

Shumaker said. "Ocean experienceswill
occur in differentforms in your lives also."

Shumaker suggested that

job searches,

Commencement exercises

marriage, and relationshipswith family

on Sunday, May

friends are three challenges the graduates

8.

and

are likely to face.
"If

you

take anything that I say

away

from here with you today, take this. When
life throws a barrier in front of you, resist
the temptation to see it as a problem," said
Shumaker, who is the college'sdirector of
disabled student services and has been
vision impaired since birth. "See it as a
challenge, one that you can turn into an
opportunity."

"But

remember: opportunitiessome-

times come sort of disguised, and without a
positive outlook you will miss out on

some

of the best experiencesof your life," she
said.

More than 4,000 attended the college's
129th Commencement, held in Holland

Municipal Stadium. Parents from
throughout the United States and as far
as Spain, Russia, Bahrain, Japan and
Indonesia were present.
In addition to recognizing the
approximately 500 graduates,the college
also presented a Distinguished Service
Award to the Rev. Gerard Van Heest '49,
Hope's chaplain, who is retiringthis year.
Titled "Taking the Plunge," Shumaker's
address likened life's challenges to the
powerful waves of the ocean, and noted
that, like waves, the challenges could either
be battled or worked with.
"My first encounterwith the ocean was a
terrifyingone," she said. "The waves were
huge and deafening, and who knew what
kind of creatures lurked below."

away

Concerning the job search she noted,
take the approach to job
hunting that there are dozens of other
people who are brighter and more talented
out there trying for the same jobs you are,
and it's just hopeless. Then you are the
swimmer sitting wrapped up in your towel
on the beach while your friends are making
the most of life."
"The challenge is to overcome your
insecurities and take a realisticlook at
yourself," she said. "Job hunting can be a
wonderful opportunity to look at all the fine
things you have to offer, to admit that you
are bright and talented,and to acknowledge
that your years at Hope College have
prepared you well for the challengesof
employmentand grad school."
Shumaker noted that making a lifetime
commitment to another person could seem
even more overwhelming, but added that
the rewards compensate.
"Together you have to learn to prepare
for the sharks of adversity and crisis so that
ultimately you have gained strength,
experience and a closer bond from the
challenges you have faced," she said. "The
opportunityyou have made for yourselves
for intimacy of your spirits is the most
wonderful reward of all."

"You might

In the same way, Shumaker

Leader dog Doogie rests beside the podium while Commencement speaker Louise
Shumaker '87 addressesthe Class of ’94 at Holland Municipal Stadium. At back is
Hope President Dr. John H. Jacobson. Problems, said Shumaker, who is the college’s director of disabled student services, are often opportunitiesin disguise.

said,

relationships with family and friends give

Hope Behind" and

back more than they cost. "The great
reward of maintaining these special

day

delivered earlierin the

Dimnent Memorial Chapel, offered a
similar message,encouragingthe graduates
in

to meet

life's challenges, and
recommending Jesus Christ to them as a
source of strength while they do so.
Rev. Semeyn based his sermon on Joshua

you take anything that I say away from
here with you today, take this. When
life throws a barrier in front of you, resist
the temptation to see it as a problem.
See it as a challenge, one that you can
turn into an opportunity.”

“If

—

which Joshua becomes leader of the
Israelites following Moses's death and hears
God's assertion that the Israelites will
conquer the lands before them. He also used
John 16:33b, in which Jesus reassures that He
has come and that His power is greater than
that of the troubles in the world.
1:1-9, in

EB

experiences," Shumaker said.

The Rev.

Peter

Semeyn

'73's

Baccalaureate sermon, titled "Don't Leave

particular

and living in new places.
Rather than despair, however, the
graduates could take heart in Jesus's
jobs

message. Rev. Semeyn said, and he provided
examples of faith's power to overcome. A
teacher of the handicapped and learning
disabled, described in Richard Foster" s

book

Celebration of Discipline, made a differenceby

caring for the students and praying for them.

Geoffrey B. Stewart '76, one of Rev.
Semeyn's Hope peers, overcame acute

Jericho,"he said.

world.'"

The challenges. Rev. Semeyn said,
would come from both the world in

Rev.

city of Jericho

— an obstacle

Semeyn made a metaphor for the
graduates' own post-Commencement
that Rev.

relationshipsis the opportunity to be
supported,to care and to be cared for — to
love and to be loved," she said.
"So, say a little prayer, put your fears
aside, wade on in, prepare yourself for the
big wave and throw yourself into a life full
of exciting,fulfilling and exhilarating

violence as one

challenges-to-come.
"When you walk across that platform at
Municipal Stadium this afternoon, you'll be
handed a diploma. And when you exit on
the other side down those stairs, you'll
enter into a world of walled fortresseslike

at a

conquering the
"As I waded deeper into the waves, I
figured out very quickly that if I didn't
prepare myself for them, they were going to
knock me right off my feet," Shumaker said.
"Soon I knew that I could stand up to the
waves, but if I was to enjoy myself, I would
need to make the waves work for me."
"With the help of an expert friend I soon
learned the art of throwing my body onto
the curl of the wave and riding it out. Now

random

and the graduates' lives in
— including graduate work, new

example —

leukemia and a disabling stroke to return to
teaching and coaching in Big Rapids.
"It's a littlebit like shouting down the
walls, is it not?/' Rev. Semeyn said.
"Class of '94, Jericho awaits," he said.
"It's the expected and the unanticipated,
but Jericho comes one moment after
another. But when you face Jericho, keep
those words in mind: 'Be strong and
courageous, for I am wuth you always. I
have come to bring you peace. In the
world there will be great trouble. But do
not be afraid, for I have overcome the

Semeyn noted,
commencement: assuming
leadership of his people. Joshua's
challenges were many, the first being
Like the graduates. Rev.

Joshua was

Louise Shumaker ’87

general — he used

"Never, ever, ever leave hope behind,"

Semeyn said.
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Graduation ’94

At left, five friends find time to capture
the moment in the midst of the day’s
bustle.

Family and friends
the

and a substantialpart
exercises at Holland Municipal Stadium.

filled the visitors’seats,

Commencement

of the field,

during

Family members came from throughout the United
States and abroad to wish their graduates well. Betsy
Peter, center, stands with her parents (left), John and
Rosalind Peter of Bahrain, and faculty members Dr.
Donald Luidens '69 and Dr. Neal Sobania '68.

Closure
—

So often, time passes anonymously
"time flies," often with no accounting
of whence it went. Certain moments,
however, are easily remembered.
Often they are turning points, pivots

upon which prologue and future
hinge. Graduation day

is

such a time,

marking the formal closing of one
chapter and opening of another.
The departmentof physics’s graduating majors included seven Phi Beta Kappa inductees. From left
to right are Doug Bazuin, Matthew Thompson, Sarah MacIntyre, Nathan Shaw, Richard Bouwens,
Dave Parker and Greg Gemmen.
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Alumni Weekend/50-Year Circle

Memories
T he beauty of memories
is that there’s always
room for more.
Alumni Weekend, this year held Friday
through Sunday, May 6-8, provides grist
for the mill, an opportunity not only to celebrate recollectionsof the past but to
generate the remembrances of the future.
And the best times are usually shared
with others who also appreciate the experience. That may be why more than 500
alumni return for Alumni Weekend year
after year — not only for class reunions (10
this year), but for the Alumni Festival
and Alumni Dinner (for all alumni), and
the 50-Year Circle ceremony (for those
who graduated 50 or more years ago,
including this year the 87 members of the
Class of '44).

The Alumni Association’snew Alumni Festival Saturday afternoon provided not only the reunion classes but
alumni who returned to campus an opportunity to mingle and remember.

all

wmmmmmmmsm
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1929/1934 Reunions

1929:

1934 —

Howard DeYoung, Mary DeYoung,

Row

Hilda Hansen Curtis, Margaret Grooters Kloote, Ruth Hostetler Sandy, LaVern Sandy,

1: Alfred Bulthuis,Gertrude Holleman

Me Lean, Mildred Klow '33 Damson; Row
Scholten, Edward Damson
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Herman

Knol, Leon Bosch, VirginiaBosch

Meengs, Julia Walvoord Van Wyk, Etta Holesinger Ringenoldus,Lois Hering, Lois Ketel Kinkema, Marie Verduin Walvoord, Sheila Treis
Heyns, Herbert Van Wyk, Harold Ringenoldus,Dennis Roelofs, Ferris Hering, Evelyn Bolhuis Dalman, Charles Me Lean, Han/ey

2: William

ES

1939/1944 Reunions

row 1; CliffordKeizer, Ruth Keizer, Esther Hartgerink, Elmer Hartgerink, Esther Bultman Marcus, Molly Vaupell Vollink, Thelma Kooiker Leenhouts, Isla Stegink Beld; Row 2:
Ruth Warner, Don Warner, Jay Folkert, Marian Folkert,Angie Dornbos Donia, Ruby Carpenter Steketee, Willine Wybenga, CliffordMarcus, Andrew Vollink, Jack Leenhouts ’38, Virgil
Beld; Row 3: Harvey Hop, Marjorie Vyverberg Rottschafer, Robert Donia, Cornie Steketee, John Wybenga; Not Pictured: Katharine Van Raalte Davis

1939 —

1944 — Row 1: John Ettema ’43, Marilyn Zandstra Ettema, lone Strick Lemmen, Norma Lemmer Koeppe, Vivian TardiffCook, Adam McClay, Gloria Miller McClay, Jack Krum, Miriam
Siebert Krum; Row 2: Tony Weller, Evelyn Mulder Weller, Lucile Kooyers, Roger Koeppe, Gerard Cook, Marian VandeBunte, Jean VandeWege, Carol Bos Somers, Gerald Somers;
Row 3: Rose Winstrom Muilenburg,Fritzi Jonkman Sennett, Vern Boersma, Lois Hinkamp Boersma, Del Vander Haar, Trudy Maassen ’47 VanderHaar, George Claver, Dorothy Wichers
Claver, Esther VanDyke Wickert, Jack Wickert; Row 4: Robert Lucking, Kathleen Austin Lucking, John Lucius, Helga Sawitzky '46 Lucius, Marvin Overway, Daphne Towson Overway,
Irving Hellenga,

m

Myra Church Hellenga, Paul VanDort
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1949/1954 Reunions

1949— Row 1: John Arnold, Donald VandenBerg, Jay Rutgers,Mary Gallagher Rutgers, Irene Heemstra Camp, Bob Camp, Jerry Van Heest, Marca Den Herder Kempers, Roger
Kempers, Marvin Kragt, Betty Weaver Kragt, Iris Vande Bunte Myaard; Row 2: Donald Ihrman, Lynne VanWeelden Ihrman, George Zuidema, Marjorie Lucking French, Jack French,
Phyllis Lamb Startzell, Glenn VanHaitsma, Ruth Romaine VanHaitsma, Jack Robins, Elizabeth Snow Robins, Muncie Vande Wege Boeve, Ted Boeve, Barbara VanDyke VandeWaa, Alfy
VandeWaa; Row 3: James Bos, Genevieve Duiser Bos, Ken Besaw, Betty DeRyke Besaw, JoAnn Moessner Koeppe, Owen Koeppe, Vergil Dykstra, Claire Wierenga Monsma, Ruth
Jorgensen Wierenga, H. James Wierenga, Craig VanZanten, Judith Mulder VanZanten, Betty VanDeWege VanDenBerg,Russell Norden; Row 4: Bernard Scott, Lois DeKleine Scott,
David Hoogerhyde, Carol Hoogerhyde, Ed Chandler, Carolyn Ingham Chandler,William DeMeester, less Staal, Lucille BrunstingNoordhoff,Samuel Noordhoff,Joan Sheel Dekker,
Elaine BielefeldWalchenbach, Don Walchenbach; Row 5: John Smith, Marian Mastenbrook Smith, Walter Boerman, Betty Boelkins Boerman, John DeHaan, Peggy Prins DeHaan, Jay
Weener, Jean Wiersma Weener, Bob Vander Laan, Bill Bennett, Rodger Decker, Ginnie Decker, P.J. Sherman '50 Booi, Duane Booi

Row 1: Bob Dethmers, Jack Kalee, Merilyn Kalee, Dick Kanode, Marg Barkel, Laverne Barkel, Bill Forth; Row 2: Isabel Stewart Mestler, Ruth Wolford VanWingen, Alice Klepper
Jansma, Don Jansma, Helen Howard Hanson, Dave Hanson '53, Lucille Tysse '55 Hoeksema, Robert Hoeksema, Dorothy Webster, Nevin Webster; Row 3: Edward Visser, Margaret
Luneburg Visser, Gartha Angus, Dave Angus, Marge Alber Van Dahm, Howard Van Dahm '52, MaryLou Ziegler Gysbers, Norman Gysbers, Winnie Koopsen Oakland, John Scholten,
Betty Schepers '55 Scholten; Row 4: Robert Walker, Alyce Hilmert Walker, Ruth Bloodgood Hascup, Jack Hascup '53, Jane Vander Velde Smith, Lawrence Smith, Terry Schuiling, Norm
Schuiling, Ruth Roundhouse, John Roundhouse, Jean Veldt Burns; Row 5: Lois Huizenga, Marilyn Spackman Muller, Jeananne Bondhouse Thomas, Helen VanLoo, Bernice Keizer
Fowler, Joseph Fowler, Don Lubbers, Nancie Carpenter Lubbers, Joyce Bierens French, Nate French; Row 6: Elaine Ford Coffill, Richard Coffill, Neil VanHeest '52, MaryLou Richards
VanHeest, H. Wayne Berens, Harriet Berens, Bert Davison,FrancineDeValoisSchramm, Myra Saunders DeGraaf, Sue Zwemer Visser, Mary Foster Simons
1954 —
'55
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1959/1964 Reunions

1959 — Row 1: Spencer Weersing, Sally Weersing, John Allen, Shirley Allen, Vilas Allen, Tedda Allen, Linda Buys Coster, Dave Coster, Loraine Pschigoda, John Watson, Doris Stickle
Watson; Row 2: Jack Faber, Judy Faber, Tom Ashcraft, Joy Korver Wristers, Bob Saunders, Karen Saunders, Larry Izenbart, Joanne Izenbart, Clyde Loew, Marcia VandeVusse, Dave
VandeVusse, Flelen Wade Beuker, Ron Beuker '58; Row 3: Mary Hoffmyer Grier, EllynArendsenMartin, Rainey Shufelt, Phyllis Brink ’58 Bursma, Al Bursma, Barb Boerigter, David
Boerigter, Bill Bogart, Dorothy Bogart, Jane Westerbeke, Ed Westerbeke; Row 4: James Baker, Elizabeth VanderJagt Baker, Carl Ver Beek, Sandy Dressel Ver Beek, Lois Griffes
Kortering! Vernon Kortering, Harold Gazan, Nancy Gazan, Carol Brandt Yonkers, Russell Yonkers; Row 5: Shirley Meiste Houtman, Charles Skinner, Lee Stinnett,John Fragale, Dave
Muilenburg,Joanie Ritsema, Ray Ritsema, Winona Willing,Carol Hondorp Wagner, Janet Wessels Bast, Sue Brookstra, Bill Brookstra, Bruce Brumels; Row 6: Phyllis Prins Brown,
Harley Brown, Sue Edwards Paarlberg, Don Paarlberg, Charlotte Wierda Leaske, Fred Leaske

1964— Row 1: Ruth Wozney Sneed, Jackie Schrotenboer Burggraaff, Betty Slot Riters, Patt Ruud Suwyn, Mark Suwyn, Joy O’Conor, Judy Beukema West, Georgia Hmzmann Makens,
Karen Blum Disegna; Row 2: David Stegink, Carolyn Lobbes, John Lobbes, Marcia OsterinkImmink, Sharon Dykstra LeBlanc, Gayle Rypstra Peddie, Diane LaBoueff Murray, Mary
Folkert Laverman, Bruce Laverman, Al Osman; Row 3: Bob Jones, Monica Johnson Jones, Paul Dalman, Carol Cronk Dalman, Judy Kollen Portinga, Esther Harpham Kuiper, Diana
Hellenga Marsilje,Belle Kleinheksel Veltman, Susan Pfleeger Bolks, Erv Bolks, Ken Dulow, Thom Wombwell; Row 4: Paul Eenigenburg, Pat Elzerman ’66 Eemgenburg, Jan Schulz
Melichar, Jan Blom Shoup, Mary Klein Kansfield, Norman Kansfield, Ann Knudsen Mitchell,Barbara Hartgerink, Ron Hartgerink, Bonnie Wissink Fields, None VandenBergKoelbel, Ellen
Hollinger ’65 Wombwell; Row 5: Susan Mooy Cherup, Jackie Nyboer Van Wieren, Glenn Van Wieren, Louise Garter Staple, James Staple, Bruce DeDee, Peggy Jackson, Ralph Jackson,
Ruggles Church, Sandra Sissing Church, Audrey Prins Rasmussen,Ginger Huizenga Jurries
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1969/1974 Reunions

1969— Row 1: Jim Slager, Alan Jones, Jeff Green, Walter Reed, Jim Piers, Gail Bumford ’68 Paterink, Arlene Stehlik Richardson,David Paterik, David Van Heest, David Ross, Bruce
Formsma, Susan Bosman Formsma, Row 2: Linda Den Besten Jones, John Rowe, Edith Byers, Lois Hultquist Willis, Julie Kooiman 70 Working, Thom Working, Tim Crandall, Lynda
Brown Crandall; Row 3: Marti Terpstra, Jan Drolen, Marilyn YzenbaardMeeusen, Donna Grasman Brown, Pete Paplawsky, Cara Hendrickson Paplawsky, Peggy Dean DeBoer, Bill
DeBoer '68, Shirley Nevins, Sue Johnson Kuiper, Mary Schakel; Row 4: Dorothy Spencer, Glenn Kooiker '68, Jan Voogd Kooiker, Candace Marr, Pam Fulton McLaughlin, Suzette
Luckhardt Schwab, Lou Voskuil Grit, Dale Grit, Barbara Timmer, Gini Fraser Lay, David William Brueggemann;Row 5: Jane Engelsman VanDyke, Vicki Whitfield Delmar, Rich Herbig,
Leslie NienhuisHerbig, Marilyn Oetjen Philipp, Miriam ButterfieldJohnston, Mary Helen Whitney,Alice Grant Hill, Jane Breckenridge Ritzema,Rohn Ritzema, Row 6: Donald Luidens!
Peg McNamara Luidens, George Arwady, M. Lynn Koop Arwady, Linda Kozel Hegstrand,Lee Hegstrand,Kenneth Schroeder,James Shalek, Ronald Hook, Cliff Muivihill, Kathy Mulvihili

Row 1: Gordon Callam, Susan Kerle Callam, Marty Stark, Bruce Groendyk, Randy Lawrence, Deborah Firmbach Lawrence, Michael Van Buren, Noreen Straks Van Buren, John
Foster, Barb Basnett Inman, Greg Gronwall, Shirley Jones, Gary Jones; Row 2: Janet Zagers Dykema, MaryJane Smits Timmer, Deb Badeau Creswell, Jack Klunder, Mary Davis Klunder,
Robert Wolff, Marcia Beugel Wolff, Nancy Boersema, Tom Kapral, Kathleen Lemmen, Neil Lewinski, Carolyn Tank Van Zante, Judith Jalving Mills, John Mills; Row 3: Mike Schmidt,
Ross Bertran, Sharon Boddy, Paul Boddy, Bill McAndrew, Becky Jacobs Semeyn, Cathy Walchenbach Koop, Nancy Mangun VanWechel, Sue Drenkhahn, Carolyn Casey Stansfield,
Peter Rengel, Margie Barrowman Sanford, Ron Sanford, Bill Strader; Row 4: Jim McFarlin, Sel Harlow, Barbara Patmos Slover, Vicki Wiegerink Rumpsa, Barbara Nietering Andrus, Jan
Koopman Whalen, Marianne VanHeest Bouwens, Joel Bouwens, Roxanne Vanderveer Witkowski,Ginny Reed Kruisenga, Cheryl HassenmayerThompson, Kathy Smith, Barbara Koop
Folkert, Carl Folkert; Row 5: Ken Meeuwsen, Scott Lenheiser, Ron Bultema, Kris Lukens-Rose, Cyndy Hartman Nyboer, Trish Lemmer Gosselar,Dutch Nyboer, Kurt Avery, Sarah
Hickok, Marcia Dykstra Howe, Gayle Spangler Flanigan, Jim Flanigan
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News

Alumni

Alumni Alert
By Lynne Rowe '86

hanks to many of you,
we’ve had a great year in
the alumni office!
F

The commitment demonstrated by
alumni and friends for this institutionhas
incredible. You have offered us
support through your generous gifts, by
sharing your talents, by providingus with
ideas, and by giving us your time.
During the past year, hundreds of
individualshave assisted us, and these

been

volunteer efforts have benefitted all areas of

campus.
We've relied on volunteers to help us plan
class reunions and regional events.You have
provided leadership for our Anchor Clubs,
for our Quarterbackand Hoops Clubs, and
for our Fifty Year Circle. When asked, you
have agreed to serve on the Alumni
the

Association Board of Directors,the Women's
League Board, the Board of Trustees, the
H-Club Board of Directors,and the
Economic/BusinessAdvisory Council.

On more

than one occasion you have

assisted us with our fund raising efforts.
Volunteer callers were instrumental in the
success of the Hope in the Future campaign.
Class representativeswere crucial to success

of the Annual Fund. Volunteers stepped
forward once again to call on Holland and
Grand Rapids businesses.
You have played a significant role in
student recruitment,calling prospective
students and encouragingthem to enroll at
Hope. You have suggestedto students you
know that they should consider looking at
Hope College and some have even brought
prospective students to explore campus.
Alumni and friends have assisted our
students in their career struggles.You have
provided our students with internships.
You have offered students professional
insights through informationalinterviews
and panel discussions.And, you have
provided our students with job leads and
opportunities.

You have been more than willing to
return to the academic setting.You have
given speeches, lectures, and seminars,
sharing your expertise in both your
vocationsand avocations. You have also
been willing to host our students in your
homes on differentoccasions.
There are countless other ways that your
efforts have helped the college. Some of
these roles have required a great time
commitment; some have required special
expertise,knowledge, or skills. Regardless
of the responsibilities,
all volunteer efforts
have been provided with a caring heart, an
enthusiastic spirit, and a love for Hope
College. And, it has made a difference!!
Time and time you have responded to
our requests for help and we are grateful.
Thank you all for the many ways in which
you help Hope College.

Class Notes
News and

informationfor class notes, mar-

riages,advanced degrees and deaths are compiled
for ncivs

from Hope Collegeby Greg Olgers '87.

News

should be mailed to: Alumni News;
Hope College Public Relations; 141 E. 12th St.;
PO Box 9000; Holland, MI 49422-9000. Internet
users may send to:

NEWSFROMHOPE@HOPE.CIT.HOPE.EDU
All submissionsreceived by the Public
Relations Office by Tuesday, May 10, have been

included in this issue. Because of the lead time
requiredby this publication's production schedule, submissionsreceived after that date (with the
exception of obituary notices) have been held for
the next issue, the deadlinefor which is Tuesday,

medicalassistance.
Elmer Hartgerink '39 of South Haven, Mich., is
semi-retired as president and chairman of
Wyckoff Chemical Co.
Florence Meengs '39 Lingle of Tawas City, Mich.,
spends winters in Apache Junction, Ariz., going
after
F.

deer (rifle) season since she also hunts.

Gordon Pleune '39

of Rochester, N.Y., is stillin

privatepractice in psychiatry, and consultsin
mental health clinics in Monroe and Orleans
County, N.Y.
W. Robert Wishmeier '39 of Columbus, N.C., is a
former presidentof the Morgan Chapel Village
Homeowners Associationand on the Board of
Directors,Tryon Country Club.

1940s
Donald

classnotes-were taken from the March, 1994, issue of

Oman by the Reformed
Church in America. "Former missionariesand
children of missionaries who had served in Oman
came from the U.S. — many were Hope College

a newsletterabout electroniccom-

munication published by the departmentof
communication.Another 60-plus come from the
April, 1994, issue of the Hope Geology Newsletter.
Departmental nezvsletters are becoming more

common

Hope (hey, maybe there's a featurestory idea here...)
and many include their own "classnotes" sections.
Wanting to share alumni nezvs with as broad an audience as possible,news from Hope College will
appropriate the newsletters'updates when it can.
at

participated in the March 18-24 celebration of 100
years of mission work in

grads," she writes.

Eleanor Dalman '42 Vanderhill and George
Vanderhill'42 of Holland, Mich., celebrated their
50th wedding anniversaryon Dec. 28, 1993. He

served Christian Reformed churches in
Muskegon and Dearborn,Mich., and in Wheaton,
111. He was chairpersonof the Africa Committee
of the denomination'sWorld Mission Program, a

Executive Board of Home
Missions,a frequentSynodical delegate and a
participantin local and Classical functions.
George and Eleanor retired from the ministry in

member of the

1920s
Bamerd Luben '26 of Ridgewood, N.J., retired at
the end of May from his 90th year in full-time pastoral work. "Have served in eight churches in
'retirement,'" he said. "Have had a wonderful
life."

Lavem Sandy '29

of Ft.

Wayne, Ind., is

retired

after 60 years in active sendee in Presbyterian

Church pastorates.

Wheaton in

Josephine De Haan '31 Wyma of Grand Haven,
Mich., has had original poems publishedand distributed in Our Daily Bread abroad in India and in
the United States in churchesand schools.
Alfred Bulthuis'34 and wife Agnes have resided
at Holland Home Raybrook Manor for the past
two years.
Ferris Hering '34 lives in Palmetto,Fla., during
the winter and Muskegon, Mich., during the
summer. In 1994 at Jet Mobile Home Park he took
first place in main doubles in shuffleboardand
third place in main singles in shuffleboard.
Hazel Dick '34 Marx of Columbus, Ohio, has had
three genealogical books that she compiled published, and has recently completed another book,
which is now at the printer: Some Descendants of
Samuel FrederickCollins.

David Laman '36 of Ripon, Calif.,is assistant
pastor of Calvary Reformed Church of Ripon,
with responsibilityfor visitationand senior activities. His son Duane is senior pastor.
Harold Craw '39 of Brockport, N.Y., was honored
on Oct. 16 with a Certificate of Appreciationby
the Seventh DistrictDental Society of New York
for

50 years of service to dentistry.

Now

retired,

Medi-Mateprogram at
Lakeside Memorial Hospital. Medi-Mate is a
personal emergency response system that connects subscribersdirectlyto the hospital and
he is a volunteerwith the

1988.

Barbara Dee Folensbee '43 Timmer accompanied
two morning services at the piano for the
RiversidePresbyterianChurch in Cocoa Beach,
Fla., on March 6. That same afternoonshe was
pianist with the 50-member orchestra accompanying a chorus of 100 assembled from the
community presenting Mendelssohn's oratorio
St.

1930s

Paul.

Judson VanWyk '43 of Chapel Hill, N.C., has
been selectedto receive the Norma Berryhill
Award from 1994 from the Universityof North
CarolinaSchool of Medicine. The award recognizes a faculty member who has achieved
internationaldistinction for his/her scholarly
achievements, and requires the recipient to
address the assembled faculty.
Gene Rothi '44 of Grand Haven, Mich., attended
the Winter Olympics in Norway.
Dorothy DeValois'44 Wynia of Rock Valley,
Iowa, and husband Charles report that they are
both healthy and happy, and continue with
church and communityactivities.
Alice Laughlin '46 Veldhuis of Atlanta, Ga., and
husband Jerome Veldhuis '49 are leading a
FriendshipForce Exchange to the Netherlandsin
September.
Marian Holman '49 Agre of Union, Ky., and
husband Oscar have been traveling extensively
for nearly a year in their motor home since retiring, and plan to do so for several years, reaching
all corners of the contiguous United States,
Alaska (their home in the 1950s) and Canada.
Joyce Muilenburg'49 Booher of Elba, N.Y., will
be moving to a senior living apartment building
(TROCAIRE PLACE) in Batavia, N.Y., in August.
"I'm going crazy reducinga house full of 40 years
of 'treasures'down to an apartment'sworth,"she
writes.

Genevieve Duiser '49 Bos of Muskegon,Mich.,
and husband James Bos '46 retired in 1987 after
38 years in the ministry.

William De Meester '49 of York, Pa., retired in
1993 as academic dean of York College.He is currently working as a consultantto the college's

Alumni Board of Directors
Officers

111.

John Abe '79, President,Naperville,

president.

Janet Lawrence '80, Vice President,Albany, N.Y.

Cal Bruins '61, Secretary,Paradise Valley,Ariz.

Board Members
JanetteVandenberg '79 Aardema, Grand Rapids, Mich. John Broadbent '79, Livonia, Mich.
Bryan Bush '84, Anaheim, Calif.

Garrett E. DeGraff 71, AverillPark, N.Y.

Ken Dulow '64, Ocean, N.J.
Marianne Hageman '58, De Pere, Wis.
JenniferLiggett'80, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Jane Terpstra '82, Minneapolis, Minn.
Anne Walvoord '73 VanderByl, Williamson, N.Y.
Richard Webster '84, Sterling, Va.

Marianne Dykema '81 Griffin, Fort Worth, Texas
Betty Whitaker'62 Jackson, West Melbourne,Fla.
Michael Percy '86, Columbus, Ohio
Chris Turkstra '93, Chicago,

111.

Kay Moores 76 Walker, Traverse City, Mich.
Barbara Woodruff '94, Northville,Mich.
Michael Yantis '95, Portage, Mich.

E3

Waukesha. In February of this year he
taught "A Mid-WesternYankee in the Orient
(from Tokyo to Tianammen to Tibet)," a
week-longElderhostelcourse at the Harambe
Environmental Learning and Leisure Outpost
near Fischer, Texas.

1950s
Pella, Iowa, is listed in the

June, 1994, issue of CollegeSports as one of the five

July 12.
Editor's Note: Approximately50 of this issue's
In,

retiredin 1993 after 35 years of teaching at Carroll
College in

Ron Schipper '52 of

Eloise Boynton '41 Bosch and husband

Alumni Fade

Association,United Church of Christ, Church
Development-Evangelism Committee.
Clifford Paine '49 is living in the Freedom Village
retirement community in Holland,Mich.
Glenn Van Haitsma '49 of Waukesha, Wis.,

Owen Koeppe

'49 retired from the faculty of
Kansas State Universityin 1992 and moved to
Columbia, Mo.
Marvin Kragt '49 is chair of the employment
committee of InstituteFood Technologists(IFF).
The committee recently released How to Find Your
First Job in the Food Sciences (1994, InstituteFood
Technologists), a guide for students starting their

most influentialpeople in the nation in Division
III athletics.He is an associate professor and head
footballcoach at Central College.
Douglas van Gessel '52 is senior pastor of the
Tulare (Calif.)Community Church and a substance abuse counselorin the CentralCalifornia
area. He received"The Mary Jo West Making a
Difference Award" for outstandingwork in the
area of alcoholand drug abuse recovery as he
worked with the Calvary Rehabilitation Center in
Phoenix, Ariz. He also received "A Certificateof
Recognition"from the mayor of the City of Tulare
for work accomplished in both the city and
county, being a board member of the National
Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence.
Richard Hagni '53 of Rolla, Mo., is chair of the
Department of Geology and Geophysics at the
Universityof Missouri-Rolla.
Fred Vandenberg '53 on Friday, April 15, participated in a conferenceon health care reform
which was sponsored by Hope College's departeconomics
business
administration. He is president,Butterworth
Ventures in Grand Rapids, Mich., and participated in a panel discussion.
Richard Coffill '54 retired from active ministry
on January 1 and moved to Holland,Mich.
Walter De Vries '54 of Wrightsville Beach, N.C.,
is executive director of the North Carolina
Institute of PoliticalLeadership. The institute's
purpose is to improve the overall quality of political leadership in North Carolinaat the state and
local level. Since 1991 the institute has helped
start similar programs in Michigan, Virginia and
South Africa, and development of other institutes
is currently underwayin Florida, South Carolina,
Texas and Ecuador.
Monte Dyer '54 of Grand Haven, Mich., is a resident at North Ottawa Care Center and would

ment of

and

welcome visitors.
Helen Howard '54 Hanson of Harrisonburg,Va.,
had a tree planted in her honor by the
Harrisonburg Neighborhood Coalition in recognition of her help in founding the organization
and serving as its president for six years.
Richard Kanode '54 retiredfrom Press-Enterprise
Co. (where he was credit manager/ri.sk
manager)
of Riverside, Calif.,in November of 1992, and
moved to Grand Rapids, Mich., in April of 1993.
Joan Whitsitt '54 Kroll of Springfield, 111., retired
from teaching high school English in 1993.

Calling

all callers!

The college's telephone numbers
have changed. All phone numbers
that previously began with "394"
now begin with "395." In addition,
the college's general phone number
is now 395-7000. The numbers
are otherwise the same, and the
college's area code is still 616.

careers.

Meengs '49 of San Marcos,Calif., is on the
Board of Directorsand program chair for the
Kiwanis Club of Lake San Marcos.
J. David Menchhofer '49 of Ellenwood, Ga., is
co-chair of the Georgia-South Carolina
Philip
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Shenvin Kroll

'54 of

Springfield, 111., retiredfrom

teaching high school anatomy and
physiology/chemistryin 1991.
Donald Piersma '54 of Zeeland, Mich., is active in
the Senior Olympics in Michigan and nationwide.
Norman Ratering '54 came to Guelph, Ontario,
Canada, in May of 1990 as an interim pastor at
Guelph Reformed Church. The contractwas
superceded by a Call which was acceptedin 1992,
and he was installedas pastor on April 3, 1992.
FrederickReinstein'54 of Northridge,Calif., has
been living and working in Southern California
since 1962. His positions have mainly followed
the chemical field and quality control, and he is
currently employed with The Home Depot in the
paint department— where he finds reference to
his chemistrybackground.
John Roundhouse '54 of Midland, Mich., retired
as department head-guidance with the Midland
Public Schools on June 30, 1993, and plans to
build a home on Gourdneck Lake in the
Kalamazoo, Mich., area.
Henry Van Houten '54 of Boonton, N.J., and
daughter Marilyn Van Houten '82 are forming a
partnership for the general practice of law.

Richard Weisiger '54 retired as a high school
principal in Wyckoff, N.J., in 1991 and lives in
Elgin, Ontario, Canada, on Sand Lake.

Lawrence Winberg '54 of West Palm Beach,

Fla.,

recently opened a new school. The Academy, for
learning disabled students grades K-12.

Harold Goldzung Sr. '55, who is pastor of the
Grove Reformed Church in North Bergen, N.J.,
and immediate past chair of the Palisades General
Hospital'sBoard of Governors, was honored
during the hospital'sannual Autumn Ball.
Art Bieri '56 retired from the staff of Lowell
(Mich.) Middle School after 36 years. Colleagues
at the school who are Calvin graduateshad participated in a fun-spirited Hope-Calvin rivalry
with him through the years, and in recognition of
his servicesang the Hope fight song to him
during his retirement party.
Thomas TenHoeve '56 of Des Plaines,111., is president of Oakton Community College. In March
he announced that he will retire on Sept. 30, 1995.
Larry Schut '58 of Minneapolis,Minn., was on
ABC Television's 20/20 on Friday, May 6. He was
part of a story on the rare disease of Ataxia, which
has afflictedmembers of the Schut family and on
which he has been actively engaged in research.
David Boerigter '59 has retiredafter 34 years with
the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Department of
State,and has relocated to Sequim, Wash. He is
looking forward to flying and golf.
William Bogart '59 of Blossburg, Pa., retired from
the foreign language faculty of Mansfield (Pa.)
University on Dec. 31, 1991.
Harley Brown '59 of Holland, Mich., and wife
Phyllis Prins '61 Brown have recently opened a
booth in the Tulip City Antique Mall.

Bruce Brumels '59 of McBain, Mich.,

is

a high

school principal in the McBain School District.He
has been inducted into the Basketball Coaches of
Michigan Hall of Fame.

Albert Bursma Jr. '59 of Sudbury, Mass., is president-schoolpublishingwith D.C. Health, and is
director of the Museum of Our NationalHeritage
in Lexington, Mass.
Dennis Camp '59 in May of 1993 retired from his
positionas professorof English at Sangamon
State University.

Jack Faber '59 of Holland,Mich., and wife Judy
Eastman '61 Faber, along with her Hope roommate, Beth Wichers '61 DuMez, traveled Kenya
with a group through International Aid, visiting
missionhospitals and on safariin February.
Ann Visser '59 Jipping and husband Robert are
currently serving a Native AmericanChristian
Reformed Church in Crownpoint, N.M.
Jerome Julien '59 of Cambridge, Ontario,
Canada, is clerk of the Alliance of Reformed
Churches.
Jacob Kaufman '59 of Flat Rock, Mich., recently
completed his S.T.D. His dissertation was on
helping elders assist persons presenting for
baptism or bringing children to be baptized— lay
ministry and member involvement. The material
will be the basis for workshop/consultationon
elder/ member development and member assimilation/involvement.
Gardner Kissack '59 of Chicago Heights, 111.,
retired in 1992 after teachingEnglishand mass
media since 1959, and is now a tour guide for the
Museum of Broadcast Communicationsat the
Cultural Center in Chicago.
Ronald Lokhorst '59, after 13 years as senior
pastor of Good Samaritan Reformed Church in
Gahanna, Ohio, became a trained specialized
interim ministerand has served the Reformed
Church of Willow Grove, Pa., for 21 months, and
is currentlyserving the Reformed Church of
Linden, N.J.

Thomas

Miller '59 of Grand Island,Neb., plans to

return to Michigan in 1995 or 1996.

Paul Northuis '59 of Wyoming, Mich., retired on
Feb. 15, 1994, after 35 years with the Forest Hills
Public Schools.

Arthur Olson '59 of Hastings,Mich., retired on
March 11, 1994, after 35 years in the Michigan
court system.
Bruce Pearson '59 of HoUand, Mich., will be retiring in June after having taught high school
mathematics at the West Ottawa Schools for 34
years.

Loraine Pschigoda '59 of Kalamazoo, Mich., will
from The Upjohn Company on July 1 after
35 years in the Physical and Analytical Chemistry
ResearchUnit. As a research chemist, she worked
in 1R, UV, NMR and ORD/CD spectroscopy, and
as computers became available she assisted with
molecular mechanicsand computer graphics.
retire

Most recently, she has been administrative assistant to the director of PAC. She will continueto
live in Kalamazoo,with a goal of someday
moving to Freedom Village in Holland, Mich.
Robert Saunders '59 of Holland, Mich., is in
advertising and real estate development as president and owner of Delta Enterprise in Zeeland,
Mich.
RussellYonkers '59 of Bedford, Ind., is area collection manager with Deere Credit Services Inc.
He is also moderator to the Committee on
Ministry in the Presbytery of Ohio Valley.

1960s
Carl Holkeboer '60 of Holland, Mich., and wife

Karen Andreasen '64 Holkeboer met Nancy
Schadewald '64 Kain of Montville,

brate their

Hope

Vienna

N.J.,

to cele-

Summer School

experience with a 30-year reunion.
PriscillaEstell '61 of Holland,Mich., on Oct. 12,
1993, observed the 10th anniversaryof her service
as the volunteer librarian at Christ Memorial
Church. More than 15,000 books have been
checked out. A staff luncheon was given in her
honor.
Carl Vermeulen '61 of Williamsburg,Va., presented a paper of esoteric title but of general
public interestat the American Society of
Microbiologyin May. It was co-authoredby all of
his 80 students at both the College of Williamand
Mary in Virginia and the University of California
at San Diego (summers) as the "UCSD/W&M
Fever Study Group." They cracked an ancient
mystery on how our bodies use fever to combat
bacterial infection.With elevated temperature,
most Gram-negative bacteria can no longer make
their outer LPS layers which would otherwise
protect them from being perforated and killedby
the blood's complement factor. "This is the first
time a general, or wide-ranging,mechanismhas
been found that applies to a great number of
potential infections," he writes. "Prescription:
think twice about loweringfevers— in the majority of cases it is not a good idea."
Bruce Schurman '62, who is president and chief
executive officer of MarianjoyRehabilitation
Hospital and Clinics of Wheaton, 111.,received
the 1994 March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation'sAchievementAward. The award
recognizesindividualswho have demonstrated
a long-standingcommitment and contribution
to civic organizations.
Carole Aardsma '64 of Holland,Mich., on March
14 became chaplain at E.C. Brooks Regional
Facility, a state prison located in Muskegon, Mich.
Bruce DeDee '64 of Kalamazoo, Mich., in 1992
and 1993 rode the DALMAC bicycle tour from
Lansing,Mich., to St. Ignace, Mich. — a four-day
ride that included riding across the Mackinac
Bridge.

Joan Van der Veen '64 Dunn of Boca Raton, Ha.,
was one of seven women chosen to be featured in
Marcia Chellis's book. Ordinary Women,
Extraordinary Lives.

Marcia VandeVrede '64 Dunning of Freeport,
Maine, reports, "We are praising God daily as 1
celebrate 2.5 years of total recovery following surgical removal of a lemon-sizebrain tumor."

Bonnie Wissink '64 Fields of Chicago, 111., is
coordinatorof special education and was just
named inclusionspecialist with Lincolnwood
(111.) School District74.
Sharon Dykema '64 Habben of Morrison, 111.,
recently resigned from her teachingposition to
work full-time on her catering business. Sugar 'n'
Spice.

John Hoekstra'64 of Wheaton, 111., recently
became a registeredfinancial consultantwith

Hope College and
members of classes

students depend on gifts to the Alumni Fund from
celebratingreunions. To date, 43% of reunion alumni
have contributed. Are you part of the 57% who have not yet given? If so,
please join your classmates in helping to keep your alma mater strong.

Deadline

its

for receipt of

your

gift is

June

30!!!!!!

Smith Barney.
Robert Jackson '64 of Port Richey, Fla., is coordinator of the Hemando-Pasco Hospice'ssupport
team. The team's three coordinators and staff of
25 meet children's,AIDS, chaplaincy and
bereavement needs for 2,700 people annually.He
developed a middle school curriculum in the
county developmentalguidance program in "separation and loss," presented to about four
thousand students annually.
Earl Johnson Jr. '64 of Pittsford,N.Y., is a contributing editor with PresbyterianOutlook, writing
the monthly column "For Church Officers." He is
also a professorof ministrystudies at Colgate
RochesterDivinity School.
VirginiaHuizenga '64 Jurries of Holland,Mich.,
is writing a book on caregiving.- The book incorporates folk wisdom (ie, true stories of people
who have sufferedtrialsin their lives and the
ways in which others have negatively or positively given them care at that time). She notes that
she welcomes anecdotes.
Nancy Schadewald'64 Kain of Montville, N.J.,

met Carl '60 and Karen Andreasen

'64

Holkeboer of Holland, Mich., to celebrate their
Hope Vienna Summer School experiencewith a
30-year reunion.
Robert Miller '64 of Epping, N.H., in October of
1993 was promoted to director,compensation and
employmentfor Elliot Health System and Elliot
Hospitalin Manchester,N.H. He is responsible
for hospital,corporate staff and all subsidiaries.
Thomas Nederveld '64 of Rockford, Mich., is
with the State of Michigan's Departmentof
Natural Resources as a private land wildlife
habitat specialist, covering16 counties.
Bemadine Vojak '64 Nyboer of Anchorage,
Alaska,reports that oldest daughter Rebecca is
the reigning "Miss Alaska" and competed in the
1993 Miss America Pageant, winning a talent
award for piano performance.
Jan Nyboer '64 of Anchorage, Alaska, on March
1, 1994, was confirmed by the U.S. Senate for permanent promotion to the grade of rear admiral
(lower half) in the Medical Corps, U.S. Navy. In
1989 he took third place in Division Masters II,
Ultraman (Double Ironman) in Hawaii.
David Scott '64 and Janice Coon '64 Scott of
Ballston Spa, N.Y., moved to New York in August
of 1992 when State Farm InsuranceCo. (where
David works) op>ened a regionaloffice there.
Janice is an operating room nurse at Ellis Hospital
in Schenectady.
Donald Thompson '64 is a global studies 9 (secondary social studies)teacher with the East
Syracuse-Minoa Schools. He has been involved
in archaeological
digs the past two years — at
Mount Independence on Lake Champlain in 1992,
and at Rogers Island, a French and Indian War
site, in 1993. This summer he will be at Lake
George, also a French and Indian War site. He
and wife Carol Roberts '66 Thompson have
developed an inter-disciplinary unit, "Digging
into Archaeology,"that involves his ninth grade
students acting as mentors for her fifth grade students at a local dig site.

Lynne Vande Bunte '64 of Santa Clara, Calif., is
programsfor developmentally disabled with Housing for Independent People Inc.
She is interested in corresponding with other
alumni who have become Buddhistsor who regdirector of

ularly practice sittingmeditation.
Barry Werkman '64 of Holland, Mich., is business
manager and controller of Hope College.He has
been elected chairperson of the Board of Trustees
of Flolland

Community Hospital.

Lucie Stevens '64 Whittleof Johnstown, Pa., is a

broker with and owner of Sylvan-WhittleReal
Estate.
Albert

McGeehan

of 19

finalists

'66 of Holland,Mich., was one
nationwide for Continental
Cablevision's1993 National Educator Award,

which recognizes outstandingachievement in the
use of cable technologyin the classroom. He is a
teacher and social studies chair at Holland High
School, as well as mayor of Holland.
Caryl Yzenbaard '67 Hoberg is one of five attorneys in the United States chosen to formulatea
national multi-state bar examination.
Fran Gralow '68 is doing mission work in
Columbia.
Jane Ardapple '69 of Morrison,111., is a K-5 art
instructor with Unit District#6. She is involved
in the Children'sArt PreservationAssociation,
which is dedicatedto the preservation and exhibition of children's art.
Patricia Irwin '69 Bennett of Sandy Hook, Conn.,
clerk of Housatonic FriendsMeeting in
Milford, Conn.
is

Donna Grasman

'69

New

Brown of Grand Rapids,

Mich., and husband Roger celebrated their 25th

wedding anniversaryby traveling to Germany
and England. They participated in the British
Theme Teaching class led by Dr. Daniel Paul '50
of the Hope educationfaculty,and then went on
to Germany to meet the parents of their new
"exchange son." "His birthday and our son Dan's
were the same date — like twins!," she writes.
Thomas Bruggink '69 of Easton, Pa., is an associate professor at Lafayette College. He was elected
vice chair of the Lehigh Valley Sierra Club, and
appointed trustee of Hugh Moore Historical Park
and Museums.
Donald Berger '69 of Carmel, Ind., is founderand
presidentof Roadway Global Air, an air cargo
transportation company which started with 52
officesaround the world and a fleet of 10 aircraft.
David Brueggemann '69 of Omaha, Neb., completed the April 25, 1993, "Marathon De Paris" in
France in four hours, 34 minutes.
William Cook '69 of Claverack, N.Y., is a professor of biology at Columbia-Greene Community
College in Hudson, N.Y. Fie worked under a
federal grant from the Army Corps of Engineers
to study zebra mussel invasionof the Hudson
River during 1992-93.
Janice Drolen '69 of Hastings, Mich., is the grades
six-12 language arts coordinator for the Hastings

Area Schools, and teaches Englishliteratureand
Advanced Placement English. She is vice president of the Hastings Education Associationand
also its delegate to both the Michigan and
National Education Associationrepresentative

ver's training and enjoys refereeing basketball in

the Warren Consolidated Schools. For fun he
bicycles 10,000 miles a year with wife Rosemary.

assemblies.

Elaine Franco '69 of Woodland, Calif., was
appointed acting head of the catalog department
of Shields Library, University of California,
Davis, on Nov. 1, 1993.
Linda Kozel '69 Hegerstrand is a staff pathologist
at BlodgettMemorial Medical Center in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Martin Howell '69 of Yakima, Wash., directs services for adults more than 60 years old in Yakima
County who requiremental health services for
organic diagnoses and depression."With a population of greater than 250,000 people and a
significantmulti-cultural spread [minorities represent 55 percentof the population], it provides
an excellent environment to better understand the
treatmentof elders with mental illness in rural
areas," he writes. He continues to work with
persons diagnosed with AIDS and their families
on a part-time basis.
Priscilla Inkpen '69 of Boulder, Colo., reports
that she participated with other gay and lesbian
activistsas a plaintiffin the lawsuit which successfully overturned Colorado's anti-gay

Amendment 2.
William Klebe '69 of Shippenburg, Pa., is a
generalmanager with Wendy's International in
Carlisle,Pa. He received company recognition for
the highest sales increase in the NortheastRegion
as well as highest profit, highest sales increase in
the Philadelphia, Pa., region.

Susan Johnson '69 Kuiper of Grand Haven,
Muskegon
Reformed Church Women's Ministry (RCWM)
Classis, is a 1993-95 member of the board of the
Mich., is the 1994-95 president of the

Synod of the Great Lakes RCWM and was on the
Camp Geneva Board during 1990, 1991 and 1992.
L. Jack Ligtenberg '69 is a pharmaceuticalrep.
with 3M Pharmaceuticals,and won the Silver
Level Award and trip for excellence in selling in
1993. It was his fourth such award — he has won
two Gold Levels and two Silver Levels. 3M
Pharmaceuticals chooses reps, yearly for the
awards.
John Michel '69 of Pittsboro, Ind., is an associate
publisher with The Saturday Evening Post.
Kathleen Wilson '69 Mulder of Kansas City, Mo.,
is a biologist (Missouri wetland coordinator) with
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The
Central Chapter of the Society of Wetland
Scientistswill host the 1996 NationalMeeting in
Kansas City, Mo., and she is chairing the conference committee.
Jane Breckenridge '69 Ritzema of Sacramento,
Calif., is administrating a small home school ministry for others who are home schooling their
children in Sacramento.
Rohn Ritzema '69 of Sacramento, Calif., is a
regionaldirector with Associationof Christian
Schools International,working with 350 Christian
schools in California,Nevada and Hawaii.
Bruce Ronda '69 of Boulder, Colo., is an assistant
professorof English and acting director of the
American Studies Program at ColoradoState
University. He won a 1993-94NEH Fellowshipto
write a biography of ElizabethPeabody, a 19th
century reformer and educator;designed
Colorado State'snew American Studies Program;
and authored a successful two-year NEH grant
for faculty development in American studies.
Jeffrey Seise '69 of Waldwick,N.J., has been
assignedfull-time computer teacher for the Park
Ridge (N.J.) Board of Education.
Jon Smoker '69 of Elkhart, Ind., in May of last
year won his second National Powerlifting
Masters Championshipin Dallas, Texas, in the
(45-49) 165 16 class with a 501 squat, 292 bench
press and 512 deadlift for a 1300 total.
Dorothy Spencer '69 of Fresno, Calif., is director
of the Kauffman Library and professorat the
CaliforniaSchool of ProfessionalPsychology-

Fresno. She

has co-writtenBiosocial

Psychopathology:
EpidemiologicalPerspectives
(1994, Springer Publishing, N.Y.).
Timothy Tam '69 of Vancouver,British Columbia,
Canada, is active in private practice as a dentist.
He is an elder with his church, and was part of a
medical missionaryteam to China in 1993.
Barbara Timmer '69, representing ITT, attendeda
Law Committee Meeting of the Associationof
Financial ServicesHolding Companies in
Washington, D.C., in April.
George Visscher '69 of Clifton, N.J., is a medical
research associate with Schering-Plough.
Diana Williams '69 Weiss of Kintnersville,Pa., in
1992 was co-chair of the Mid-AtlanticRegional
Seminar of Embroiderers'Guild of America.
Timothy Woodby '69 of Shelby Township, Mich.,
besides being an elementarylibrarian,teaches dri-

E3

CommunicationAssociation.
Deborah Bian-Lingle'74 and her husband
Buddy Lingle live in Columbia, S.C., and are

1970s
Kenneth Austin

'70 is an assistant professor of

music at Trinity Christian College as well as principal trumpet of both the New Philharmonicand
the Southwest Symphony Orchestras, all in the
Chicago, 111., area. In March he was featured in
the 11th anniversary SchoenhalsFine Arts
Symposium, held at Greenville (111.) College.
Robert Bates '70 is chair and a member of the
Board of Directorsfor Holland (Mich.)
Community Hospital. He has been awarded

membershipin The American College of
Physician Executives, the nation's only education-

and professional organization for physicians in
medical management.
Anne Larsen '70 is an associate professorof
French at Hope College.Wayne State University
Press recently published a book she co-edited.
Renaissance Women Writers: French Texts/ American
al

Contexts.
Ernest Otto '70 of Denver, Colo., is vice president
of Otto Brothers' Brewing

Wyo.

Company

Betsy Wackernagel '74 Bach of Missoula,Mont.,
is professor and chair in the department of communicationstudies at the University of Montana.
She is president-electof the Western States

in Jackson,

His responsibilitiesinclude sales and mar-

expectingtheir third child this month. Deborah is
president of South Carolina Right to Life.
Paul Boddy '74 of Waldwick, N.J., is director of
recreation for the Borough of Bogota,N.J. He is
organizingBogota communitybubble blowing.
TheodoreBoeve '74 of Hudsonville,Mich., is a
team leader, product sector with Herman Miller
Inc. and is an adjunct faculty member at
Davenport College.
Susan Breznak-Honeychurch'74 of Fredonia,
N.Y., is a physical therapist and certifiedinstructor of neurodevelopmental treatment, and this
summer will be conducting a two-monthcertification course in the treatment of individuals with
central nervous system dysfunction.She is one of
26 therapists in North America qualified to teach
the course. She is a partnerin New Directions
Child and Family Center in Dunkirk, N.Y., a
service agency providing physicaloccupational
and speech therapy, counselingand psychological evaluations. New Directions also offers
continuingeducationcourses for professionals on

keting throughoutColorado.

a

William VanFaasen '70 on Friday, April 15, participated in a conferenceon health care reform
which was sponsored by Hope College's department of economics and businessadministration.
He is president. Blue Cross/BlueShield of
Massachusettsand a member of the Executive
Council of Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and participated in a panel discussion. (Please see the “Quote,
unquote" column on page two for some of his insights

Deb Badeau

on the nation'shealthcare situation.)

Tom Welscott '70 has been installedas pastor of
BelltowerReformed Church, which draws
members from Ellsworth and Central Lake,
Mich., and surroundingareas.

Junardi Armstrong '71 of Tucson, Ariz., recently
completed a position at the University of Arizona
Center for Insect Science EducationOutreach. As
program coordinatorwith a $500,000 National
Institutesof Health grant, she coordinatedteams
of scientistsand teachers in creating a curriculum
and training program using live insects in K-3
classrooms to teach health concepts and science
process.

Nate Fuller '71 is working with the Ohio
Geological Survey.

Linda Provo '71 Fulton is studying organ at the
University of Houston in Texas. She substitutes
as an organist for

Sunday services and

is

also in

her church choir and bell choir.
Jan Luben '71 Hoffman was ordained by the
Classis of Schenectady on March 26. She and
husband Craig are co-pastors of the First
Reformed Church of Scotia, N.Y.
Ross Mack '71 of Valparaiso, Ind., is an engineer
with Task Force Tips, where he is involved with
all aspects of design and productionof high performance fire fighting equipment.
Rod Schipper '71 of Kanab, Utah, is a surface protection specialistand mineralsprogram specialist
for the Bureau of Land Management.
Cal Van Holland '71 of Casper,Wyo., is a senior
geologist at Total Minerals Corporation, an
in-situ uranium mine in the Powder River Basin

'74 Creswell-of Grand Rapids,
Mich., recently completed a paralegaldiploma
due to a lack of teaching jobs in elementarymusic
and is currently seeking a paralegal position. She
is also a candidatefor the Board of Trustees of the
Northview Public Schools.
Thor Cutler '74 of Seattle,Wash., is an on-scene
coordinatorfor U.S.E.P.A., involved with oil and
chemical spill emergency response and hazardous waste site cleanup.
Linda Bush '74 Deal of Urbana, 111., is assistant
director and accompanist in the choral music
department at Urbana (111.) High School (1993-94
was her fourth year at the school). In 1993 she
changed church jobs and is now organist at

and
and

also developinga new RV park only a quarter
mile from the intercoastal waterway. He purchased 30 RTC (government) properties recently
for future development. Last month he purchased a 54-acre private island in Florida. "Will
build a cabin there, plant more palms and meditate on vacations," he writes.
Pamela Hetjonk '74 McMillanof Tualatin, Ore.,
is a stay-at-home mom, and active in church
worship and small group leadership.
James Minzey '74 of Divide,Colo., manages a
Village Inn restaurant, and was "Manager of the
Year" in the Colorado Region in 1992. He enjoys
camping at Rocky Mountain Park, hiking at
MuellerState Park, cross-countryskiing,rock collecting,golf, bowling and reading.
David Naberhuis '74 is moving to Lansing,
Mich., from Grandville, Mich., this month.
Katherine Nelson '74 of Seattle, Wash., spent
is

three

weeks last summer

in

Denmark,Norway

and Sweden

touring the state hospitals to
research medicalcare in the socialwelfare system.
She returnedthis spring to rural Norway to work
with a local medical team, and then went on to the
Czech Republicto research hydrotherapy.
Pamela Edgington '74 Pender of Paw Paw, Mich.,
has been freelancing as a French /Englishtransla-
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maybe in

news from Hope College?

Community United Church of Christ in
Champaign, 111. She also teaches piano privately.
Luis Destefano '74 of Lima, Peru, will be working
toward his doctorate in educational psychologyat
the Universityof Pennsylvania(Philadelphia) in
the fall. He will also be teaching there part-time.
Daniel Dykstra '74 of Oceanside,Calif., is a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Marine Corps, and on
Feb. 11, 1994, assumed command of the 1st
Landing Support Battalion at Camp Pendleton,
Calif. The battalion is one of three Marine Corps
organizations whose mission is to provide
landing support to a Marine Corps expeditionary
force.

Ron Augustine '72 of Holland,Mich., is an assistant vice president of sales with First of America
Bank-West Michigan.
Jon Dykstra '72 of Huntsville, Ala., is executive
manager of imaging systems for Intergraph
Corporation.
Chris Hahn '72 of Incline Village, Nev., is with
Market BroadcastingCorporation, involved in
developing real estate computer software for
real-time financialdata.

business plan for their child ministries.

John "Squatty" Heinsius '72 of Tulsa, Okla., is
vice president of exploration at Latex Petroleum
Corporation,where he supervisesdomestic and
international oil and gas exploration.
Lois Butterworth '72 Miller of Holland, Mich.,
recently became administrative
assistant in the
office of the vice presidentfor college advancement at Hope College. She had previouslybeen
in the college's advancement services office.
Doug Edema '73 of Grand Rapids, Mich., has
been elected president of the Kent County
Medical Society.
Jack Puricelli '73 of Caledonia,Mich., is director
of employee relations for Steelcase Inc. in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
JocelynPeterson '73 Vitanye of Palo Alto, Calif.,
is with the U.S. Geological Survey, working on a
compilationof permissiveterranes in the U.S. for
platinum-group-element resources and working
with mineraldeposits in the Cascades.

Deborah Koning '74 Kiekover of Holland,Mich.,
is teaching mathematics at West Ottawa High
School, where she is also the athletictrainer. She
is superintendent
of her church's Sunday school.
Cathy Walchenbach'74 Koop of Holland,Mich.,
teaches writing in the PATH (Program for
Academically Talented at Hope) program for
ninth graders. She also plays oboe in the Holland
Chamber Orchestra and Holland Woodwind

Wyoming.

operates the Hunts Court Motel in Rockport,

national scale.

Gayle Spangler '74 Flanigan of RochesterHills,
many years as a stay-at-home mom is
working as executive secretaryat the Detroit
Zoological Society, a non-profit organizationthat
raises funds in support of the Detroit Zoo.
Richard Hakken '74 of Alma, Mich., has started
his fifth season as a golf course superintendentat
Pine River Country Club, which is Alma College's
home course. He will begin the process of becoming a certified golf course superintendentthis
winter (certificationrequiresfive years of golf
course superintendentexperience).
Sarah Hickok '74 of Prairie Village, Kan., is a
major account senior claims specialist for CNA
Insurancein Overland Park, Kan.
Marcia Dykstra '74 Howe of Decatur,Mich., is
teaching at Southwestern Michigan College. The
120-hour course prepares individualsfor the
CDA National Credential(Child Development
Associate),which is an eight-college-credit
course. She is also teaching additionalearly
childhood educationcourses. She is the executive
director for the Family of Christ Child Services
(Mattawan) and is currentlydeveloping their

in

Erik Lower '74 of Rockport, Texas, stillowns

Mich., after

Quintet.

Nicholas Lam '74 of Portage, Mich., is purchasing
manager for the City of Kalamazoo, Mich.
Scott Lenheiser '74 of Farmington Flills, Mich.,
has been reappointed as chair of the National
Coalition to Promote Firearms Safety. He
would like to hear from contemporaries "if
they might assist me in networking to a more
professionally-satisfying
position in an attorney/taxation/advanced
marketing insurance
company-style position."

WE'RE BACK

.......

Dance, Music, Poetry,
Art, Literature,Politics,

Frisbees, The Lake, And
Best of AIL. .FRIENDS
"The course of a river is almost ahvays
disapproved of by its source."
Jean Cocteau

"Where do we come from?
Where are we going?
What is the meaning of this life?
That

what every heart is shouting,
what every head is asking
as it beats on chaos."

is

Nikos Kazan tzakis

"You

can't always get what you want,

but if you try some time
You just might find
You get what you need."
RollingStones

"If

But

if

a man dwells in the past,
He may rob the future,
a man does not visit the past,

Then he has no future."
Master Po "Kung Fu"

For

a

simply

Non-Traditional Reunion of
the Counter-Culture of Hope
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5, 6,

7
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tor

full-time for the past three years.

Barbara Nylander '74 Poetter of La Grange, 111., is
working for professional designationand state
licensing as a residential real estate appraiser.
"Also busy being domestic engineerto two sons
aged nine and 11," she writes. She is active in the
American Youth Soccer Organization(AYSO) as a
referee and a Little League assistantcoach.
Edwin Redder II '74 of Holland, Mich., is art
director with Jager Associates.
Peter Rengel '74 is a sales representative for RJ

Chemical Sales Inc.
Dale Rice '74 of Fairfax, Va., recently became
licensed as a professional engineer (civil engineering) in the Commonwealthof Virginia. He
recently presenteda paper on pollution prevention during the national American Defense
Preparedness Association Conferencein San
Antonio, Texas.
Vicki Wiegerink '74 Rumpsa is employed at East
Hills Athletic Club in Grand Rapids, Mich., organizing basketball tournaments and coordinating
other youth sports programs.
Margie Barrowman '74 Sanford and husband
Ron Sanford '74 are living in Winfield, 111. Ron
pastors Faith Community Church in West Chicago,
111., while Margie actively pursues pottery (when
not busy carpooling three children).
Jane Bamett '74 Scrafford of Greenville, N.Y.,
teaches a one/two multiage class at Greenville
Central School.

William Strader

'74 of

Narragansett, R.I., is a pro-

fessor of early childhood education at Fitchburg

He was selected to be a
panel member at the Third Annual Conference,
National Institute for Early Childhood
(Mass.) State College.

Professional Development, National Association
for the Education of

Young Children, during the

presentation "Professional Development Centers:

Joining schools and universitiesfor Early
Childhood Professional Developmentand
Leadership."
Donald Troast '74 of Mendon, Mass., recently
completed a 2.5-year tour as command chaplain
aboard USS Cleveland LPD-7 with two deployments to the EasternPacific and Caribbean. He

has reported to Commander Submarine
Development Squadron Twelve at Naval
Submarine Base, New London in Groton, Conn.,
three-year tour as squadron chaplain.
T. Bruce Usher '74 of Albany, Auckland, New
Zealand,is a computer consultant.
Timothy Van Dam '74 of New York, N.Y., in 1993
joined with Ronald Wagner to form Wagner/Van
Dam, Design and Decoration. The firm is currently working on 30,000 square feet of office
space on six floors for a law firm in New Jersey,a
building lobby in Manhattan and a display project
for a

for

PfaltzgraffChina, as well as several residential

design commissions in New York City. Two
mornings a week he also teaches the graduate
interior design studio class at Pratt Institute.
Recent projects have been published in New York
Magazine,InteriorDesign Magazine and the book
New York Style.
Laura Tebben '74 Vander Broek of Holland,
Mich., is an assistant professor of English at
Grand Valley State University.She spent four
months in Chiapas,Mexico as a Fulbright Scholar
(along with her three children).She was doing
teacher training for the English faculty of the
UniversidadAutonoma de Chiapas.
Nancy Mangun '74 Van Wechel of Golden, Colo.,
is self-employed with Benchmark Computer
Training.She has developed and presentedeight
new technicalseminars throughoutEurope,
Canada, Asia and Australia in the last two years
for CareerTrack.
Mary Newhouse '74 Van Son and family are
returning to Alexandria, Va., following her
husband Paul's three-year assignment to the
American Embassy in Tel Aviv, Israel.
Kathy Vander Molen '74 Vollmer of Grand
Haven, Mich., joined the sales team of Sam's Club
in Holland,Mich., in June of 1993. She was promoted to marketing/membership supervisor and
transferred to the

new

club in

Muskegon,Mich.,

which opened on April 21 . For the last three years
she has been sanctuary choir director of First
Reformed Church in Muskegon.
Robert Wolff '74 of Palos Heights,111., is president of the RCA Classis of Chicago.
Frances Dekker '75 Akker of Muskegon, Mich., is
directorof foundations at Jordan College in
Grand Rapids, Mich. She is also the recording
secretaryfor the Reformed Church Women's
Ministries, Muskegon Classis."1 also enjoy the
outdoors with my husband and two children,"
she writes.

William DeBlock '75 is mixing audio on the
daytime drama Loving for Capital Cities/ABC in
New York City.
Joan Donaldson '75 of Fennville, Mich., is homeschooling her two sons, helping on the farm.
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filling

quilt orders and writing. Her first chil-

dren's book The Real Pretend was released in 1992;
she will be listed in the reference guide Something

About the Author; and she and one of her quiltscan
be seen in Great AmericanQuilts 1994, released this

Oxmoor.
Charles Dunning '75 of Madison, Wis.,
fall

by

is

working toward his doctoratein oceanography
and limnology at the University of Wisconsin.
Peter Hoekstra '75 on Friday, April 15, participated in a conferenceon health care reform which
was sponsored by Hope College's department of
economics and business administration. He is the
Congressman for Michigan's Second District
(which includes Hope), and participatedin a
panel discussion.

Doug Bums

'78 of Albany, N.Y., is a hydrologist
with the U.S. GeologicalSurvey, studying the
effectsof forest cutting practices and acidic precipitation on water quality in streams and rivers
in

the Catskills.

Marianne Walck '78 Chael is manager of the
Geophysics Department at Sandia National
Laboratoriesin Albuquerque, N.M., where she
supervisessix PhD. geophysicists plus a technician who conduct both basic and applied
research.

David Crisman '78

of Minneapolis,Minn., is a

senior environmentalengineer for H.B. Fuller Co.

Bob Namar '78 is an events marketing director for
an advertising/public
relations agency in New
Jersey.

Patricia Vander Werf '75 Johannsen of
Gaithersburg,Md., received one of 10 Juror's
Awards in the Seventh Biennial Metalwork Show
of the Goldsmiths Guild of the greater
Washington, D.C., area. The awards were presented by New York Times columnist William
Safire during the opening receptionat Target
Gallery in Alexandria, Va.
Gail DeBoer '76 Barton of Tucson, Ariz., is
involved in trade show and association management with the Tucson Gem & MineralSociety Inc.
Hendrik De Jong '76 is a boat salesman with
Eldean Shipyard in Holland,Mich.
Mary Hill '76 of Boulder, Colo., works for the U.S.
GeologicalSurvey and is an adjunct professor at
Colorado School of Mines.
Paul Massoth '76 is an environmental quality
manager with the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources.
Barbara Vis '76 Stanley of Columbia, Md., is a
full-time mom but hopes eventually to work with
a small company that makes specialized maps
from computer information.
James Stegenga '76 of Sacramento, Calif., has
been an FDIC Bank Examiner since 1986. He was
recently recognizedwith a "Special Achievement

Award" presentedby the National FDIC
Headquartersin Washington, D.C.
Dyke '76 of Holland,Mich., is enrolled in
the Second Master's program in hydrogeology at
Western Michigan University.
John Van Voorhees '76 of Fennville, Mich., is a
self-employedblueberryfarmer.
Bob Wood '76 of Houston, Texas, is Gulf Coast
regionaltechnical field representative
for E.M.
Science of Gibbstown, N.J.
Greg Bliss '77 is doing radio voice-overs in
Chicago, 111., on Sportschannel, WMVP, and in the
Northwest for Resser's Potatoes.He also works
as a live talent for major sportingevents and is
producing businesstheater for Fortune 500 companies for their national sales meetings.
Ellen Ziegler '77 Coombs is managing the needs
assessment of an informationsystem investigation for the Department of Energy's Office of
Jill Van

EnvironmentalRestoration
Management.She is part of

and

Bob Niedt '78 is a columnistand writer for The
SyracuseNewspapers.
Charles Otto '78 of Wilson,Wyo., is president of
Otto Brothers’ Brewing Company, running the
company' s day-to-day business.
Peggy (Margaret)Lubbers '78 Quesada has been
appointed coordinator of research for the humanities department, Universidad Autonama de
Queretaro,Queretaro, Mexico, where she is a
member of the faculty. She will complete her doc-

Award finalist for "Camp Coco." He is
coordinator of the Center for Educational
Televisionat the Southern Illinois University
School of Medicine, and is also a public affairs
officerin the U.S. Naval Reserve.
Kathy Babinksi '77 Knapman of Edwardsburg,
Mich., is active with several committees for her
local school, and has also developed a new
accountingsystem for her church.
Ken Lobb '77 is working for NYNEX New York

there previously from 1987 through 1990. Derek
will re-assume all legal responsibilitiesin the
PacificRim as general counselfor Asia for Cargill
Inc.

Pam hopes to resume

writing and editing for

the SingaporeAmerican Newspaper.

Robert Acri '79 of Glenview, 111., is a vice president of Van Kampen & Merritt Inc., a mutual
fund company,and is a lawyer at Hansen and
Acri in Willowbrook.
Gayle Boss-Koopman '79 is writing a novel,
raising a two-and-a-half-year-old son and
running a subscription press in Washington, D.C.
Michael Engelhard! '79 of Decorah, Iowa, was
tenuredat Luther Collegein February.
Thomas Seiberling'79 is manager of safety and
training for Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
in Ohio.
Peter Wamock '79 is a graduate student in
anthropology at the University of MissouriColumbia.
Bob Watson '79 is the national market manager
for wireless and cellular services in AT&T's
CommunicationSendees Group in New Jersey.
Nevin Webster '79 in 1992 was declared totally
disabledfor cardiac reasons to continue in pastoral ministry. It is his second time on total
disability. The first was from 1976 to 1987 for
vocal cord surgical problems which were
resolvedwith a miraculous healing of the vocal
cords that permitted him to return to pastoral
ministry in 1987.

1980s
Daven Claerbout '80 is production manager for
Dutchland PlasticsCorps, in Oostburg, Wis. He
and his wife also own Claerbout Realty &
Auctions.
Gary Foote '80 of San Francisco, Calif., is project
manager for Geomatrix Consultants Inc. in the
environmentalsciences and engineeringgroup.
Mary Peterson '80 Johannes, representingFord
Motor Company, attended a Law Committee
Meeting of the Associationof Financial Services
Holding Companies in Washington,D.C., in
April.

Gene Shanahan'80 is the operations manager at
WLNS-TV6, the CBS affiliate in Lansing,Mich.,
and a part-time instructorat LansingCommunity
College, teaching broadcast copywriting.

Daniel Snyder '80 is a traveling psychotherapist
with the ProfessionalFamily Based Divisionof
Nystrom and AssociatesLtd. in New Brighton,
Minn. He is working toward becoming a
licensedpsychologistand consideringdoctoral
training. He writes that he would appreciate
hearing from Hope friends via the Internet at:

DLSnyds@aol.com.

'77

has been recovering from

had been working on the film The Chase

as a

scenic

artist.

Marian Voetberg '77

is

an actress in

New York

City.

Mark Baeverstad '78 of Fort Wayne,

Ind., has
been appointed chair of the Litigation Section of
the Indiana State Bar Association.

maker and also vice presidentof
Engineering, a company that she and her
formed more than a year ago.

Tim Kelsey

Soils

husband

'82 is an assistant professor of agri-

a team leader at Prince
Corporation, producing automobile visors for
Crown Victoria, Grand Marquis, Cougar and
Thunderbird.
Jim Milas '82 is the general manager of K&V
Packaging, which sells packaging supplies to
heavy industry throughout western Michigan
and the Midwest.
Heather Molnar '82 is a freelance professional
photographerand painter in New York. She photographsarchitecture for private and commercial
use.

Vander Meulen of Holland, Mich.,
works for Holland Engineering Inc., where she
does computer-aided tax and utility mapping.
Mark Vander Meulen '82 of Holland, Mich.,
works for Holland EngineeringInc. in the admi' •
istration of computers, software and compar /
network,and also helps Jill (see above) with su veying and mapping projects.
Marilyn Van Houten '82 and father Henry Van
Houten '54 of Boonton, N.J., are forming a partnership for the general practice of law.
John Vassallo '82 is the senior producer of the
New England Sports Network in Boston, Mass.
Gregory Wendling '82 has opened his own law
office in Greensboro,N.C. His practice emphaJill Jalving '82

sizes civil litigation.
Carl

Young

'82 of

New

Orleans, La., is a project

hydrogeologistwith Applied Earth Sciences.
Susan Wiseman '83 Browder is in Germany with
the Office of the Chief of Staff of Intelligence,in
office administration
and as projects officer for
the Executive Officer.

Virginia Van Nostrand '80 Sweeton has been
installedas the minister for Christian educationof
the Harlingen Reformed Church in Belle Mead,
N.J. It is a lay position created to expand the educational ministryof the church for its members
and the communityas a whole.
Lori Wolf '80 Van Arendonk is homeschooling
her three children. She is also a flute/piccolo sub
with the Glacier Orchestra.
Kevin VanderKolk'80 is a systems designer and
education specialist with Basys Automation
Systems in Oklahoma.
Michelle Carlson '81 Fletcher of Norton Shores,
Mich., is working on her elementaryteaching certification at Hope.

Gary Van Der Wege

office

manager of floor and upstairs proprietary trading
with Nations-CRT Asia Inc.
Nick Marcelletti'81 of Northville, Mich., is a
senior geologist at EngineeringScience.
Alan Murray '81 is a facilitiesdesigner for a
Fortune500 company in New York City.
Dale Aggen '82 is the director of medical center
operations in managed health care in Columbus.
Dan Brandsma '82 of Colorado Springs, Colo., is
a software engineer for Telos Consulting
Services, where he writes and tests strategic
defensesoftware.
Heidi Burke '82 Foster of Waco, Texas, is a home-

Harvey Koedyker'82 is

Carl Schaftenaar'77 of Parker, Colo., is a geophysicist and geologist for ForelandCorporation.
Lewis Ten Have '77 is an explorationmanager
with Marathon Oil Company, where his primary
responsibility is directing Marathon'sexploration

a serious auto accident in Texas. At the time he

Community College.
William Lydens '81 is in Singapore as
Technical

Derek (attended1975-76) and their four children
will return to Singapore in August. They lived

as a business representative.

activityin Tunisia.

telecommunications,information servicesand
media.
Karen Gruber '81 Hoke has relocated to
Rochester, N.Y., from a position as assistantto the
director of continuing education at Delaware

cultural economics at Penn State University.

a

a Telly

California, which
specializes in research and marketing involving

summer.
Pamela Beane '78 VanVolkenburgh,husband
torate in linguisticsthis

Waste

team establishing a
more diversified business base for the Energy and
Technology Management Group at Science
ApplicationsInternational Corporations (SAIC).
She is also pursuing a master's of science in management or systems management at Florida
Instituteof Technology.
Bob Drake '77 of North Canton, Ohio, is
editor-in-chief of Pit and Quarry Magazine.
Martha Farley '77, a manager of project transactions with GE, has been relocated to Raleigh, N.C.
Gary Kirchner '77 of Springfield, 111., has been
listed in The Complete Guide to American Film
Schools,publishedby Penguin Books in April. He
also received a first place CentralIllinois Master
CommunicatorAward for "Camp Coco" and was

Peter Gaylord '81 founded Gaylord
CommunicationsResearch in

Brian Bussa '83 of Livonia, Mich., is an environmental control engineer with Ford Motor Co.
Tom Conroy '83 of Spring Lake, Mich., is a
self-employeddistributor for Michigan of
Mitutoyo CoordinateMeasuring Machines.
Pam Rezek '83 recently defended her dissertation, "The Developmentof Novice Counselors'
Inner Experiences, Counseling Self-Efficacy,and
Skills," which she also presented in Santa Fe,
N.M., in February at a conferencefor The Society
for PsychotherapyResearch.
Dave Sundin '83 is managing the marketing of
Four Winns Boat in Michigan.
Kevin Toren '83 of Westerville, Ohio, has been
promoted to senior manager of software development at Express, a division of The Limited.
Michael Brewer '84 in June of 1993 was transferred to Vancouver, Wash.
Wendy Crawford '84 of Avon Park, Fla., w?s
recentlynamed "Teacher of the Year" at her
school, Avon Elementary, where she teaches
music and gifted students.
Rick Demberger '84 has joined First of America
Bank as manager of the South Washington Branch
in Holland,Mich.
Mary Dykstra '84 is working in marketing with
her father in Grand Rapids, Mich., and is also
working on her MBA. She also works occasionally for Jeanne Redinger '84 Fries (see below).
Jeanne Redinger '84 Fries of Fremont,Mich., and
her husband Bill own and operate a successful
surveyingbusiness in the Fremont area.
Bryan Gras '84 has been promoted to commercial
banking officerat Old Kent Bank of Holland.
John Grooters '84 is secretary of media development for the Reformed Church in America,as well
as continuing his music with Dwight Beal '87.
Susan Latham '84 is a freelance arts producer and
music publicistin New York.
Jana Borgerson '84 McGuire of Snohomish,
Wash., is an at-home mom, and also teaches math
or science in the public schools once per week.

EE1

Eric Petersen'87 and wife Cindy Hollenbeck '87

Jonathan Peterson'84 of Evanston,111., works for
Amoco in the identification and solutionof a
spectrum of environmentalproblems. He recently gave a seminar for the department of geologyat
Hope College.
Lenore Masiarczyk '84 Pichel of RochesterHills,
Mich., is a systems analystwith TRW, Vehicle
Safety Systems.
Duane Vanden Brink '84 was recently promoted
to senior associate scientist,Parke-Davis,

Petersen live in Lansing, Mich., with their dog
Duke. Eric has been promoted to director of international sales at Spartan Inti, in Holt, Mich., and
will travel extensively in Europe, Asia and Latin
America. He was previouslynational marketing
manager.
Craig Piersma '87 is the marketing promotions
coordinatorfor Haworth Inc. and an adjunct professor of public relations at Grand Valley State

Pharmaceutical Research Division

University.

of

Warner-Lambert Inc., Holland,Mich.
Bryon Vande Wege '84 is hospital chief of staff at
Roseau (Minn.) Hospital.
Rick Ver Strate '84 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
manager/hydrogeologist at Superior
Environmental Corporation.
Anne Enderlein '84 Winn was recently selected
to speak at the Virginia State Federation's Council
for Exceptional Children37th annual convention.
Her topic was "Inclusionas a Continuum of

a

Service."
Scott Huizenga'85 has been elected to partner-

ship at Varnum Riddering Schmidt & Howlett.
He is a business lawyer specializing in a variety of
transactions and issues, includingmergers and
acquisitions, taxation, executive compensation
and commercial real estate.
Jeffrey McKeeby '85 is a lieutenant with the U.S.
Navy. He recently reported for duty at Naval
Hospital, Agana, Guam.
Susan Burrell'85 Nykamp is teaching special
educationstudentsin a resourceroom setting at
Hudsonville(Mich.) High School.
Jane Abe '86 is the new director of health and
fitness with the YMCA of Naperville-Kroehler
Program Center, Naperville, 111.
Susan Herwig '86 of Carlsbad, Calif., is a substitute high school English teacher and also sells for
Road Runner Athletics.
Timothy Hoffman '86 of Holland, Mich., is a
database analyst at Smith Industries in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Marsha Usiak '86 Lillich is living in St. Clair
Shores, Mich., since August of 1993.
Michele Perzee '86 is teaching in Richmond,
Texas, and has taught in Brownsville, Texas, and
in the Canary Islands during the past six years.
Holly Rabbai '86 of Denver,Colo., does specification work with Cronin Mason Company, working
predominantly with landscape architects and
electricalengineersto specify appropriateequipment for their particular needs.
Paula Wyn '86 Recknagel and Todd Recknagel
'86 have opened the first BLIMPIE subs and
salads restaurant in Holland, Mich. The restaurant is located at 1013 Washington St.
Dwight Beal '87 is in full-time music ministry
with "Grootersand Beal" and doing some freelance soundtrackproductionin Michigan.
LancelotBourne '87 has been living and learning
in China, but planned to leave this month.
David Dykema '87 is the producer/directorat
WTOL-TV in Ohio, directing Nightwatch, the 11
p.m. newscast.
John Eckert '87 is in graduate school at the
Florida Instituteof Technology,working toward a
master's in oceanography/coastalzone manage-

ment. He

has been working for Evans
Environmental & GeologicalInc. of Melbourne,
Fla., and will be managingtheir coastal wetland
office for the east coast of Florida. He has also
been an officer in the U.S. Navy, and spent a
10-month tour in the Persian Gulf conducting
mine clearance off the coast of Kuwait in support
of Operation Desert Storm.
Tracy Flickema '87 Harris of Muskegon,Mich.,
recently accepted a position in administration
at
H.C. Olsen & AssociatesInc., working for their
Viking ProductsDivision.
Brian Houts '87 is the regional sales manager in
Texas for Teknor Color Company-Manufacturer
of Color Additivesfor Plastics.
Andrew Kromminga '87 is working for Asgrow
Seed Company, a subsidiary of The Upjohn
Company, and living in Maryland.
David Lein '87 of Alma, Mich., is the managing
editor of the Morning Sun newspaper. Dave,
along with several reporters, recently won first
place for "SustainedCoverage of a Single News
Event" in the 1994 Michigan Associated Press
Better Newspaper writing contest.He was also
appointed to the Michigan Hemingway Society
board of directors earlier this year. He and wife
Pamela are expectingtheir first child in July.
Chris Mendels '87 is varsity tennis coach at East
KentwoodHigh School in Michigan.
JeffreyNeevel '87 is finishing his last year at
Western Theological Seminary.
Robert Peel '87 is an investment broker with
Hilliard Lyons of Holland. He finished 10th in the
50-meter freestyle at the United States National
Swimming Championships in Federal Way,
Wash., on April 3, 1994.

Phil Tanis '87 is attemptingto get a multimedia

entertainment development company off the
ground in New Mexico.
Steve Stroessner '87; a member of the psychology
faculty at Barnard College in New York City, was
profiled on MTV recently in a special on role
models.
Dan VandenBerg '87 is a chemical operator for

Parke-Davis/Wamer-Lambert
Inc.

Mark Verduin '87 of

Illinois is the
producer/directorof the Center for Educational
Televisionat the Southern Illinois University
School of Medicine in Springfield, 111.
Larry Wagenaar'87 was installedas president of
the Michigan Archival Associationin May. He
and his new wife Sarah moved into a home in
Zeeland,Mich., in March.
Paul Anderson '88 is the assistant technical director for the performingarts at Hope College.
Michael Kossen '88 of Littleton, Colo., was
named presidentof Nellessen& Kossen P.C., a
general practice law firm, in April. Flis specialty
is highly-contested
divorce cases.
Kari Moore '88 of Kent City, Mich., teaches
algebra, appliedmathematics and earth science in
the Fremont (Mich.) Public Schools.She has been
Student Council Advisor for the past two years,
and is also teaching adult migrants Englishas a
second language.
Kirsten Besonson'88 Paarlberg is a residential
mortgage lender with Paragon Bank and Trust of
Holland,Mich.
Brian Pereira '88 is the assistant director (training) with Outward Bound Singapore,where he
began as an instructor in 1990. He leads and
supervisesstaff selection and training, program
development and overseas youth programsfor
youth as well as the corporate world.
Claudia Ruf '88 completed her master's degree at
Texas A&M University, from which she received
an outstanding teachingaward and where she
will remain teaching this coming fall.
Elke Sappok '88 of Heidelberg,Germany, has
been studying for a higher degree, majoring in
history and English. She will complete her exams
in the fall, with a two-year internship following.
Brian Williams '88 recently acceptedan assistant
archivist position with the University of
Michigan'sBentley Historical Library. He and his
wife, Heidi Gassensmith '89 Williams,moved to
Ann Arbor in March.
John Wyma '88 is on the staff of freshman
Michigan Rep. Bart Stupak. He has been handling
Stupak's work on the House Armed Sendees
Committee.
JenniferBingham-Maas '89 of Tulsa, Okla., is a
speech language pathologistfor those who are
severely impaired with head injuries.
Norman Bingham-Maas '89 of Tulsa, Okla., is a
hydrologist at the River Forecasting Center for the
NationalWeather Service/NOAA Arkansas-Red
River Basin office.

Brian Breen '89 is the editor of the Commercial
Record in Saugatuck, Mich., and of the FennviUe
Herald through Kaechele Publications in Allegan,
Mich.
Sally Davis '89 of Plymouth, Mich., works for
Aqua-Terra Inc., a small, relativelynew environmental consulting firm.
Susan Looman '89 Dittmar and Russell Dittmar
'91 returned to the United States in April after
having lived in London, England, for three years.
Angela Wiedemann '89 Ecarius of Enkirch,
Germany, is teaching in Bad Kreuznach,

Germany.
Hans Hiemstra

is working at KCTV-5, the CBS affilKansas City.
Michael Regnier '89 has become an associate of
Eastman & Smith, a Toledo, Ohio, law firm.
FrancesSchrock '89 of Washington, D.C., is managing the ticket operation for the 1995 U.S. Senior

Laura Wyss '91 had an original photographic
work of art purchased for the private collectionof
Suzanne Boorsch,curator, prints and photography at the MetropolitanMuseum of Art in New
York City.
ChristopherAllman '92 has been in his first year
of law school at Wayne State University.
DanielleBattle '92 is an investigator for Friend of
the Court, 14th Judicial Circuit,State of Michigan,

Open

in

ment firm in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Susan Norman '89 is teaching English
in

to

children

Slovakia.

Janet Poit '89
iate in

Golf Championship to be held

at

CongressionalCountry Club in Bethesda, Md.
ElizabethVan Ark ’89, having received her master's degree from the University of Michigan last
spring, is working as the social worker at the
Marcellus(Mich.) Community Schools.
Amy Van Kolken '89 of East Lansing, Mich., is an
environmentalair quality analyst for the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources on
emissionstrading for the Midwest region.
Paul Webster '89 of South Bend, Ind., enrolled in
the flight training program at Northwestern
Michigan College in TraverseCity after graduation — and subsequently was an instructorat
Northwestern Michigan Collegefor 1.5 years. He
is now with Qualex, a film developing and processing company,flying film overnightbetween
South Bend and Findlay, Ohio.

1990s
Erika Anderson '90 is an instructor in the Speech

CommunicationDepartment

at the University of
Maine.
Carl Aronson '90 and wife Cynthia Schutt '90
Aronson live in Ann Arbor, Mich. He has been
working on his doctorate in macromolecular
science and engineering at the University of
Michigan since September.
Barry Fuller '90 has completed his M.D. He will
do a transitionalyear at Crozer-ChesterMedical
Center in Chester, Pa., followedby an opthalmology residency at St. Luke's-RooseveltHospital in
New York City.
Brenda Hutson '90 is a technical writer for Core
International,
a computer company in Boca

Muskegon.

Brian Haight '92 is short-term missionary in
Mexico. His commitmentruns from October of
1993 through December of 1994.
Sabrina Haverdink'92 is the news director for

WSNX

and

WMRR FM

associate producer for

Rapids.
Christie Hendrix '92 recently finished an
eight-month position in the Great Smoky
Mountainsworking on a recovery project for
endangered red wolves. She is now interning at a
wildlife refuge on San Francisco Bay, working on
endangered species projects.
Jon Kelder '92 is production assistant/assistant
engineerat the Center for EducationalTelevision
at the Southern Illinois University School of
Medicine in Illinois.
John Kunkel '92 is working with builders and
developerswith Woodland Realty in Michigan.
Courtney Mys '92 of Pasadena,Calif., is working
toward a master's of divinity at Fuller Theological
Seminary.
Devon Polderman '92 is working in film production, and on commercials,feature films,
corporate/industrial
pieces and documentaries,
as well as freelance writing, in California.

Cami

Reister '92 is at Northwestern University's

Medill School

Committee, is now a staff aide on the committee
handling transportation issues.
Patti Hiestand '89 of Aiken, S.C., is a laboratory
technician for Westinghouse Savannah River Co.
Kirk Hilbelink '89 of San Ramon, Calif.,is an
environmentalconsultantfor Science
ApplicationsInternational Corp. Most of his
work involves keeping radioactive waste generators under EPA complianceand includes borehole
drilling,air monitoringand water sampling.
Jennifer Schakel '89 Hoffman of Holland,Mich.,
is in her fifth year working as an editor for
William B. Eerdmans PublishingCo. in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Keith Hopkins '89 is working for General
Systems Consulting,an organizational
develop-

of

Journalism

in

the

reporting/ writing sequence.

groundwater and soil studies on contaminated

Heather Shoup '92 is a freelance contractor for
Ford Motor Company, working as a production
assistant in their world headquartersvideoconferencing studio, and as assistant scheduler for Ford
Communications Network in Michigan.
Cathy Davidson '92 Thomas and Steve Thomas
'92 are teaching English in Northern Japan. They
teach all ages, from age four to adults. They
started in August of 1993 and will probably finish
in August of 1995.
Beth Trisko '92 is teachinghigh school English
and speech in Central Minnesota.
Matthew Yount '92 is youth pastor at Grace
Reformed Church in Holland,Mich.
Joanne Aardema '93 has had an internship with
Seyferth & Associates in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Julie Artinian '93 of East Lansing, Mich., is
attending law school.
Nate Brown '93 of Fairbom, Ohio, is a graduate
studentin the geological sciences. He also tutors
for the Center for Ground Water Management for
an extramural hydrogeology course at Wright

sites.

State University.

Raton, Fla.

BridgetMcManus '90 of Chicago, 111., is working
on an advanced degree in Spanish literatureat the
University of Chicago.
Kristy Balogh '90 Michael of Havelock,N.C., is a
special events planner for

USPA &

IRA, a military

family financialprogrammingcompany.She also
teaches aerobic classes.

Daniel Tull

'90

continuedhis work

at

WOOD-TV

when he
began pursuing a career in teaching in Grand
as a p.a./sportswriter until December,
Rapids, Mich.

Kurt Van Appledom '90 of Holland, Mich.,

is

a

geologist at Dell Engineering,where he performs

Peter Vance '90 has completed his

M.D. On July

1 he will begin his family practice residencyin

Lynchburg, Va.
Dan Wagner '90

of

Elgin, 111., was in the February,

1994, issue of The D.O. magazine, a national publicationfor osteopathic physicians, as president of

The Sports Medicine Organization.
Sheila Brink '91 Addison is a systems administrator for Risk Management InsuranceAgency in
Michigan.
Stephanie Davidson '91 is currently finishing her
first year at the Universityof Notre Dame Law
School.

David DeYoung '91 of Kalamazoo,Mich., is
working toward a master's of science in geology
Western Michigan University.
Eric Elliott '91 has been playing basketball in
Sweden and plans to do so for anotheryear.
ChristineFinks '91 is in pharmaceuticalsales for
Whitby Pharmaceuticalin Michigan.
Kelly Grieve '91 is associate producer for
Michiganat Risk as well as finishing her master's
thesis in telecommunicationsat Michigan State
at

Tanya Cail

'93 of Kalamazoo, Mich., supervises
counsels adolescents and assistssocial
workers at LakesideBoys and Girls Residence.
Jason Evert '93 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is a
researchtechnician for the Fisheries Divisionof
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources.
In August he will begin doctoral studies in
zoology at the University of Rorida, Gainesville.
Todd Helmus '93 of Royal Oak, Mich., is performing sleep research at the Henry Ford
Hospital Sleep Disordersand Research Center in
Detroit,Mich.
Robert Henderson II '93 of Fairbom, Ohio, is a
graduate student at Wright State University,
studying hydrogeochemistry.
Kevin Mackey '93 of East Lansing, Mich., is a
graduate student at Michigan State University,
doing research on boundary of Eurasian plate and
North American plate in East Siberia.
Jessica Saxton '93 is an accountexecutive for Sky
Advertisingin New York City.

and

University.

who was a press assistant
with the House Energy and Commerce
'89,

Radio/Muskegonand
TV-13 of Grand

WZZM

Kathy Harger '91

is

Class of ’94

an environmentallaw parale-

gal for Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt and Howlett

Chad Ackermann '94 will work

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Heidi Hudson-Mairet'91 is a first grade teacher
at Tonowanda Elementary School in Elm Grove,
Wis., and recently receiveda "Sallie Mae First
Class Teacher Award Program" best first-year
teacher award from her school system.
Susan Celkis '91 Oatis recentlyreceived her
teaching certificationfrom Grand Rapids Baptist

Consultingin Detroit,Mich.
Constance Agno '94 will continueher education
at Eastern Michigan University.
Holly Andresen '94 will study marine biologyin
Queensland, Australia, at James Cook University.
Daniel Baas '94 will do graduate work at the
Columbus (Ohio) College of Art and Design.
Brett Baer '94 and Omar Postigo '94 will paint
houses this summer, buy a truck and drive to
Tierra de Fuego, Argentina,and plan to enjoy
biking, surfing, rock climbingand cliff diving on
the way. They also have internshipsteaching
English as a second language with the Shining

in

College.
Steve Pierce '91 of Port Washington, N.Y., is mar-

keting coordinator with Koch International in
Westbury, N.Y.
Susan Tenhor '91 returnedto New York in March
after teaching English conversationto high school
students at Ferris Girls School in Yokohama,
Japan.

for

Andersen

Path in Peru.

Martin Baierl '94 will return to Germany

to

pursue a master’sdegree in psychology at the

NFHC June 1994

Julius Maximilians Universitaet in

Wuerzburg.

Jeffrey Baxter '94 will pursue a master's of
divinity degree at Columbia BiblicalSeminary in
South Carolina.
Doug Bazuin '94 will pursue a graduate degree
in mechanicalengineering at Northwestern
University.
Lisa Bekius '94 will pursue a counselingdegree

Western TheologicalSeminary.
ChristopherBishop '94 has been offered a
research position at Henry Ford Hospital in
Detroit, Mich.
Rich Blair '94 will pursue a graduate degree in
chemistryat the University of Californiaat

Berkeley.

ShelleyBlue '94 will be a Peace Corps volunteer.
Donna Bolenz '94 has accepted a position with
Andersen Consulting.
Tammy Bush '94 will be in the osteopathic medicine program at Michigan State University.
Todd Busman '94 will pursue a master's of
applied statisticsat Western Michigan
University.

Peggy Chritz '94 will work for Prince Corp.
Alison Clay '94 this summer has a fellowship at
the National Institute of Health-Instituteof
Neurologic Disorders and Stroke in Bethesda,
Md. This fall she will pursue an M.D./Ph.D. at

the Universityof Chicago PritzkerSchool of
Medicine in Illinois.
Shonn Colbrunn '94 will be starting at Andersen
Consultingin Detroit, Mich., in July.
Phil Collison '94 is working at First of America.
David Conrad '94 will attend law school at Case
Western Reserve University.
Anna-Lisa Cox '94 in mid June is reading a
paper at an international conference in
Aberdeen, Scotland.
Lisa Davidson '94 will do graduate work in
screen writingat Loyola Marymount University
in Los Angeles,Calif.
Tim Dawson '94 will pursue a master's of social
work at the University of Michigan.
Steven DeWitt '94 will work in sales and marketing with Donnelly Corp. in Holland,Mich.
Anna Diaz Orpinell '94 will be a branch
manager trainee with Old Kent Bank of Holland,
Mich.
Derek Draft '94 will attend dental school at the
Universityof Michigan.
Chris Dykstra '94 will pursue a doctorate in
physics at the University of Kentucky.
Lisa Ebersole '94 is a BSN-RN on the
medical-surgical floor at Bronson Methodist
Hospital.

Michael Edemsky '94 will attend graduate
Moscow State University.

school at

Matt Erickson '94 will be in the doctor of chiropractic program at Palmer College of
Chiropracticin Davenport, Iowa.
Ann Fenwick '94 has accepted a full-time position at the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand
Rapids, Mich., in their convention and banquet
departments.
Sarah Gaither '94 will conduct missionarywork
on the Amazon in Brazil.
Gregory Gemmen '94 will be pursuing a doctorate in physics at the State Universityof New
York at Stony Brook.
Brad Genson '94 will be working for Andersen
Consulting in Detroit, Mich.
JenniferGilmore '94 will pursue an M.A.I.S. at
Oregon State in Corvallis.
Nathan Graybill'94 on Friday, April 15, participated in a conference on health care reform
which was sponsored by Hope College's department of economics and business administration.
He presented "The Best Health Care System in
the World, or the Most Expensive?"He has
started a two-year internship in Exxon's
Corporate Planning Department in Dallas, Texas.
Ryan Hankinson '94 will be an in-house supervisor with Sheldon Pines School in the Ottawa
Area IntermediateSchool District.
Cary Harger '94 will teach biology at Grand
Haven (Mich.) High School.
Chad Haverdink '94 is working at Ottawa
Savings Bank in Holland,Mich.
Katherine Heeg '94 will pursue a master's of
social work degree at the University of Illinois at
Chicago.
Lara Flilbelink '94 will be pursuing a master's
degree in physicaltherapy at Central Michigan

-

June 24

-

August 27
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'94 will

pursue a graduatedegree in

Julie Norman '94 will study criminal law at
ValparaisoLaw School.
John Nowak '94 will pursue a master’s of divinity
degree at Western Theological Seminary and will
be a bicycle mechanic with Cross Country Cycle.
David Parker '94 will pursue a graduate degree in
electrical engineering at the University of
Minnesota.
Gary Pepe '94 is employed by De Colores, migrant
day care, Holland (Mich.) Community Education.
Suzanne Port '94 will attend dental school at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Omar Postigo '94 and Brett Baer '94 will paint
houses this summer, buy a truck and drive to
Tierra de Fuego, Argentina,and plan to enjoy
biking, surfing, rock climbingand cliff diving on
the way. They also have internships teaching
Englishas a second language with the Shining
Path in Peru.

Amy

Punt '94 will be directing a play at the

Baliwick RepertoryTheatrein Chicago,111., starting in September.

Erinn Raymond '94 will teach English as a second
language in Japan.
Michael Reck '94 will attend the Kalamazoo
Valley

Community College Police Academy.
will attend Northwestern

David Rink '94

University at Evanston,

111.

Brian Roth '94 will attend the Musician Institute
in Hollywood, Calif.
Paulina Rychenkova'94 will be in the graduate
program in mathematicsand theoreticalphysics at
Cambridge University in England.
Derek Sanders '94 will be in dental school at the
University of Detroit Mercy.
Nathan Shaw '94 will pursue a doctoratein
physics at the State Universityof New York at
Stony Brook.
William Sikkel '94 will attend the Indiana
University School of Law in Bloomington.
Michael Slager '94 will work for Westfield
Companies Insurance in Ohio.
Gina Smith '94 will attend the Universityof
Michigan Medical School.
Beth Snyder '94 will attend graduate school in
higher educationat Ohio State University.
Tiffany Steffen '94 will teach German at Crystal
Lake (111.) Central High School.
Lisa Stover '94 will be a staff accountantwith
Plante & Moran in Battle Creek, Mich.
Elana TenHuisen '94 will pursue a master's of

science in child development at Purdue
University.

Charles Thies '94 will attend the Universityof
Canberra,Australia, for a semesterbefore graduate

Matthew Thompson '94 will pursue a doctorate in
mechanical engineering at Georgia Tech in

Kimberly Kim '94 has taken a positionwith
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Debra Nord

social work at Western Michigan University.

Amy

University.

-

University.

University.

Hoekstra '94 has accepted a teaching position, half-time in the resource room and
half-time in regular education, at East Christian
School in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Barbara Howe '94 will attend Western Michigan
Universityin the master'sof science in occupational therapy program.
Matthew Johnson '94 will pursue a doctorate at
the University of North Carolinaat Chapel Hill.
Steven Johnson '94 will attend law school at
Washington and Lee in Lexington,Va.
Erin Jungslager '94 will pursue a graduate
degree in psychologyat Western Michigan
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Michigan University in Kalamazoo.
Jennifer Mroz '94 will be attending a police
academy.
Jeffrey Naumann '94 will be an accountantwith
Deloitte & Touche in Parsippany,NJ.
Christine Noorman '94 will pursue a master’s
degree in education at Grand Valley State

Embrace Industries as an administrative assistant.
Michael Kin '94 will be a Peace Corps volunteer.
Erin Koster '94 will be with a mission school in
Kenya.
Kathleen Kraft '94 will be a receptionist with
TNT Holland Motor Express.
Jennifer Kush '94 will be with the Jesuit
VolunteerCorps: Midwest for a year.
Wade Lamphere '94 will pursue a graduate
degree in engineering at Western Michigan

school.

Atlanta.

Deborah Trent-Fisher'94 will work in sales with
Fed Specialtiesin Appleton,Wis.
Mari-jo Turner '94 will be a staff auditorwith
Arthur Andersen in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Erin Van Houzen '94 will pursue a master's of
fine arts at the University of Iowa.
Ann Verhey '94 will pursue a master's of divinity at McCormick Theological Seminary in
Chicago, 111.
Erik Vogas '94 will attend graduate school at
Waseda University in Tokyo, Japan.
Andrea Welke '94 will be an auditor for Deloitte&
Touche in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dai Wessman '94 has received a University
Fellowship from The Ohio State University, where
he will enter the master's program in physiology
of exercise in September.
Wesley White '94 will pursue a doctorate in chemistry at Colorado State University.
Matthew Yakes '94 will be a chemist with
Peninsular Plating in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Heidi Zwart '94 will be a Peace Corps volunteer.

University.

Cara Luchies '94 will teach English at the
PedagogicalUniversityin Opole, Poland.
Dana McCoy '94 has an internship working with
a church youth group in Silver Spring, Md.
Shawn McFarland'94 will be an officer in the
U.S. Air Force Nurse Corps. The four-yearcommitment includes a six-month internship in
Biloxi,Miss., and three years at Sumter, S.C.
Jamie McKee '94 will be working at Indiana
University in Bloomington.
Elizabeth Merrill '94 will pursue a graduate
degree in occupational therapy at Western

Marriages
Willard Ripley '34 and lone Wagner, Dec. 2,
1992.

Robert Prins

'49

and Terri Hertel

'68,

June 26,

1993.
Peter Paulsen '64 and Elizabeth Johnson,Oct.
30,

1993.

Bruce Ronda '69 and Christine Nelson,June,
1993.

m

Timothy Buis '74 and Karen, Jan. 22, 1994.
Michael Cooper '74 and Therese Karam, Oct.

Vander Hart, Victoria Frances, Oct. 25, 1993.
Lee Veldhoff '86 and Sybil Babinski '86

1993,

Veldhoff,Nathaniel Lee, Feb. 23, 1994.
Kimm DeVries '86 Wall and Brent Wall,
Tanner Marie, Feb. 25, 1994.

23.

James Me Farlin III '74 and Elaine West, Aug.
13. 1993, Detroit,Mich.
Christine Boon '79 and Marvin Hinga '80, Nov.
27. 1993, Grand Haven, Mich.
Rhonda Throndset '80 and Curtis Sloyer, April
9, 1994, Roswell, Ga.
Nick Marcelletti'81 and Michele Denise
Martin, March 27, 1994.
Corrina Bellefeuille '83 and Brian Campau,
Dec. 18, 1993, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jeffrey Plomer '84 and Katherine Delavan,
Aug. 7, 1993, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Bruce Dorr '86 and Cheryl Ward, May 21, 1994.
Marsha Usiak '86 and Richard Lillich, Jan. 30,
1993, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Michael Kossen '88 and Susanne Quinn, Aug.
21. 1993, Denver,Colo.
Angela Wiedemann '89 and Dieter Ecarius,
Jan.

28,

1994.

Nancy Jungblut '90 and Robert McConkey,
April

9,

Mary Homa

'87 Anderson and Alan

Anderson, ElizabethAnne, April 26, 1994.
Rodney Brush '87 and Lori Fisher-Brush'88,
Nathan James, March 25, 1994.
Andrew Kromminga '87 and Kristine Olding
'91 Kromminga, Frances Hope, Jan. 15, 1994.
Katy DeYoung '88 Arthurs and Kenneth
Arthurs '88, Alexander Kenneth,March 23,
1994.

Tom

DeGraaf '88 and Kelley DeGraaf,
Seth Garrick, March 2,

Andrew Thomas and
1994.

Peter Estell '88 and Susan Estell, Rebecca
Jean,

May

6,

1994.

Jennifer Schakel '89

Hoffman and Timothy

Hoffman '86, Jonathan Timothy,

Dec.

9,

1993.

Kathi Damsteegt '91 and Kent Clark, July 31,
'91

FlorenceDubbink

'11

on Monday, March

1994, Holland, Mich.

Kimberly Medema

David DeYoung '69 of Monterey Township,
Hamilton, Mich., died in May of 1994 at his
home. He was 46.
He was preceded in death by his father,John,
in 1992, and a brother, Alan, in 1954.
Survivors include his mother, Delia
DeYoung of Grand Rapids, Mich.; a brother,
Robert and Naomi DeYoung of West Chester,
Ohio; and nieces and nephews.

Kathleen Ferguson '89 Petroelje and Daniel
Petroelje, Nathan Todd, Jan. 12, 1994.

1993, Clymer, N.Y.
26.

chemist at Dow Chemical in Midland, Mich., for
16 years. He later owned and operated Lee De
Free Piano and Organ Co.
He was a member of First Reformed Church,
and served as an organist at several area churches.
His wife, Chrystene,preceded him in death.
Survivorsinclude a daughter, Charlotte
Buersma of Spring Lake, Mich.; six grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren;
sisters,Mrs. Andrew
(Jo) Boeve, and Mrs. William (Rena) Boeve, both
of Holland; and several nieces and nephews.

SYSTEM OVERLOAD!

and Carey Koele, March

1994,

JacquelineBost '92 and ChristopherMisner,
19, 1994, San Diego, Calif.
Scott Jones '92 and Elizabeth Koebel, Dec. 4,
1993, Berrien Springs, Mich.
Amy Groothuis'93 and Cliff Westendorp,June
11, 1993, Martin, Mich.
Feb.

Births

The good news is, Hope's alumni
enjoy the "classnotes"and are
eager to tell their friends about the
events in their lives. The bad news
is, we didn't have room for everything you had to say! "Advanced
Degrees" will appear in their
entirety in August. Sorry!!

of Holland,Mich., died

21, 1994, in Holland

Community Hospital.She was 100.
She was a member of Third Reformed Church
and Reformed Church Women. She was a
member of the Holland Genealogy Society and
the Ostomy Club.
She taught school for 46 years, and was a
member of the Ottawa County Retired Teachers
Association.

Surviving are a nephew, David and Cher
Dubbink of California; and cousins, Harvey and
Ruth Kollen of Holland, and Myron and Helene
Kollen of Indian Lake.
Robert T. Dykstra '41

of

Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Monday, April 11, 1994. He was 75.
He was a past member of the college's Board

Chicago from 1949 to 1954 and of the Particular
Synod of Michigan from 1954 to 1958, and during
his terms as field secretary established 42 churches. He was pastor of the Fultonville Reformed
and Randall Community Churches of New York
State from 1958 to 1965.
In addition to his first wife Dena, he was preceded in death by a brother, William Hogenboom;
and four sisters,Nellie Ruslink, Nettie Legters,
Minnie Legters and Cora Ruslink.
Survivors in addition to wife Dana include
two sons, Kermit Hogenboom '53 of Knox, N.Y.,
and Dean Hogenboom '56 of Oak Park, 111.; six
grandchildren,includingKathy Hogenboom '85
Olgers; four great-grandchildren;a brother,
Leonard Hogenboom '30 of Weirsdale,Fla.; and
several nieces and nephews.
of

Margaret Repic '33 Kibby of Holland,Mich.,
died on Wednesday,March 9, 1994, in a local
nursing home. She was 83.
Bom in Hungary,she came to the United
States in 1921. She was a 1929 graduate of
Holland High School.
She taught at Federal School and the West
Ottawa district for 21 years. She was a member of
BeechwoodReformed Church.
Her husband, Anthony, preceded her in death
in 1989.

Survivors include her children, Karl and
Bumice Von Ins of Holland, Roger and Carol
Kibby of Three Rivers,Mich., Sue Ropers of
Holland, Mich., and Fred and Adel Mendenhall of

Holland; seven grandchildren;
one great-grandchild; sisters-and brother-in-law, Les and Gerald
Gable of Zephyrhills, Fla., Helen Kibby of
Allegan, Mich., and Jewel Von Ins of Twin Falls,
Idaho.

died on
J.C. Huizenga '73 and Laura Maatman '80
Huizenga, David Keaton, April 25, 1994.
Marianne Stokes '73 Kincaid and Edmund
Kincaid,Ashley Lee, July 28, 1993.
Edwin Redder II '74 and Jill Redder, Nathan
Charles, Feb.

10,

1994.

Sharon Kooistra '78 Dykema and Bill
Dykema '79, Kelly Marie, Jan. 16, 1994.
Gini Checkley '78 Guentner and Bob
Guentner, Emily Marie, Dec. 13, 1993.
Judy Diephouse '78 Wolffis and Michael
Wolffis '78, Kyle Matthew, April 4, 1994.
Brian Akker '79 and Mary Akker, Kyle Levi,
Dec. 29, 1993.

Brian Burgener '79 and Ruth

Ann Hascup

'80 Burgener, Christopher Jay, Oct. 31, 1993.

Mimi Quarles

'79 Eggers

and Marc Eggers,

Cassandra Leigh, Dec. 16, 1993.
John Van Arendonk '80 and Lori Wolf '80
Van Arendonk, Michael Peter, Nov. 12, 1992.
Robin Prins '81 Bakker and Philip Bakker,
Alexa Joy, Aug. 24, 1993.
Debra Baird '81 Deacon and Gerard Deacon,
Michelle Christine, Oct. 1, 1993.
Scott DeWitt '81 and Nancy Dirkse '81
DeWitt, Jason Peter Dirkse DeWitt, Feb. 17,
1994.

Jane DeYoung '81 Slette and Stein Slette '87,
Stein Andreas, Feb. 11, 1994.

Bruce Caltrider'82 and Suzanne Marceny
'82 Caltrider, Zoe Marie, Dec. 8, 1993.

Peter Flinker '82 and Stephanie Klahr '82
Flinker, Rebecca Caroline, April 2, 1993.

Kurt Brinks '83 and Dawn DeWitt-Brinks
Mikaela Renee, April 7, 1994.
Tanya Taylor '83 Fowler and Timothy
Fowler Jr., Hannah Lynn, Jan. 12, 1994.
Kevin Toren '83 and Shelley Vonk '86 Toren,
Rachel Nicole, Jan. 9, 1994.
Michael Brewer '84 and Tamara Hoshal '85
Brewer, Jessica Mae, Nov. 28, 1992.
Tom Cathey '84 and Jana DeGraaf '85
Cathey, Scott Thomas, Sept. 20, 1993.

of

Deaths

He was bom in Detroit, Mich. He started
working for his father-in-lawat Light Metals

Robert Bolema '54 of Muskegon, Mich., died
on Monday, March 7, 1994. He was 62.
He was bom in Muskegon on June 6, 1931, and
graduated from Muskegon High School. He
married Joanne Lager '53, who surviveshim, on

Corp. of Grandville, Mich., in 1945, became president in the 1950s, and was chair of the board at

Feb.

6,

1954.

a veteran of the U.S. Army. He taught
Muskegon Public Schoolsfor more than 30
years, and recently taught in the Muskegon
ComunityEducation program. He served on the
General Program Council of the Reformed
Church in America, and was an active member of
Westwood Reformed Church in Muskegon. He

He was

in the

had also been a volunteerwith the college's Hope
in the Future campaign.
He was preceded in death by a sister, Betty
Nelson,and a brother. Jack Bolema.
In addition to his wife, survivors include a
son, Ted (Sally)Bolema '82 of Rockville, Md.; and
a daughter,Sally (Bill) Bolema '84 Fisher of Battle
Creek, Mich.; one granddaughter,Christina Marie
Bolema; two sisters,Mrs. E.W. (Mary) Boot of
Spring Lake, Mich., and Mrs. Ben (Trudy Fuller)
Leeds of Naples, Fla.; one brother, David (Pattie)
Bolema of Naples, Fla.; a sister-in-law, Carolyn
Bolema of Muskegon; a brother-in-law,
Norman
(Mary) Lager of Grand Rapids, Mich.; his
mother-in-law, Cora Lager of Muskegon; and
several nieces and nephews.
Lucille Buter '38

'84,

DeDee

of Grand Rapids,

Mich., died suddenly from a cerebral hemorrhage
at her winter home in Venice, Fla., on Tuesday,

Housenga, Whitney Lynn, March 7, 1994.
Lenore Masiarczyk '84 Pichel and F. Kipring

March 8, 1994. She was 78.
She was bom in Holland, Mich., on June 29,
1915, to Albert and Hannah VanRy Buter. She
graduated from Holland High School in 1933.
A member of the Delta Phi sorority,she won '
the college's top prize for oratory in 1937 and the
state championshipin Lansing, Mich., a few
months later. She and her husband Clare '37, who
survives, met at Hope, and were married on Dec.

Pichel, Ian Kipring, July 5, 1993.

22,

Lynette Carter '85 Cole and Kelly Cole '86,
Kendall James, Feb. 15, 1994.
Tod Gugino '85 and Brenda Gugino, Rachel
Janaye, bom Nov. 20, 1993; adopted April 19,

She taught second grade at Harrison Park
Elementary School in Grand Rapids for 25 years.
She was a member of Central Reformed Church
of Grand Rapids and Venice Presbyterian
Church.
In additionto her husband, survivors include
her sons, Bruce '64 and Dorothy DeDee of
Kalamazoo, Mich., and Kim '71 and Lynda DeDee
of Oshkosh, Wis.; two grandchildren;a sister,
Audrey Berghorstof Zeeland,Mich.; and a niece
and nephew.

Peggy Penna '84 Housenga and Todd

1994.

Susan Burrell

'85

Nykamp and

Robert

Nykamp, Chloe Elyse, March 21, 1994.
Susan Workman '85 Stafford and Robert
Stafford, Brendan Connor, April 20, 1994.

Kent Coy '86 and Karen Euson '86 Coy,
Jennifer Lee, July 28, 1992.

Dan

Foster '86 and Jennifer

Foster, David Robert,March
Priscilla

2,

Vander Hart

Bayer '86 Hartsough and Shan

Hartsough, Alyssa Lee, Oct.

12,

1993.

Bruce Kutsche '86 and Sheri Kutsche,
William "Spencer,"March 10, 1994.
Paul Vander Hart '86 and Robin Beckett'87

E3

1939.

'86

1994.

Trustees.

Lee De Free '27 of Holland, Mich., died on
Thursday, April 21, 1994, in an Allendale, Mich.,
nursing home. He was 87.
He had been in the Cosmopolitan Fraternity at
Hope.
Born in Holland, he was employed as a

the time of his death.

He had been presidentof the South Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Classis of the Reformed Church.
He also served on the boards of Bethany Christian
Services, Northwestern College of Iowa,
Children'sBible Hour and Outreach Inc. He
helped form a world-wide missionaryprogram at
Immanuel Reformed Church, where he served as

Mathilda Korver '27 died on Wednesday,

an elder.

He was preceded in death by

his wife,

Marthene, in 1989.
Survivorsinclude his children, Jill and
Michael Southerland,Barbara and Tom Huizingh,
Tom and Debby Dykstra,and Sherry and Fred
HartleyIII; 13 grandchildren;
and brothers, Don,
Craig, Steven and Stuart Dykstra.
Sidney Havinga '37 of Vicksburg,Mich., died
on Monday, Feb. 14, 1994. He was 82.
He was born on May 28, 1911, in Holland,
Mich., the son of Jacob and ElizabethHavinga.
He was employed at the McBain Hardware Store
from 1938 to 1951, and at Vicksburg Community
Schools from 1951 to 1975. He was a veteranof
the U.S.

Army.

On June 4, 1938, he married Laura Guigelaar,
who survives.Also survivingare: four daughters, Penne Mitchellof Kerrville, Texas, Jacque
and John Hodgman of Vicksburg,Sonja Havinga
and Wade Kapik of Kalamazoo, Mich., and Laurie
and Roy Hodgman of Portage, Mich.; four grandchildren, Cindy and Michael Waldon, John

Hodman

Katherine Eldridge '37 Klomparens of
Holland, Mich., died on Wednesday,March 16,
1994. She was 78.
She was a member of Hope Church, the
Holland Hospital Guild and Woman's Literary
Club. She taught at Lincoln Elementary School.
Survivors include her husband, Alvin; her
children,Katherine and Thomas Malcolm of
California,Charles Klomparens of Newaygo,
Mich., Gerald and Jeanette Klomparens of
Holland,and A. Craig and Lanelle Klomparens of
Cheboygan, Mich.; five grandsons;and a sister,
Mrs. Gerald (June) Breen of Holland.

Mitchell and Lindsey
Mitchell;and one great-grandchild,Michael
Sidney Waldon.
He was preceded in death by one sister and
one son-in-law,and is survived by one sister,
Annette and George Jacobs.
Jr.,

Amanda

March

30,

1994, in Alameda, Calif. She was 93.

After graduatingfrom Northwestern Classical

Academy in Orange City, Iowa,

in 1918, she

taught in one-room country schools. She
obtaineda master's degree from the University of
Michigan. For several years, until her retirement
in 1965, she taught in high schoolsin Northern
and Southern California.
Survivors include two sisters, Gertrude
Korver '31 Scholtenof Walnut Creek, Calif., and
Marie Korver.
Cecile

Kay McNitt '66 Kossen

Colo., died at her

of Parker,

home from bone cancer on

Monday, March 14, 1994. She was 49.
She was a 1962 graduate of Saugatuck (Mich.)
High School. A former Holland,Mich., resident,
she resided in Denver for the past 20 years, operating an independent catering sendee.
She was a member of Cherry Hills Community
Church and the InvernessTennis Club, and a
foster parent for Douglas County Department of
Social Services.

Survivors include her husband, Stanley; her
children, Kimberly '84 and Timothy '87 Irike of

Holland,and Michael '88 and Suzanne Kossen of
Littleton,Colo.; two grandsons,Tyler and Jordan
Pike; her mother, Cecile McNitt of Holland; brothers, Glenn and Nancy McNitt of Cary, N.C., Dr.

Theodore and Helaine McNitt of Colorado
Joshua Hogenboom '25 of Ocala, Fla., died on
Tuesday, April 19, 1994. He was 93.
He was bom on June 5, 1900, in Clymer, N.Y.,
to George and Mary (Einink) Hogenboom.He
graduated from Hope College PreparatorySchool
in 1921, and from Western TheologicalSeminary

Victor

in 1928.

He married Dena Habink on May

Myma McNitt of Holland; her
mother-in-law, Jean De Junge; brothers- and
sisters-in-law, John and Hazel Kossen, Gordon
and Elsie Kossen,Duane and Lois Kossen,Eunice
and Jerry Wright,and Lillianand Ken Morren.
Springs; a sister,

31, 1928.

She preceded him in death on Nov. 29, 1975. He
married Julia (Dana) Hogenboom, who survives,
on Nov. 20, 1976.
He was pastor of the Fairview Reformed
Church in Illinois from 1928 to 1935; the Decatur,
Mich., Reformed Church from 1935 to 1939; the
Nardin Park Reformed Church in Detroit, Mich.,
from 1939 to 1947; and Central Reformed Church
in Muskegon, Mich., from 1947 to 1949. In addition, he was director of Christianendeavor in
Detroit from 1941 to 1947.
He was field secretary of the Particular Synod

Kronemeyer'37

died on Wednesday, March

of Port Charlotte, Fla.,
23,

1994. He was 78.

He was born on July 30, 1915, in Holland,
Mich., and came to Port Charlotte15 years ago
from Battle Creek, Mich.
He was an executive director with the Kellogg
Co., retiringafter 38 years. He served in the Army
during World War 11.
He was commodore at the Singapore Yacht
Club in Saugatuck,Mich., and commander of the
U.S. Power Squadron in Kalamazoo, Mich., from
1960 to 1961. He taught a class in carving at
Maple Leaf Estates from 1986 to 1991.
Survivorsinclude his wife, Virginia; two sons.
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Stuart of Battle Creek and James of
N.J.;

and

six

Cape May,

grandchildren.

William Maat '27 of Sioux Falls, S.D., died
on Sunday, May 1, 1994. He was 89.
The son of Gerrit and Jane (Swart) Maat, he
was bom on June 29, 1904, in Chicago, 111. He
graduated from Holland (Mich.) High School in
1923, and from Western TheologicalSeminary
in 1930.

On June 19, 1930, he married Ruth
VanderLindenin Coopersville,Mich. She preceded him in death on Jan. 10, 1992.
He was a ministerin the Reformed Church
in America for 39 years. He served churches in
Upstate New York at Nassau, Berne, West

Berne, Schenectady, Defreestvilleand
Hagaman.
In addition to his wife, he

was preceded

in

death by his parents; one brother, Arthur Maat;
sisters, Alice Kickert and Martha
Newendyke; and one grandson, Keith Maat.
Survivors include two sons, David William
Maat of Juneau, Alaska, and Howard James
Maat of Saranac Lake, N.Y.; two daughters,
Phyllis Ruth Klarup of Sioux Falls, S.D., and
Lois Ann Schier of Kingston,Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. John (Johanna) Brink of Slayton, Mich.,
and Mrs. Nick (Jeannette)Van Meeteren of
Sheldon, Iowa; nine grandchildren; and five
great-grandchildren.

two

Ida Townsend '29 Martin died at Hughes
in Fredericksburg,Va„ on Friday, April
22, 1994. She was 90.
She was born in Berlin, N.J., on Sept. 21,
1903. She was the widow of James Dean
Martin, who was a Reformed Church in
America pastor.
She was the last surviving member of a
family of 12 children, and the only one to attend
college. She worked to pay her way, attending
Drew Theological Seminary and graduating
from Hope.
While in college, she was an English major
and president of her sorority. She met her
husband at Hope, and they were married the
year she graduated.
After graduating,she taught at the Scudder
School for girls in New York City, while her
husband attended seminary.
She was a devoted mother and minister's
wife, assisting her husband in the four
Reformed churches in which he served; High
Bridge, in New Jersey; Second Reformed,

Home

Tarrytown, N.Y.;

Second Reformed,

Schenectady,N.Y.; and First Reformed, Nyack,
N.Y. She also loved to read and was an excellent seamstressand creator of dolls and toys.
In 1970, she and her husband retired to the

Penney RetirementCommunity in Penney
Farms, Fla. She was there until May of 1992,
when she came to Fredericksburgto be near her
daughter and son.
Survivors include her two children, Joyce
Martin Munsie of Fredericksburg and Keith
Dean Martin of Washington,D.C.; and four
grandchildren.
Geoffrey A. Mills '49 of Holland,Mich., died
on Saturday, March 26, 1994, followinga short
illness. He was 70.
Bom in Oldham, England, he moved to the
Holland area as a child. He graduated from
Holland High School.
He served in the U.S. Air Force during World
War II, and worked for Bohn Aluminum as a
tool-and-diemaker until his retirementin 1985.
He was a member of the American Legion Post 6,
the VFW and the West Shore Golf Club.
He was preceded in death by his first wife,
Lillian,in 1983.

Survivors include his wife, Alma (Mulder);

Sue
Audrey Mills,and Peter Mills, all
Holland, and Sandy and Larry Huizengaof

his children, Mitch and Beth Mills, Britt and
Mills,Rich and
of

Montclair, Va.; and five grandchildren.

John H. Mulder '55 of St. Petersburg,Fla.,
died on Friday, March 4, 1994, at Bayfront
Medical Center. He was 60.
Born in Waterloo, N.Y., he came to St.
Petersburgin 1969 from Louisville, Ky. He was
a third generation Hope graduate, the son of
Johan Mulder '29 and the grandson of John Ter
Avest 1899.
He was administrativevice president for
Capital Formation Counselors Inc. in Belleair
Bluffs for the past 21 years. He was formerlyon
the board of directors for Habitatfor Humanity,
was a volunteerfor the Ronald McDonald House
and was an ordained elder and deacon of First
PresbyterianChurch.
Survivors includehis wife of 37 years, Mary
Anne Meyers '55 Mulder; two daughters,Anne
Mulder '80 and Nancy Mulder '86 Welch; two
sons. Brace Mulder '84 of Raleigh,N.C., and
John C. Mulder of Miami, Fla.; three brothers,
Jerrold H. Mulder of Brooklyn, N.Y., James H.
Mulder '62 of Nuremberg, Germany,and Jeffrey
H. Mulder '69 of Holland, Mich.; and a granddaughter.

Susanne Dragt '27 Vander Borgh of
Holland, Mich., died on Thursday,April 7,
1994, in an area nursing home. She was 92.
She was bom in Sheldon, Iowa. She was preceded in death by her husband, Garrett, in 1968,
and by a son-in-law,Maurice Ver Heist Jr.
She was a member of Third Reformed
Church, where she was a member of the Sunday
school class, and women's groups. She was
past president of the Hope College Women's
League, the Holland Classical Union and the
Woman's Literary Club.
Survivors include her daughter, Mrs.
Maurice (Janice) Ver Heist of Holland; two
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Andrew (Gertrude)Vander
Borgh of New York; and nieces and nephews.
Justin Vander Kolk '31 of Pleasant Hill,
Wednesday,March 9, 1994. He

Tenn., died on
was 87.

He had received an honorary degree from
Hope, a D.D., in 1968.
Born in Vriesland,Mich., he was the son of
Egbert and Sarah Vander Kolk. He was a graduate of Western TheologicalSeminary.
He taught in the Vriesland area before
serving churches in Irvington,N.J.; Oberlin,
Ohio; and Bangor and Ellsworth,Maine. He
had also served as presidentof New Brunswick
Seminary.
Survivors include his wife, Eunice
(Campbell); a daughter,Nancy Saccani of
Hanover, N.H.; four grandchildren;and nieces
and nephews.
He was preceded in death by two daughters,
Marilyn Vander Kolk and Joyce Bishop.

Alice Scholten '25

Van Zoeren

of

Schenectady, N.Y., died on Wednesday,March
23, 1994, after a short illness. She was 92.
Born in South Blendon, Mich., she as a child
lived in Illinois, Iowa, South Dakota and Kansas
as her minister father,Dirk Scholten1883, established Reformedchurches.
At one time, she taught English and French
at Northwestern Academy in Orange City,
Iowa. She also taught children on an Indian
reservation in New Mexico.
After marrying the Rev. Raymond Van
Zoeren on June 1, 1928, she conducted church
work with him in Hagaman, Schenectady,
Mohawk, Syracuse,Utica, Prattsvilleand
Unionville, all in New York, and also in Pekin,
111-, before retiring in Scotia, N.Y.

She was a member of the Woodlawn
ReformedChurch and its women's groups.
Her husband preceded her in death in May
of 1984.

Survivorsinclude two daughters,Alicia Van
Zoeren '51 Hermance of Schenectadyand
Dorothy Bordon of Honeoye Falls,N.Y.; a son,
Harold Van Zoeren '53 of Cupertino, Calif.;13
grandchildren,including Susan Hermance '75
Fedak, Gay Hermance '80 O'Brien and Rhonda
Kay Hermance '84; a foster granddaughter; 11
great-grandchildren;
and numerous nieces and
nephews.

John in 1973.
Survivors include his children, Robert and
Judy Weimer of Kentwood, Mich., and Louis
Weimer of Holland; six grandchildren; two
step-grandchildren;two step-great-grandchildren; a brother, Leo and Isabell Weimer of
Muskegon,a sister, Frances and Marty Carlson
of Muskegon; sisters- and brothers-in-law,
Henrietta Weimer of Muskegon, and Goldie
and Harvey Driesenga of Zeeland, Mich., and
Jack and Lanna Bruischart of Holland; and
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Beatrice Fairbanks '39

Welmers of Holland,
2, 1994. She was

Mich., died on Saturday,April

Born and raised at the Old Wing Mission, she
the daughterof Austin I. and Phurna

was

Fairbanks. Her great-grandfatherIsaac
Fairbankshad built the mission.
She was the wife of William E. Welmers, who
preceded her in death.
Survivingare her children. Brace Welmers of
Holland, Peggy and Dennis Bertolamiof
Parkland, Fla., and Ric and Kris Welmers of
Holland;and four grandchildren.
Alonzo Wierenga '26 of South Haven, Mich.,
died on Tuesday, March 22, 1994, at South
Haven Community Hospital.He was 89.
He was born on Oct. 13, 1904, in Fulton, 111.
He was a graduate of Fulton High School, Hope
and the Universityof Michigan.
For 39 years he was employed by the South
Haven Public Schools, where he served as
Senior High teacher and Junior High School
principal.

He was also an engineer at the South Haven
Water Plant for 16 summers, and business
manager at Camp Geneva in Holland for nine
years. Following his retirementfrom the school
system, he worked in the lab at Scott Aviation.
He had been active in the Michigan National
Guard, where he wrote and taught several curriculums, and he serviced the radios for the
South Haven Police Departmentfor 10 years.
Following World War II, he taught meteorology
and navigationground school for veteranswho
were obtainingflight licenses.
He was a member of Hope Reformed Church
in South Haven, where he served as elder,
teacher and author of "Our Heritageof Hope," a
history of the church. He was a member of the
Black River Amateur Radio Club, and the
Holland Gem and Mineral Club.
Survivors include his daughter, Jean

(Harold) Otto; three grandsons;and two
great-grandchildren.He was preceded in death
by his wife of 54 years, Zera; his parents; three
sisters; and five brothers.

Sympathy to

Veldman '26 of Holland, Mich.,
died on Wednesday, March 2, 1994, in a

The family of John Joseph Holody Sr., who
died on Friday,Oct. 22, 1993, and Chesterine
Rose Holody, who died on Wednesday,Jan. 5,
1994. He was 77 and she was 71
Married for 54 years, they were the parents
of Richard Holody '84 of Fennville, Mich.

Holland-area nursing home. She was 92.
She had received a Distinguished Alumni
Award from Hope in 1971.
She was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Veldman of Grand Rapids, Mich. She graduated from the Presbyterian Hospital School of
Nursing in Chicago, 111.,in 1929, and received
her master'sfrom Columbia Universityin 1946.
She served as a missionary for the Reformed
Church in America in Hawk, Ky.; Amoy, China;
the Arcot Mission in India; and the Arabian
Gulf area. Upon retirement she worked at
Portable Recording Ministries.
She was a member of Trinity Reformed
Church.
Survivors include her brothers and sister,
Mrs. Dick (Jennie) Van Singel of Jenison, Mich.,
Peter Van Singel of Jenison, and John Van
Singel of Northport,Mich.; and nieces, nephews
and cousins.

The family of Norman Kinney of Holland,
who died on Wednesday, May 25, 1994,
at his home. He was 80.
He and wife Louise had established the
"Allan C. Kinney Memorial Fund" at Hope in
memory of his son Allan '68, who died of
cancer during his senior year at Hope. The
award is given to an outstanding graduating
senior majoring in economics or business
administration. The Kinneys had presented
the award personally every year since its
inception,most recentlyto Bradley E. Sladek
'94 during the college's annual Honors
Convocation on April 28.
In addition to his wife, survivors include a
daughter-in-law,Mary Dykstra Kinney of
Oxford; one grand-daughter; two great-grandchildren; a brother, Leslie Kinney of Beltsville,
Md.; and nieces, nephews and cousins.

.

Jeannette

Time

running out to be a member of the team supporting
this year’s Alumni Fund. Mail your contribution today; only
gifts received before June 30 count in this year’s campaign.
is

Hope College and its students depend on gifts to the Alumni
Fund from members of classes celebrating reunions. To date,
43 percent of reunion alumni have contributed.Are you part
of the 57 percent who have not yet given? If so, please join
your classmates in helping to keep your alma mater strong.

Deadline for receipt of your

NFHC June 1994

gift

is

June

30!!!!

Jacob Weimer '43 of Holland, Mich., died on
Saturday, April 9, 1994, in an area nursing
home. He was 73.
Born in Muskegon, Mich., he graduated
from Moody Bible Institute and Dallas
TheologicalSeminary.
He served as a Baptist missionary in France
and Canada, and was a member of Ventura
Baptist Church. Following retirement, he was
employed at H.J. Heinz Co.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Lucy,
in 1992, and two sons: Leonard in 1948, and

Mich.,

The family of Richard Lee "Dick" Williams

of Traverse City, Mich., who died on
Wednesday, March

16, 1994. He was 63.
Survivors include his wife, Mar-Les Ann
Exo '59 Williams;two aunts; and many
cousins.

The family of Elsie Working of Holland,
Mich., who died on Friday, April 29, 1994, at a
local nursing home. She was a retired employee of the college, having worked in the food
service department for several years.
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Spring Sports

A trophy-class year
Athletic competition
during a school year is a
kaleidoscopic blend of
contests spread over 18
sports for

men and

women. There are
and defeats,
school records are broken
and national-caliber
performances noted.

victories

The outcome of each of

these contests

goes toward determininga team's place in
the conference standings. From these

standings the winner of the coveted
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) All-Sports

award becomes

known.
The race for this year's All-Sports award
went down to the final weekend of the
school year, with Hope needing to finish
ahead of Calvin in baseball to gain enough
It seemed like a big order,
especiallysince a year ago the Flying
Dutchmen were dead last.

all-sportspoints.

Not only did the Flying Dutchmen sweep
a season-ending three-game series over
Alma to finish ahead of Calvin, but they

won
and

the

it

MIAA

—

baseball championship

put Hope ahead of Calvin by just five

points in the final all-sportsstandings!

So another orange-and-blueMIAA
All-Sportsbanner will hang in the Dow
Center. It is the second time in three years
that Hope has won the award and the 11th
time since 1980.

A good

spring season capped Hope's

all-sportsyear. In addition to outstanding

conferenceplay, athletes representing five
teams were able to compete on a national
level.

• Lisa Stover '94 of Portage, Mich.,
the first Hope and

MIAA

became

athlete to earn

All-America honors in golf by finishing
fifth at the national

women's

collegiate

championships.
•

Freshman Audrey Coates of Holland,

NCAA All-Americahonors
by advancing to the quarterfinalsof the
NCAA Division III tennis championships.
Mich., earned

•

academic honoree on a district level
second consecutive year.

Three Hope

NCAA

athletes qualified for the
Division III track and field cham-

pionships.Sophomore Erik Carpenterof
Stamford, Conn., finished 10th in the
nation in the 1,500-meterrun. Other
qualifierswere Alicia Elmore '94 of Port

Huron, Mich., in the women's
1,500-meter run and sophomore Michelle
Neel of Kalamazoo, Mich., in the 5,000.
• Junior Frank Gauntt of Hudsonville,
Mich., was one of only five golfersoutside

team entriesinvited to play in the NCAA
Division III men's golf championships.
Kuiper of Lansing,
Mich., had a performance fit for the
NCAA baseball record book as he hit
safely in 31 consecutive games over the
1993 and 1994 seasons. A .380 career
batter, Kuiper was named a GTE

• Junior outfielderMark

•

Sophomore Laurie Byington of

for'

a

Portage,

Mich., earned softball All-Americahonors
for a

second year. This spring she became

the first player in

MIAA

softball history to

win consecutive outright batting titles.
• Junior pitcher Nicki Mannes of

Mich.,

added to her

Wyoming,

all-conference

basketball honors with similar accolades
in softball.

Accomplishmentsweren't always
measured through an individual's performance, as teamwork also keyed a lot of Hope's
successes this spring. For example, there was
the rare softball triple play executed by

Heather Ozinga of Palos Heights, 111., Amy
Moeckel of St. Joseph, Mich., and Lisa
Walters of New Hudson, Mich.

The

rags-to-riches odyssey

of

the

baseball team, under first-year coach Stu
Fritz, was simply

Dutchmen won

amazing. The

Flying

just once in their first

seven

floor was installedin the

Dow

Center and

games, but then went on to post a 13-3

improvements were underway to

against conference foes. Joining

football practice fields at the Ekdal J. Buys

the

All-MIAA was

'94 of Holland,

mark
Kuiper on

outfielder Chris Backus

Athletic complex.

Mich.

In women's tennis, Coates was joined by
freshman teammate Becky Lucas of
Kalamazoo, Mich., on the All-MIAA team.
Coates was voted the Midwest region
rookie-of-the-year, and Marie Van

Tubbergen

the

'94 of

Holland was presented the

MIAA's Sue Little Sportsmanship award.
This spring was also a time for
anticipation.Workmen put the finishing
touches on the new DeWitt Tennis Center,
which when it opens in August will feature
six indoor courts.A new wooden basketball

Clockwise, beginning in upper left:
Alicia Elmore was most valuable
runner in MIAA women’s track; outfielder Mark Kuiper and coach Stu Fritz
celebrate the MIAA baseball championship; sophomore Erik Carpenter was

NCAA track All-American (qualified for
NCAA track championships); freshman
Audrey Coates was NCAA tennis
All-American; and sophomore Laurie
Byington became two-time softball
All-American.
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